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Abstract 

A ground-based remote sensing system was attached to a linear move irrigation 

system and successfully collected pixels at an approximate density of 1/meter^. This low-

resolution data was used to create l-meter resolution images in near real time over a 1-

hectare cotton field. A new method using GIS and spatial statistics (kriging) was 

successfully developed for evaluating the 1-meter images and simulate 2 through 7 meter 

resolution for determining the effects of scale on data collection for crop management as 

applied to precision agriculture. The images collected reliably predicted nitrogen and 

water stress in the field and demonstrated how scale from 1 to 7 meters affects reliability 

of measuring water and nitrogen stress. 

A 2X2 Latin square water and nitrogen experiment on cotton consisting of 

optimal and low nitrogen and water treatments was conducted within 4 replicates of the 4 

treatments. The remotely sensed data were used to develop images of the plot to 

ascertain the ability ot detecting nitrogen and water stress. Nitrogen stress was evaluated 

using the canopy chlorophyll content index while water stress was evaluated using the 

difference between canopy and air temperature. 

Four days of field images collected in 1999 at a l-meter resolution were selected 

for evaluation. The days represent, one day prior to water and nitrogen treatments, two 

days of little to moderate nitrogen stress, and one day with severe nitrogen stress and 

moderate water stress. The image analysis incorporated standard statistics, kriging, and 

fractals. The l-meter data was used to produce images with grids of 2 through 10 meters. 
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Standard statistics were used to analyze the four days by grid size. The results 

indicated no difference in the mean in the data for any grid size within a treatment for 

either water or nitrogen; however, CV generally decreased with grid size. 

Kriging was used to evaluate the data for pretreatment day and stressed day for 

one plot representing each of the four treatments. Data for I, 3, 5, and 7 meters 

resolution was icriged and compared to the 1-meter grid to determine reproducibility. It 

was determined that for temperature it is difficult to reproduce finer resolution data, 

especially in stressed plots. The nitrogen indice was reproducible to a high degree of 

accuracy for grids as large as 7 meters. 

Fractal analysis was used to evaluate the Icriged data. The results were mixed in 

that numbers for some plots increased as grid size increased, and decreased as expected 

for others. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This research project investigated the feasibility of collecting high-resolution 

remotely sensed spectral and thermal data using the Agricultural Irrigation Imaging 

System, AGIIS. The geospatial reliability and development of maps of the ground-based 

sensing data was preformed. Spatial scales and variability of the thermal and nitrogen 

stress index were evaluated. 

Precision Agriculture 

Precision agriculture is not new, and various aspects have been practiced for some 

time. Examples of these include row spacing, seed spacing, irrigation water 

management, and chemical applications. In the larger sense, these basic components of 

precision agriculture are essential to modem agriculture but were considered innovative 

and high tech when first introduced. 

Presently the term precision agriculture varies depending upon the audience. The 

concept includes the application of computer technology for data storage, acquisition, and 

modeling. Some precision farming applications include; utilizing remotely sensed data to 

manage water (Jackson et al., 1986) and nitrogen applications (Solie et al., 1996), 

variable rate fertilizer application techniques (Morgan et al., 1997), soil mapping 

(McGrath et al., 1995), yield monitoring (Birrell et al., 1995) and, applying geo-statistics 

(Vaughan et al., 1995) or management models (Jacbson et al., 1995) to manage crops at a 

more detailed level. Regardless of the application, the overall goal of precision 
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agriculture is to reduce the standard unit of management from the Held to something less, 

reduce inputs, and improve profitability. 

Resolution, Timeliness & Scale 

High spatial and temporal-resolution data are costly and time consuming to 

collect as documented by Jackson et al., (1984) and Moran et al. (1997), but data with 

low spatial resolution can be less descriptive and thus less useful. Resolution is an issue 

of scale, and scale is important in management decisions (Woodcock et al., 1987) and 

must be optimized to provide the best economic return. Data collected on a small scale 

(high resolution) provide less detail then that collected at a large scale (low resolution) 

(Klopatek et al., 1999), and data collection costs increase as scale decreases. This 

produces a tradeoff between cost and the value of the information such that the optimum 

system would collect sufficient data for crop management at the least cost. 

In addition to scale, the timeliness of the data is a factor. The data collection 

system's reliability and timeliness is considered extremely important for data acquisition 

and its usefulness for making management decisions. It has been shown that the 

usefulness of remotely sensed data decreases rapidly as frequency decreases and time 

from collection increases (Jackson et al., 1984,1986 and Moran et al., 1997). Remotely 

sensed data is typically obtained through satellite or aerial images and presently take 

from 3 days to several weeks to be post processed and available for making management 

decisions. These time frames make the information of little use in crop management, and 

the faster delivery of the data is priced at a premium. This research was undertaken to 
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demonstrate the feasibility of using ground based remotely sensed data collection for 

making management decisions. 

Indices and Field 

Remotely sensed data only indirectly measures plant properties through 

reflectance and indirect temperature measurements. Reflectance is defined as the ratio 

of the total amount of radiation, for example visible light, reflected by a surface to the 

total amount of radiation incident on the surface (American Heritage® Dictionary, 

1992), and for this study radiation was measured with band specific optical sensors. 

Indirect temperature measurements were determined with infrared thermometers (IRT). 

Indices relating specific spectral band and remotely sensed temperature have 

been developed which correlate well to plant parameters. There are several indices that 

use reflectance or remotely sensed plant temperatures for evaluation of plant status. 

Some of the most common indices are; soil adjusted vegetative index (SAVI), 

normalized difference vegetative index (NDVI), ratio vegetative index (RVI), and the 

crop water stress index (CWSI). Relatively new indices include the water deficit index 

(WDI), and the canopy chlorophyll content index (CCCI). RVI, NDVI, and SAVI are 

three indicies correlated with leaf area index (Jackson et al., 1991). RVI values changed 

with the crop being measured while NDVI is normalized and has values ranging from 

zero to one. SAVI is an index that provides a method to account for background soil 

prior to full canopy and is a normalized index (Huete, 1988). Leaf area index (LAI) is 

typically determined through field measurements as the ratio of area of leaf surface to 
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the area of ground occupied, but can be calculated from reflectance data for cotton from 

an empirical relationship developed in Arizona (Moran. et al., 1996). CWSI is a 

normalized index that relates actual canopy and air temperature of a crop to canopy and 

air temperatures for potential (maximum evapotranspiration (ET)) and those of a non-

transpiring canopy (Jalali-Farahani et al., 1994, and Jackson et al., 1988). WDI utilizes 

the fractional vegetation cover and temperature differences between the canopy and air 

to predict the crop's water status based upon a vegetation index/temperature U'apezoid 

(Moran et al., 1994). CCCI is a normalized index that predicts nitrogen deficiencies 

with reflectance data looking at changes in chlorophyll (Barnes et al., 20(X)). The CCCI 

was used in this study to evaluate nitrogen stress. Water stress was evaluated by 

determining the difference in the canopy temperature and air. 

Research Team 

The research team consisted of agricultural engineers and soil scientists from The 

University of Arizona and USDA-ARS United States Water Conservation Laboratory. 

The team designed and constructed a novel remote sensing ground-based system that 

collected 1-meter resolution data for application in precision agriculture. 

The AgnS system had several primary components. A linear move irrigation 

system provided a means to precisely controlled water and nitrogen application and 

provided a platform for the ground-based remote sensors. A rail system was attached to 

linear move so that the self-propelled cart that carried the sensors and data storage 

devices, allowed the sensor to traverse the field north to south while the linear ran east to 
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west. A GPS unit provided the location of the sensor when it recorded an image. Finally 

all the necessary infrastructure necessary for power and water delivery to the system 

along with electronics was developed by the team. 

Objectives 

The specific focus of this dissertation was evaluating the ability to construct 

images of the plots and field from the AgllS system to evaluate the effects of spatial 

resolution on nitrogen and water stress. This required developing data collection 

protocols, and all post processing programs. 

To successfully achieve the research objectives it was first necessary for the research 

team to complete the following steps: 

1. Evaluate the effectiveness of producing finer resolution data from courser resolution 

data using kriging for water and nitrogen stress indices. 

2. Evaluate the effect of grid size using standard statistics for water and nitrogen stress 

indices. 

3. Investigate the feasibility of using the fractal dimension for monitoring nitrogen and 

water stress at different resolutions. 

4. Determine the feasibility of developing images of the crop indices with data collected 

from the Aglls system, 

5. Determine the effect of spatial resolution on detecting water and nitrogen stress in 

cotton, 

6. Design and construct all mechanical, electrical and structural components. 
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7. Complete site preparation for supplying water and electricity, 

8. Develop a data acquisition systems and procedures, 

9. Integrate system components such that the objective of collecting high-resolution data 

over a one-hectare site could be met reliably and on a regular basis, and 

10. Develop the appropriate programs to process the field information. 
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Chapter 2 - Literature review 

The most common use of remotely sensed data in agriculture employs satellite 

images. They are typically used for evaluating crop status over large areas. There has 

been research for using remotely sensed data on a field level to schedule irrigation and 

ascertain the spatial variability of soil and nutrients to improve management of these 

resources. Nutrient and water management ties well with the yield monitoring data 

collected in much of the Midwest for the development of comprehensive models that 

incorporate these components. To effectively improve management of a field, the 

timeliness of the data becomes critical along with knowing the location of the 

information (GPS), and the desired scale that one will manage. These issues will be 

discussed in the section along with the history of precision agriculture. 

History 

Remotely sensed spectral data has primarily been used at the research level. Its 

use shows potential for managing crop water stress (Jackson et al., 1988), applying 

fertilizer (Blackmer et al., 1996), and managing pests (Pinter et al., 1979). Using 

remotely sensed crop data to determine relationships between these variables and yield 

may lead to better management that maximizes profit and minimizes environmental 

contamination. A key element is to precisely time specific actions in order to minimize 

inputs. 

With the advent of die space age and satellites, the concept of collecting remotely 

sensed data for management of agricultural products was one of the many applications 
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proposed to utilize this technology (Barnes et al., 1996). The concepts have been 

discussed since the 1960's (Jackson, 1984). In the I970's, use of the technology for land 

use inventories, soil surveys, crop conditions, yield forecasting, acreage of a crop, 

disaster forecasting, and water supply was discussed (Luney et al., 1970). To be more 

precise, Myers (1975) stated, " Remote sensing offers the feasibility of monitoring 

agricultural areas for rapid and continuous assessment of plants, soil and water resources, 

and interrelated problems". He further stated, " A successful remote sensing operations 

program must be tailored to solve or manage the maximum variety and complexity of 

applications". 

In addition to collecting data with satellites, NASA is testing a scaled down 

version (approximately '/2 scale) of a remotely piloted airplane for collecting high-

resolution remotely sensed data. The prototype has a wingspan of a 737, is solar powered 

by day, and powered by fuel cells at night. The plane would achieve high altitude flight 

at a speed around 15 knots. It is being proposed for agriculture sensor reconnaissance 

with the ability to stay in the air for months at a time over a given area (Wings, 1995). 

The concept of using remotely sensed data in agriculture is still considered valid, 

and the agricultural community is looking to the day it is delivered. For the type of 

management information this or other systems could provide, it must first be 

economically beneficial, cost justifiable, shown to improve competitiveness and 

delivered in a timely manner. 
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GIS - Use In Agriculture 

Combining field-measured data with a geographic referenced database is 

common. This combination of information is commonly referred to as geographic 

information systems (GIS). GIS have been used in agricultural applications not just to 

manage crops but also to monitor environmental effects. Examples of these applications 

are models to reduce dairy waste nutrient loadings into waterways (Zhang et al., 1996), to 

predict water quality in tile drain catchments (Walker et al., 1996), to assess the impact of 

agriculture on nitrogen concentrations in groundwater (Navulur et al., 1996), and to 

describe how agricultural practices impacts entire watersheds (Gowda et al., 1996). The 

objective of these models is to provide those in agriculture with the ability to do "what if 

analysis and examine the likely outcome of their decisions before implementing them. 

Other models that employ GIS and remotely sensed data have been used in Africa 

for early drought warning in efforts to predict famine (Henricksen et al., 1986 and Justice 

et al., 1986). Satellite imagery has been investigated to classify crop coefficients on a 

regional basis for water management purposes (D'Urso et al., 1995). These papers 

predicted crop production at the spatial scale varying from sub-county regions to parts of 

continents at a temporal scale of years. However, the idea of employing remotely sensed 

data in precision agriculture with GIS typically would be on a scale smaller than a 

watershed, country or part of a continent. The size of interest has been referred to as a 

management unit, and these can vary greatly depending upon the need of the investigator. 
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Water Management and Remotely Sensed Data 

Over the years, there has been considerable interest associated with water 

management and the use of remotely sensed data. Remotely sensed canopy temperature 

is the primary component used in water management studies. Jackson et al. (1981) used 

remotely sensed temperature data to determine water stress and subsequently developed a 

crop water stress index (CWSI). Primarily by measuring canopy and air temperatures 

with a hand held infrared thermometer, a method to schedule irrigations for an individual 

field was investigated (Geise et al., 1982).). Moran (1994) also utilized remotely sensed 

surface temperatures and spectral data to determine the crop's water status and developed 

a more sophisticated water deficit index (WDI). Methods for irrigation management that 

determine crop water stress in Arizona using satellite or aircraft remotely sensed data 

have been proposed (Moran, 1994 and Clarke, 1997). 

The use of canopy temperature to determine water stress has drawbacks. Water 

stress indices vary dramatically within a field (Lascano et al., 1992). Likewise, stress 

from soil salinity problems also shows up in remotely measured plant canopy 

temperatures (Howell et al., 1984). 

Soils and Nutrients 

Spatial variability of soil has long been known (Nielsen et al., 1973) and results in 

spatially varying nutrient and water requirements. Inaccurate fertilizer requirement 

calculations result from the spatial variation of soil in a field when soil samples are 

combined (McGrath et al., 1996). Cambardella et al. (1994) found strong spatial nutrient 
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variability when comparing variograms for two similar fields in Iowa. The authors also 

stated that scale greatly influenced the results of the analysis. Variogram analysis 

techniques showed spatial variability for an alluvial soil in India when determining 

silt/clay ratio, cation exchange capacity, and pH (Kumar et al., 1996). Kumar et al. 

(1996) found that semivariograms and kriging were better estimators for spatially 

dependent variables than classical statistics. Additionally, strong spatial correlations 

between biomass production and soil properties on a West Virginia pasture have been 

demonstrated (Boyer et al., 1996). 

Several investigators have examined the use of remote sensing for nutrient 

mapping. A good correlation between petiole nitrate content and a spectral index derived 

from plant reflectance of near infrared, blue, green and amber light has been 

demonstrated for cotton (Sui et al., 1998). Remotely sensing nitrogen deficiencies in 

com were determined employing chlorophyll meters (Blackmer et al., 1994) and from 

remotely sensed red edge data (Bausch et al., 1998). A nitrogen fertilization system was 

demonstrated that remotely detected plant nitrogen and subsequently determined the 

appropriate application rate (Whitney et al., 1995). 

Other nutrient studies investigated the spatial relationship of nitrogen 

mineralization. Semivariograms were found to be a good estimator of mineralized 

nitrogen (Smith et al., 1994). Likewise, semivariograms explained the spatial variability 

of nitrous oxide fluxes in the soil nitrogen cycle over grassland (Velthof et al., 1996). 

Finally, the spatial variability of soils (Boyer et al., 1992), water (Jaynes et al., 

1989) and nutrient (Solie et al., 1996) requirements demonstrate how important scale is. 
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and that changing scales can change decision management systems associated with yields 

and maximization of profits. 

Models and other uses of Remotely Sensed Data in Agriculture 

One common use of image data is for estimating acreage of specific crops and 

estimating yields as is done with satellite images with the Large Area Crop Inventory 

Experiment (Moulin et al., 1998). Some information from images can be more specific, 

such as, correlating wheat yields to remote plant temperature data from the date of head 

emergence to maturity (Idso, 1977). 

Recently, yield monitoring has become common for grain crops with the use of 

GPS and GIS. Models that use the yield information, with remotely sensed nutrient and 

soil data have been proposed. One of the problems to overcome with such models is the 

spatial variability of the data and the error in yield monitoring. The error must be 

minimized or models developed for incorporating nutrient and soils information could be 

misleading. The accuracy of yield maps associated with the harvesting data was 

investigated and showed different results dependent upon the mapping technique. Other 

sources of error include calibration, interpretation of grain flow and changes in ground 

speed as discussed by Murphy et al. (1995) and Birrell et al. (1995). 

There are models for predicting yield based upon input scenarios such as weed 

management, variety selection, and planting date (Jacobson et al., 1996). But this type of 

model does not easily update to reflect seasonal weather patterns. Other management and 

yield prediction models utilize crop models and remotely sensed data. The use of 
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vegetative indices such as NDVI and LAI for predicting yields has been investigated 

(Moulin et al., 1998). The use of GIS technology, yield monitoring, variable rate 

technology, and imagery to develop data layers for site-specific decision systems has also 

been studied (Searcy, 1995). 

Remotely sensed data has also been used for determining plant stress from pests 

or micro nutrient deficiencies, and for detecting weeds. It is possible to determine cotton 

infected with P. omnivorum from those not infected by utilizing remotely sensed 

temperature data (Pinter et al., 1979). Spectral properties can be used to determine stress 

in plants due to a lack of micronutrients, but which specific micronutrient caused the 

stress is difficult to ascertain unless the species-specific spectral response to a deficiency 

is known (Masoni et al., 1996). Remotely sensed data has been successfully used for 

detecting bindweed in fallow fields (Crineret al., 1998). 

Timeliness of Satellite Information 

Obtaining remotely sensed satellite data for crops is not difficult. The difficulty is 

providing the information in a timely fashion and insuring that the resolution is sufficient 

to provide for management needs. 

The timeliness factor relates to two primary concerns. They are: I) how 

frequently a satellite is available for collecting information for a specific field, and 2) the 

time required to process the remotely sensed data and make it available to the client. 

The frequency which satellites pass over the same location varies from 

instantaneous (synchronous orbits) to a period of as much as forty-four days, depending 
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on the satellite. This frequency is further decreased if clouds are over the target of 

interest. Delivery time of the data can be as short as 48 hours and as long as a month. 

The information available varies depending upon the specific satellite, type of sensors 

available, and resolution achievable. Resolution can vary from meters to kilometers 

(Star et al., 1990, and Moran et al., 1997). 

For agriculture the usefulness of remotely sensed data diminishes rapidly with 

time. The most beneficial utility of the data and analysis occurs closest to the time the 

data is collected (Jackson et al., 1984 and Moran et al., 1997). Two examples can 

demonstrate this point. The effect water stress has on yields as a function of plant 

development has been quantified for select crops corresponding to different stages of 

development such as growth, flowering and fruiting (Hiller et al., 1971). Another 

example is an image showing damage to a crop from an infestation of insects exhibiting 

exponential population growth. For both these examples, if remotely sensed images data 

are provided at a frequency that does not permit rapid remedial action (2-3 days), the data 

is of little use, and irreversible economic losses have occurred. 

Error- GPS and GIS data 

In the process of collecting data for use in precision agriculture systems, there will 

be error. The definition of error is an act, an assertion, or a belief that unintentionally 

deviates from what is correct, right, or true (American Heritage, 1992). Walsh et al. 

(1987) defined two major sources for error in GIS. The first is inherent error in the 

source documents and the second is operational error due to the data capture and GIS 
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manipulation functions. Both types of error will be present in GIS data used to make 

precision farming decisions. 

Inherent data error refers to five fundamental components of digital cartographic 

data that affect the quality and accuracy of digital data (Thapa et al., 1992). They are: I) 

lineage (data source), 2) positional accuracy (compared to a higher accuracy source), 3) 

attribute accuracy (independent samples), 4) logical consistency (validate graphical data), 

and 5) temporal accuracy (matches time period). Each independently is a potential 

source for error; and thus, validity of the data should always be evaluated. 

Operational error will be induced by the instrumentation used and the 

environment itself. These are generally systematic in nature and cannot be post corrected 

through data post processing. However, these errors can be managed by having good 

calibration procedures, and using sensor measurement accuracy that is acceptable with 

the given environmental conditions (Thapa et al., 1992). Operational error results from a 

map being wrongly identified by the researcher or error from mislabeling (Walsh et al., 

1987). Both inherent and operational errors affect GIS product accuracy, and must be 

considered in applications to precision agriculture. 

GPS error depends upon whether the location data is static or kinematic. When 

the GPS device is moving, it is more difficult to triangulate a location from the 

constellation of satellites being observed than when stationary. Thus, static positioning 

of features has higher accuracy than kinematic positioning. A method for improving the 

estimate of a GPS determined location is to use differential geographic positioning 

(DGPS). DGPS is the process of comparing coordinates of a known location to measured 
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GPS coordinates for that location at a specific time and determining the differential 

correction to apply to a desired location that has GPS coordinates at the same time. 

Commercial one-meter horizontal accuracy GPS devices for kenematic positioning are 

available and practical using DGPS (Borgelt et al., 1996). 

The importance of GPS geometry and accuracy is often referred to as the user 

equivalent range error. User equivalent error includes error introduced by ephemeris 

uncertainties (satellite orbit biases), propagation errors (single), clock and timing errors 

(receiver verses satellite), atmospheric effects, and receiver noises (Wells et al., 1986). 

Other common contributors of error include receiver quality, base station location, and 

antenna positions, which become critical for kinematic application in agriculture where 

trees, buildings and mountains are nearby and sub meter accuracy is required (Wells et 

al., 1986). 

Scale 

Scale is an important consideration in data collection and management. The 

question of what scale best defines the phenomenon being studied has no easy answer. 

The problem of scaling from one level to another is not just a simple mathematical 

process but more likely a complex exercise associated with data accuracy and 

requirements (Golley, 1989). Cao et al., (1997) discussed the phenomenon issue and how 

to extrapolate the results across scale and resolution. He suggests using methods such as 

local variance, texture and fractals for evaluating the effects of scale. When using 
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remotely sensed data to achieve agricultural objectives scale is a critical factor and must 

be addressed (Woodcock et al., 1987). 

The problem of scale can be considered two-sided, that is, scale can be too large 

where local variation is missing, or scale can be so fine that it is difficult to discern what 

is observed (Meyers, 1996). Scale dependency can cause results to be heterogeneous at 

one spatial scale and homogeneous at another (Quattorchi, 1997). On dealing with the 

issue of scale it has been stated that there is no absolute standard for what is a small or 

large scale, but that the researcher must assure that the scale fits the goal of the study 

(Cressie, 1993). Some researchers recommend that when analyzing issues of scale, one 

should focus upon both semivariogram and fractal analysis, while others prefer fractals 

alone (Myers, 1997 and Quattorchi, 1997). Within Glacier National Park, fractals and 

semivariograms were found to be effective tools for addressing issues of scale and the 

effect scale has on remotely sensed data (Bian et al., 1993). Gaugush (1993) found that 

the use of semivariograms had a lower error for predicting sediment loading in the Upper 

Mississippi watershed than using standard statistics. Semivariograms have been found to 

account for the spatial variability of micronutrients within a one-hectare plot from soil 

samples (Paz et al., 1996). 

It is well understood that aggregating data through averaging smoothes the data 

and reduces the variance. At the uppermost layer would be one large pixel, one value and 

zero variance. It has been recommended that when analyzing the differences between 

scale, the variances at each resolution level can be used to determine how much variation 
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exists as one goes from coarse to fine (Cola, 1996). Standard statistics and visualization 

should also be employed when comparing different scales of the same data. 

Fractals have been investigated for use in scale issues associated with maps. It 

has been suggested that the scale of a map is not strictly related to the sampling interval, 

but is more closely related to a fractal dimension (Goodchild, 1980). For grid data 

surfaces, the fractal dimension increases rapidly from 2 to 3 as the scale increases. In 

explaining the fractal dimension of a surface, the study concluded that the fractal 

dimension of 2 would be completely smooth while a value of 3 would become very 

complex and irregular (Xia et al., 1997). Fractals are recommended as well as 

semivariograms as approaches for dealing with scale issues with geo-spatial data. One of 

the problems when designing a GIS and remotely sensed data system is that the issue of 

scale and resolution needs to addressed (Lam et al., 1993). Using fractals is a method to 

test results across multiple scales. The fractal dimensions can be used for determining 

significant changes in resolution (Lam et al., 1993). 

Practical software for determining fractal numbers incorporating line-divider, 

triangular and variogram methods is available (Jaggi et al., 1993). Using this software, it 

is possible to compute the fractal dimension of large data sets and determine where the 

effects of scale become constant, that is, the point where increased resolution has 

minimal change in the fractal number (Bian, 1997). 
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Chapter 3 - Methods 

The research project was a cooperative effort between University of Arizona, 

United States Water Conservation Lab (USWCL), and Idaho National Engineering & 

Environmental Laboratory. 

The project had several objectives in addition to the objectives of this research. 

Other research objectives included comparison of remotely sensed data and field 

measured plant response to water and nitrogen stress. The project design reflected the 

objectives of this and the other researchers. This combined approach improved the 

diversity of data available, project implementation, frequency of data acquisition for 

meeting all the objectives, and the success of the project. However, the plot arrangement 

decreased the value of the data for spatial analysis on the field scale once treatments were 

applied to plots. 

Introduction 

The implementation of the project required many steps starting with the 

experimental design and concluding with the data processing and analysis. This chapter 

is intended to document all the steps required to meet the objectives of this dissertation. 

The major components include the site locations, experimental design, site preparation, 

linear move irrigation modifications, development of data collection system, data 

collection, location of field access path, post processing data, and data analysis. 



Location of Research 

The site is located approximately 13 km NE of the town of Maricopa, 48 km 

south of Phoenix Arizona, and 185 km from the University of Arizona. The research 

conducted on field 105 at the Maricopa Agricultural Center (MAC). The location of 

MAC and the research field is displayed in figures. 1 and 2, respectively. 
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Field 105 

Huneycutt Rd. 

Figure 2. Field 105 Location within MAC 

Experimental Design 

To accommodate the issues of scale, along with the water and nitrogen objective, 

a common experimental design was selected. The major components of the experimental 

design were two water and two nitrogen treatments designed to stress and not stress the 

plants. 

The experimental design consisted of the application of 4 treatments with four 

replicates (rows). The Latin square design was used and the treatment locations are 

shown in figure 3. Each of the sixteen plots was assigned a treatment scheme using a 
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Latin square format and each row and column contained only one of the treatments 

(Kuehl, 1994). The treatments were: 1) low water-low nitrogen, 2) low water-optimal 

nitrogen, 3) optimal water-low nitrogen, and 4) optimal water-optimal nitrogen. All plots 

were irrigated and fertilized homogeneously until canopy cover exceeded fifty percent. 

Thus, there were no treatments during the early part of the growing season to insure that 

sufficient biomass had accumulated before plant stress was induced. 
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Figure 3. Field 105 nitrogen and water treatments for Latin square design. 

To insure that the low nitrogen plots did not have residual nitrogen from previous 

experiments, soil samples were obtained and analyzed. The nitrogen analysis confirmed 

that there were no residual differences between plots prior to the 1999 cotton planting. A 

uniform pre-plant nitrogen application was applied to the entire Held. 

The optimal-water plots were managed such that water was not the limiting 

factor. The optimal water-plots were irrigated when the soil was depleted to 30 percent 
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of available water. For the non-optimal-water plots, the soil was depleted to 50 percent 

of available water before irrigation water was applied. Nitrogen treatments were 

managed at 50 and 100 percent of optimum to induce stressed and non-stressed 

conditions, respectively. 

Soil water holding capacity was determined with soil samples obtained from the 

site and developing water characteristic curves. Soil samples were obtained from cores 

removed from three excavations used to determine soil horizons and during neutron 

probe access tube installation. Two neutron access tubes were installed in each plot. 

Irrigations were scheduled based upon the measured soil moisture status and by use of the 

Arizona irrigation-Scheduling program (AZSCHED). AZSCHED determines irrigation 

scheduling based on factors such: as the specific crop, accumulated growing degree-days, 

solar radiation, temperature, and wind speed (Fox et al., 1996). The weather data was 

provided from a University of Arizona weather station operated at MAC. Nitrogen 

application rates and timing were determined by petiole analysis and standard 

management practices. 

Site Preparation 

Field 105 is approximately 1.2 hectare in size. The plots measured 22m by 22m. 

It is a level field and, before installation of the linear move irrigation system, was 

typically planted in row crops, grains, or grasses that could be flood irrigated with alfalfa 
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valves located on the west edge of the field. Prior to this experiment, there was neither 

power nor a pressurized water delivery system available. 

Irrigation System 

To more precisely control the application of water and to provide a platform for 

the remote sensing data acquisition system, the project replaced the existing gravity flood 

irrigation system with a linear move irrigation system. The linear system provided two 

major advantages for water distributions: higher uniformity, and through modification of 

the linear's water delivery system, the ability to deliver water to selected plots and not to 

other plots. These advantages not only allowed for precise control of water application 

rate, but when coupled with a nitrogen injection system, allowed for precise control of 

nitrogen applications to the treatments. 

To achieve the objectives of the experiment, a standard linear move was modified 

to include a rail/cart system to transport a remote sensor package. Figure 4 shows the 

physical components added to field 105 to accomplish the research. 
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Linear Move and Pump Components 

Two buried 3-phase 220-volt circuits were installed to run the irrigation pump, 

linear move irrigation system, and research equipment. To acconmiodate the local power 

company's requirements and state codes, a service panel and power takeoff pole were 

installed on the east side of the field. A view of the service panel is provided in figure 5. 

To accommodate the researchers and provide a location for continuous monitoring 

equipment, a shed was located next to the service panel. A transformer was added to the 

service panel on the east side of the field to provide 120-volt/60 cycle power. This 

transformer powered research computers and an air conditioner. 

i 
i i 
j 
i 

i 

Figure S. Service panel and shed. 
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The irrigation pump panel was connected to the main panel with two buried three-

phase circuits. The power panel at the pump location powered the water pump, linear 

move, and nitrogen injection pump. 

The flood irrigation system present on the field conveyed water from a central 

pond by gravity in subsurface pipes to the alfalfa valves. A six-inch pipe was installed to 

deliver water from the existing flood irrigation system to the irrigation pump. The pump 

was connected to the linear with a second steel pipe, riser and flexible supply hose. 

As part of the pump installation, the following components were installed: a gate 

valve on the inlet side of the pump to isolate the pumping system from MAC's water 

supply; a water meter to record total volume used; an air relief valve to remove air from 

the system during pump startup, and a high-pressure sensor cutout to protect the pump 

and motor from excess pressure. The pump setup is shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Pump and associated equipment. 

Linear Move Installation and Modification 

The linear move was provided by Valmont Incorporated. The linear move was 

erected by the manufacturer with all necessary hardware and electronics for standard 

operation. The linear move was a three-tower unit with a boom extension on the north 

end. The control package provided by the manufacturer was located on the south tower. 

Figure 7 shows a plain view of the linear move and major components added for this 

research project. 
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Figure 7. Plan view of linear move 

After the linear move was erected, the water distribution system was modified. 

The original system drop lines were disconnected and the outlets were plugged. Eight 

booms were suspended from the linear move's in air pipeline that runs between the 

towers. The booms divided the four north-south orientations of the sixteen plots. Drop 

lines were connected to the booms on rows of the Latin square design at approximately 

one-meter centers corresponding to furrow spacing. Water was supplied to each of the 

booms through solenoid valves connected to the conventional drop line ports. A 

transformer added to the south tower provided power to the solenoids. A panel was 

added to the south tower that allowed the researchers to switch solenoids on or off and 
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thus control water flow to individual plots as the linear move traversed the field. Figure 8 

shows the boom modification to the linear move. 

Figure 8. Solenoid boom connection. 

Rail/Cart System 

After consideration of several options for rail and power systems, an electrified 

rail/cart system was selected with a design provided by Julio Haberland, one of the ABE 

Department team members and a Ph.D. candidate. The primary function of the rail/cart 

system was to carry downward looking sensors for obtaining images of the field. The rail 

cart system was designed to collect reflectance images at a one-meter resolution. 
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The rail system required fabrication of approximately 100 meters of rail 

consisting of three rails for the cart to run on and two electrified copper rails. 

Approximately 2,400 pieces were used in fabricating and erecting the rail system. After 

fabrication in Tucson, the components were transported to MAC and mounted on the 

linear. A view of a typical rail section and triangle assembly that connect the rails and 

conductors are provided in figures. 9 and 10 respectively. 

Triangle 
Assembly 

Conductor 

Figure 9. Rail components. 
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Figure 10. Rail Section & Triangle Assembly. 

The cart ran on the rails with six grooved wheels, four on the top rails and two on 

the bottom rail. The bottom wheels were spring loaded so as to clamp the cart around the 

three rails to insure that the cart did not derail as the linear moved. Figure 11 shows the 

cart and it's position to the rail sections and triangular assembly. Two copper wheels 

picked up power from the copper rails. As can be seen in figure 10, the copper rails were 

insulated from the track section at each triangular piece. Figure 12 shows a cart side 

view. 
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Each section of rail was joined to the next section by a joining triangle shown in 

figure 13. The joining triangle's three rail sections were machined to provide a slip 

fitting between the tubing of the rail sections, providing a smooth transition between 

sections for the cart, and acconrmiodating rail contractions and expansion. Solid copper 

rods were likewise machined to fit the copper tube conductors. These copper pieces were 

insulated from the joining triangle rail components. 

Conductors 

EastRul 

[nsulatois 

•Ttiangle Assembly 

Lower Rail 

West Rail 

Second 7iew 

Figure 13. Joining Triangle. 

The linear move articulated at the middle tower. A section of rail and conductor 

that could articulate were fabricated for this special junction. 
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The rail was attached to the linear move at the three towers and at the linear 

move's pipeline. The attachment was done to the linear's pipeline as follows. First, a 

bracket was attached to the linear move's pipeline with a U-bolt. The linear attachment 

U-bolt shown in figure 14. The distribution plate distributes the forces of the U-bolt so as 

not to crimp the linear move's pipeline. The galvanized cup and neoprene pad reduced 

potential electrolysis between galvanized linear move components and rail components. 

Next, tubing was run from the pipeline linear attachment to the liner attachment bracket 

on the rail section triangular assembly. The attachment of rail to linear move is shown in 

figure 14. After the rail was attached to the linear move, the rail was offset 

approximately one meter to the west from the linear move's pipeline. 
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Figure 14. Linear Move Attachment. 
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Figure 15. Attachment of Rail to Linear Move. 

The offset of the rail produced a counter clockwise moment on the linear move. 

Weights were placed on the east side of the linear tension bar. Additionally, to reduce 

sag in the rails, the rail section needed more support than that provided by the attachment 

at the liner move pipeline. The additional supports were attached to the towers and along 

the west side tension bar. See figure 16 for a view of the rail system mounted on the 

linear move. 



Figure 16. Rail system on Linear 

The rails were mounted on the west side of the linear move to avoid shadow 

effects from the linear move as the best time to collect sensor data was at solar noon 

(figures. 5 & 9). At and after solar noon, the shadow of the linear move was on the east 

side and this would affect the images. The downward sensors were mounted on the cart 

on the west side as well to avoid the shadow from the linear. 

The cart had to be fabricated so as not to interfere with the attachments to the 

linear, and yet remain attached to the rail system while both were in motion. Figure 11 

shows how the separation was achieved. An aluminum, weatherproof box was attached 

dio the cart for housing the CR-lOx data logger and battery as shown in Hgures 11 and 
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12. The box had ports that allowed for battery charging and data downloading without 

opening it. A proximity sensor was attached to the cart for triggering data collection as 

shown in figures. 11 and 12. 

The cart ran in a north south direction on the rails propelled by a DC motor. The 

two electrodes that provided power to the motor switched polarity when the cart reached 

either the north or south end. 

Electronics for Running the Cart 

The design of the electrical components used to run the cart and reverse direction 

were designed by Paul Colaizzi an ABE department team member and a Ph.D candidate. 

DC power to the cart was supplied by first stepping-down 220 volts AC available at the 

linear move control panel to 120 AC, and then ratified the 120 volts AC to a variable 0-

90 volt DC. The AC/DC rectifier had a speed controller to vary the voltage to the cart 

and was calibrated from 0 to 100 percent. 

The polarity to the motor was controlled by switches located at both the north and 

south end of the rails connected to a system of relays. When the cart passed either of the 

switches, the relays reversed polarity to the cart motor causing the cart to reverse 

direction. The relay system contained a time delay of 3-seconds allowing for dynamic 

breaking before reversing direction. The transformer, rectifier and relay assemblies were 

located on the south tower. A schematic of the relay circuit is contained in Appendix A. 

As a safety measure to ensure that the cart did not run off the rails if the switch 

failed, the last five feet of copper conductor at the north and south ends of the rails were 

not electrified. An insulator was spliced into the conductors at these locations. {And it 
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was a veryyyyyy good thing as the cart would have crashed and burned several time in 

the debug stage and dropped 4m to mother earth - BOOM) 

Proximity Sensor/Trigger 

A proximity sensor (SICK model WL12ASI) was attached to the cart and 

responded to triggers hung over each row, which informed the CRIOx to record data and 

points from each trigger later represented a "pixel" in an image. The trigger was 

reflective tape held in place by two cables that ran the length of the rail. Two cables were 

needed so that the tape would stay perpendicular to the ground and not be disturbed by 

wind. The proximity sensor's view of the triggers, the trigger, and trigger cable locations 

are shown in tlgure 10, and were designed by Michael Kostrzewski. 

Other Equipment 

The following equipment was installed for use: a weather station and appropriate 

recorders, a rain gauge to adjust irrigation depths, TDR probes in two plots which 

continuously recorded as an experimental method for measuring soil moisture, and a 

Barium plate and dry soil tray for measuring reflectance from standard surfaces. 

Field Preparations 

Prior to the planting of cotton in 1999 and the installation of instruments in the 

field, the field was prepared. Field preparation consisted of tilling, leveling, and adding 

furrows. After the cotton emerged the plots were laid out by tilling the plants in the 

access path as shown in figure 3 as the area between the plots. 
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Soils 

The soil were the experimental plot was located corresponds to the soil series Casa 

Grande, which has being classified as Casa Grande - fine loamy, mixed, hyperthermic 

Typic Natragrid. The Casa Grande soil is a deep, well drained slowly permeable soil 

formed from old alluvium. The surface horizon is typically a brown to reddish brown 

sandy loam, 0 to30 cm deep. The subsoil horizon, 30 to 60 cm, is a reddish brown sandy 

loam, with increasing calcium carbonate content with depth. Below this horizon, 60 to 

100 cm, a sandy clay loam horizon enriched with calcium carbonate is found, which has 

being described as a calcic horizon. The calcic horizon is found at depth varying between 

25 and 100 cm, but conmionly occurs between 50 and 80 cm in depth (Post et al., 1988). 

Data Collection 

The primary steps and components involved in the data collection process were: 

I) time of day, 2) direction of linear move travel, 3) frequency, 4) downward sensor, 

trigger, and data logger 5) upward sensor and data logger, 6) Global Positioning System 

(GPS) reading, and 7) data retrieval to PC. Each of these processes is discussed in the 

following sections. 

Instrument Location and Linear Move Operation 

Solar noon was the optimal time of day for collecting the remotely sensed data as 

the effects of shadows from the linear and the plants themselves were minimized. For a 
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one-hectare field it took approximately two and one half hours to obtain one-meter 

resolution data. 

Over the course of a full field run, the zenith angle could range from 15 to 32 

degrees. As the zenith angle increased, the shadow effects of plant on plant were 

increased. To lessen this effect, most of the data was collected in half field blocks. The 

standard data collection was, the east half of the field on Monday, west half on Tuesday, 

the entire field on Wednesday, the east half on Thursday, and the west half on Friday. 

This schedule provided three complete images of the field per week. Data were not 

collected on several days when thunderstorms were occurring from mid-July through 

mid-September. 

As one of the objectives was to compare change in the field due to the crop's 

response to inputs, it was desirable to eliminate effects caused by shadow, storms, and 

zenith angle. The collection times, frequency, and physical placement of the sensors 

adopted for this project was the best compromise for meeting these objectives. 

During initial operation of the cart, the pitch and roll in the rail system became 

apparent from visual observation. From looking at the data collected with the sensor's 

east-west level, the cart pitch and roll was conHrmed. The pitch and role caused the 

sensor package to point east from nadir and was greatest at the midpoints between 

towers. 

The original attachment of the sensor to the cart was rigid and responded to the 

pitch with the roll of the track. Several attempts were made to correct the problem by 

adding additional support and counter weights to the track and linear, but ultimately a 
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swivel was required to improve the sensor package view to nadir and was fabricated in 

August 1999. The swivel was designed by Mike Kostrzewski and Julio Haberland. The 

swivel resulted in a significant improvement and better alignment of the sensors to a 

nadir field of view. 

As the linear move travels across the field, the drop hoses brush the cotton after 

the canopy reaches a certain development. This brushing changes the architecture of the 

cotton and affects the remote sensor data. To eliminate the problem of altering plant 

architecture, the linear was typically run in an east to west direction when plant sensor 

data was being collected. The data used in this study was limited to that collected in an 

east to west direction. 

Field Data Loggers, CRIOxs and GPS 

Data for both the upward and downward looking sensors was collected with 

Campbell Scientific CR-lOX data loggers. Both data loggers had a 12-volt battery for 

their power supply. The battery for the CR-lOX in the cart also powered an optical 

proximity sensor and a buzzer. The optical proximity sensor triggered the CR-lOx on the 

cart to record an image when the sensor was over the center of a cotton row. The buzzer 

allowed the operator a practical method to insure that the proximity sensor was triggered, 

and data was recorded. Weatherproof cable connected the CR-IOX, sensor array and 

power supply. 

The upward looking sensor was attached to a metal pole adjacent to the pump 

panel approximately 2.5 meters above the ground, and attached to its own CR-lOX with 
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weather proof cable. The upward looking sensor was set up each day that data was 

collected. 

The GPS system used in this project was a Trimble AgGPS 132, 12 channel 

receiver. LandMark GPS software was used for operating the GPS. The GPS operating 

software and data was stored in a Harvestmaster model Pro 2000 data logger. DGPD 

signal was contracted from OmniSTAR. 

The GPS antenna was attached to a fixed mast located on the south tower of the 

linear. It was located approximately 8 meters above the ground. With this height and the 

flat nature of the terrain around MAC, there were no days when constellation problems 

inhibited GPS data performance. The antenna was installed and removed each day to 

protect it from weather and vandals. 

Sensors 

Sensor packages were designed by the USWCL researchers in Phoenix (Clark et 

al., 1996). The upward and downward sensors consisted of 4 optical sensors purchased 

from Ealing Electro Optics. They are: 1) red (~670 nm, catalog no. 42-5520-01 for 

maximum chlorophyll absorption), 2) green (-550 nm, catalog no. 42-5298-01 for 

maximum chlorophyll reflectance), 3) red-edge (- 720 nm, catalog no. 42-5603-01 for 

dynamic spectral region sensitive to crop stress), 4) near infrared (790 nm, catalog no. 

42-5702-01 for sensitivity to canopy density)). Thermo couples recorded the sensor 

package temperatures. This was required to interpret the downward IRT and for 

determining if the sensors were operating within design specifications. An infrared 

thermometer (IRTs) from Everest Interscience Inc series 4000.4FL was used for detecting 
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plant surface temperatures. The sensor package recorded the degrees offset in both the N 

to S and E to W directions to detemnine the sensors package orientation to nadir. 

Instrument Setup and Synchronization 

Three different devices, storing information in three different data storage devices 

were used to collect field data. They were the two CR-lOXs and the Pro 2000. 

The Pro 2000 had 2 sets of software for managing the GPS data: the GPS 

LandMark software and PCL link for downloading the information from the Pro 2000 to 

a PC. The CR-lOX had software specifically written by project researchers for collecting 

data from the downward and upward looking sensors. The CR-lOX software was written 

in the Campbell Scientific language for the CR-IOX. Copies of the two codes are 

contained in Appendix B. 

The CR-lOX essentially did the following. For the downward sensor the CR-IOx 

responded to the triggering of the proximity sensor. Between readings, the CR-lOx 

needed approximately 0.25 seconds to process and store the data. When the program 

received a signal from the proximity sensor, the program took the last three readings for 

each sensor stored in temporary memory and the next three to compute an average. This 

average was sent to the output memory for retrieval at the end of a data run. The upward 

sensor averaged readings each 15 seconds. 

To synchronize the data in time, the clocks in each of the recorders were 

synchronized each time data was collected. Otherwise, predicting the cart location from 

the GPS data would not have been possible. 
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To synchronize between data loggers, the GPS unit was set up on the south tower 

and turned on. The satellite clock was used as the standard time. Next, the PC used for 

downloading the data had its clock set to that of the satellite. Clock synchronizing was 

done manually and, typically, was within one second. The Campbell Scientific PC data 

logger software PC208 or HP palm top version was then used to set the internal clocks in 

the two CR-lOXs through a cable connection. 

With the three data loggers on, the two sensors on, and the GPS on, the system 

was ready for data collection. The cart speed had to be synchronized with the linear 

move speed to collect one-meter resolution data. Table I shows the relationship between 

cart resolution, cart speed, linear speed setting as a percent of maximum and total time to 

collect data for the entire field. The AC/DC rectifier controlled the velocity of the cart 

and at 50 and 100 percent, the cart velocity was 0.66 and 1.32 meters per second 

respectively. The standard was to run the cart at 100% (1.32 m/sec) and the linear move 

at 17% for data collection. 
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Table 1. Resolution based upon cart speed and linear speed. 

Resolution Linear Total Time 
(m)A2 V-cart (m/s) Settlna% (hr) 
0.5 1.32 9% 4.87 
1 0.66 9% 4.78 
1 0.86 11% 3.7 
1 0.95 13% 3.35 
1 1.12 15% 2.85 
1 1.32 17% 2.44 
2 0.66 18% 2.39 
2 1.32 35% 1.22 
3 0.66 27% 1.59 
3 1.32 52% 0.81 
5 1.32 87% 0.49 

Downloading Field Data 

Data from both the upward and downward sensors were downloaded to a PC 

using PC208W or to an HP palm top and then to a PC. PCL was used to download the 

GPS data. Each day of data was stored in a separate directory with a text file containing 

information about the day's run. A written log was maintained in the shed on site as a 

backup to the text file. Copies of the files were maintained at the USWCL and 

Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering (ABE) Department. 

Locating Field Access path 

As mentioned earlier, the entire field was planted in cotton, and, then, the plots 

were laid out. Access paths were approximately 1.85 meters in the north-south direction 
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and approximately 3.15 meters in the east-west direction. The access paths provided 

distinct borders between plots. 

It was essential to separate remotely sensed data collected in plots from data 

collected in the access paths and other areas planted but not used in the experiment. GPS 

was used to determine the pathway locations. The location data was then used to create a 

pathway mask that could separate pathway data from plot data. The procedure for 

development of the mask is discussed in detail in a subsequent section. The area of the 

field intentionally plowed under for the access path accounted for twenty percent of the 

72 meter by 76-meter area (0.54 Ha) resulting in plots of 22 meters by 22 meters for 

research. 

GPS data 

The access path locations for the cotton in field 105 were collected using a 

Motorola 8 channel GPS receiver. Data were collected with Data Manager and Data 

Collector software from BakerResearch. Post Point software from BakerResearch was 

used for post processing to get differentially corrected data. 

The field consisted of ten access path, five each running north to south and east to 

west. To get the centerline of each path, GPS data for twenty points had to be collected. 

The points are labeled A through S and the access path are labeled 1 through 10 in figure 

17. 
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Figure 17. Mask points, line, and offsets. 

To get the point locations, DGPS was calculated from the University's geo-

reference monument located at MAC approximately 2 kilometers to the NW of field 105. 

One Motorola GPS antennae was set over the center of the monument's brass cap and 

GPS data was logged into a PC continuously while the access centerline perimeter points 

were collected. The point data were collected using the same equipment. Each of the 

points was collected for twenty minutes, as reconmiended by experts in the Advanced 

Resource Technology (ART) lab at the School of Renewable and Natural Resources. 
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After the data were collected, the data were differentially corrected in Tucson 

using the known location of the monument and software. The monument's precise 

location was established by NASA and Is 33 degrees 04 minutes 21.44190 seconds north 

and 111 degrees 58 minutes 45.30108 seconds west. Due to equipment problems in the 

field and the need to get the points with an accuracy within one-meter, it took three days 

to collect acceptable data. 

Masking Access Paths, Edge Effects, and GPS Error 

The width of the mask for removing access paths included the sum of the: 1) 

access path, 2) edge effect buffer, and 3) GPS error. Edge effects were removed because 

the access path provided plants in these areas with more nutrients and water. Edge 

effects including one row on either side of the access path that ran east to west with a 

one-meter buffer an approximately and 0.3 meter buffer of cotton plants either side of the 

north to south access path. The GPS error portion of the mask included two averaged 

standard deviations based on the point GPS data obtained to determine the pathway 

centerlines. The standard deviation accounted for the uncertainty of the point locations 

obtained from the GPS data. The standard deviations for all paths were averaged for use 

in the mask and doubled resulting two standard deviation of 2aNs= 0.97 and 2(Tew = 

1.435 meters. 

The mask shown in figure 17 is the result of this procedure. From the centerline 

of a pathway the mask width in one direction includes, half the pathway width plus edge 

effect buffer plus two GPS standard deviations. The data for determining the point 
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locations and error is discussed in Chapter 4 (GPS data error). The mask accounted for 

65 percent of the 94 meter by 97 meter planted area. 

Applying Mask to Field Data 

As mentioned earlier, the GPS unit used during field data collection was not 

attached to the cart but was attached to a fixed point on the south tower of the linear. 

This fixed position of the GPS antenna resulted in a fixed east to west line where the 

linear move was aligned but not to the location of the cart in its north south data 

collection runs. By evaluating the cart data and the mask it became apparent that an 

offset was needed because the linear move was not stationary during the cart's 

movement. From looking at the images, an offset of two meters for the north point 

appeared to align the pathway of the mask with the pathway in the images 

By not having the GPS on the cart, the image was skewed to the west when data 

were collected in east west data runs, because the north tower was slightly ahead of the 

south tower. By shifting the north end of the mask to the west, the north-south access 

path lined up with and fell under the mask. The data points (pixels) in figure 18 represent 

ratio vegetative index (RVI) cart sensor data. 
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Figure 18. Pathway masks and shifted mask. 

The lighter pixels in the image designate soil in the access path and it can be seen that 

the shifted mask is required to align the image and mask correctly. 
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Data Analysis Method 

First a single data file was developed from the three field data files (GPS, and the 

upward and downward sensors). The data analysis was conducted using several different 

kinds of software; thus output files were generated that were compatible with each 

program. This processing was accomplished by using custom Visual Basic (VB) and Arc 

Info (AML) programs. 

Cleaning Field Data 

Prior to running the data processing programs, the field data files were visually 

inspected, saved to proper formats and checked for temporal agreement. As a check for 

temporal agreement, the first and last GPS and upward sensor data were required to be 

before and after, the first and last time recorded with the downward sensor data, 

respectively. 

The VB initial post-processing program assumed that the cart was collecting the 

first row of data traveling north and started at the south tower. In the process of 

synchronizing the clock in the CR-lOx on the cart, the researchers inevitably triggered the 

proximity sensor, and the CR-lOx recorded false data. The false data had to be edited out 

prior to running the VB post-processing program in a spreadsheet. Otherwise, the cart's 

north-south location could not be properly determined. 

Post Processing Programs 

The data was first post-processed with a VB program. A listing of the program is 

provided in Appendix C, VB initial post processing-program. The initial post-processing 
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program converted the raw sensor reading to usable reflectance, thermal or other values. 

Most importantly, it calculated a UTM position for each image and fixed internal row and 

column numbers. 

Program output files could be used in additional post processing VB or ARC Info 

AML programs. Copies of the VB and Arc Info programs are provided in Appendices D 

and E, respectively. 

One of the VB programs combined east and west half field data to produce a full 

field data record. As can be seen from figure 18, there is some data overlap of the west 

half image and the east half image of the field. The combined data removed overlapping 

data along the center-line between the east and west half of the field. The points used to 

determine the centerline location during the assembly of a full field image from 2 half 

field images were from the GPS pathway points. 

Proper formatting of the data, such as conuna delimited, was required. Program 

data input instructions are in Appendix D, data input formats. 

GPS Cart Data 

The GPS data was converted from latitude and longitude in decimal degrees to 

UTM coordinates (m East, m North). A conversion regression was provided by USCWL 

and developed using 151 GPS data point at MAC, datum WGS84. The equations 

required latitude (N) to be positive and longitude (W) to be negative. Both regressions 

have an R" of 0.999 with a maximum east-west error of 0.19 meters and a north-south 

error of 0.14 meters: 

I 
i 
I 
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North = -m,595A\ + \\Q,i61.\2*lMtitude-%12A\65AA*Longitude (1) 

East = 10,827,362.59 +1,035.8077 * Latitude + 93,347.863 * Longitude (2) 

The cart's sensor location was a function of the linear speed, location of the 

antenna, offsets, and cart speed. Determining the cart sensor location was accomplished 

by determining the east west location of the GPS antenna, the cart travel distance based 

on the north and south triggers, and the measured offset of the antenna to sensor. 

It was assumed that the linear moved at a constant speed in determining the east 

west location of the antenna. This assumption was not correct, as the linear move ran in 

move-stop-move cycles at any setting less than 100 percent. The linear move was set at 

17% during data collection. The motors that drive the linear move had only one speed, 

and they were either on or off. The rate that the linear crossed the field was set as a 

percentage of the time the motors were to receive power. With the linear move set at 

17%, power to the motors that drove the wheels was provided for 10 minutes of each 

hour. The power was provided uniformly, that is, on for 10 seconds, then, off for 60' 

seconds. As the linear moved slowly, 2.5 hours to cover 100 meters, the assumption of a 

constant speed for east west orientation placed the data within two GPS readings or one-

meter. Therefore positioning data in the east-west direction was only relative to those 

readings. This was considered adequate and was the only method possible with the GPS 

setup and linear operation. 

The clock times of the GPS readings and the time of the sensor readings were 

used to approximate the GPS antenna's location at the time of the sensor reading. 
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The cart position along the track was based on the time of the previous and next 

trigger reading. 

Cart speed and time were used for determining a north south location. The time 

was calculated from when the cart left the south tower going north, or the time since 

leaving the north tower and heading south. This was accomplished by using the dynamic 

braking time delay in the circuit that powered the cart and reversed polarity. When the 

cart reached the end of the track, it triggered a switch that shut off power to the track for 

3 seconds and reversed the polarity. This 3-second delay was greater than the time 

between data reads, thus leaving a unique signature in the data records of the sensor data 

when the cart reached either the north or south end of the track. 

The data collection routine always started the cart at the south end and the cart 

proceeded north, so the starting direction was always known. The cart was run at a 

transformer setting of 100% and at the same setting for all data collection. 

The cart's acceleration to full speed was calculated to be one quarter of a second; 

thus, for determining the cart's north south location, a constant velocity was used. The 

cart stopped instantaneously when the power was turned off. The sudden stop was 

accomplished by the worm reduction gear, which resisted being run backward when the 

motor was off and by dynamic braking. Thus, no further correction was added for 

stopping. Over a 100-meter track, the error in determining the location along the track 

was much smaller than the GPS location perpendicular to the track.. 

The length between the first and last trigger was measured at 100.75 meters. 

Clocking the cart for many cycles, a speed of approximately 1.33 m/sec was calculated. 
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During data analysis, it was discovered that the rows and columns of data were not lining 

up correctly when mapped. Through trial and error, speeds of 1.35 m/sec and 1.37 m/sec 

in the north and south directions, respectively, improved the data fit 

Knowing the direction of the cart's travel and the time from the 3-second delay, a 

north south distance was calculated. This distance was then added to the GPS antenna 

location to determine an approximate location of the images collected by the cart sensor 

system. 

There was a major advantage in using the time the proximity sensor trigger 

signaled the recording of data versus assuming a fixed location for each trigger. The 

proximity sensor triggers did not always operate over the center of each row, and 

additional readings were sometimes caused by the linear structural supports resulting in 

misreads or additional reads. Using fixed locations of triggers to determine an X, Y 

location for each image required all triggers to signal properly and never have false 

readings. The time placement took whatever image data was collected and placed it in 

the proper location in the field. 

Finally, the antenna-offset values were used to adjust each image UTM 

coordinate. The antenna offsets account for the east-west and north-south differences 

from the antenna locations on the south towers, and the actual position of the downward 

sensor. After this correction was applied, an accurate X, Y coordinate for each sensor 

reading resulted. 
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Vegetative Indices 

The VB initial post-processing program converted the downward sensor reading 

to a reflectance based on calibration factors determined using data collected from the 

sensor placed over a calibrated barium sulfate panel. Originally, it was intended that the 

upward sensor readings would serve to normalize the reflective bands for changes in 

solar intensity. However, a strong temperature dependence was found in the upward 

sensor. Time-interpolated readings from the red upward sensor were still stored in the 

output file as this data can be used to access the amount of cloud-interference during a 

data collection. Rather then using the upward sensor readings, a relative irradiance 

(IRLE, 0 to 100) was definded as a function of solar zenith angle by: 

lREL = Cos{Zenith)\Qi.5 (3) 

A reflectance factor for each band was calculated by: 

REFLECTANCE = CORR * (Sensor / IREL) (4) 

where CORR is a band specific correction factor based on readings taken over the barium 

sulfate panel (Green: -0.0793; Red: -0.0446; NIR: -0.0539; Red Edge: -0.0463), Band is 

the sensor reading in mV with the dark current voltage removed (approximately -30 mV 

in each band). 

RVI = NIRIRED (5) 

where 

NIR = near infrared reflectance value 

Red = red reflectance value 

NDVI = (NIR - RED) /{NIR + RED) = (/?V7 -1) /(/?V7 +1) (6) 
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LM = (-3.45 * logd - SAW)) - 0.58 (7) 

SAVl = {{NIR - RED)/(NIR + RED + L)) * (1 + L) (8) 

where: 

L = 0.5 

PCT = Surface Temperature - Air Temperature (9) 

and for the AGIIS the surface temperature was obtained from the IRT, which may or may 

not be a good representation of the canopy/plant temperature depending on percent cover, 

and air temperature was from a AZMET station. At no point in the season was every area 

of every plot at 100% cover. 

The Canopy Chlorophyll Content Index (CCCI) was developed empirically for 

cotton using this data set by T.R. Clarke (Physical Scientist, USDA, ARS, US Water 

Conservation Lab, Phoenix, AZ). It is similar to the approach used by Clarke (1998) to 

map water stress as it uses the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVl) to 

normalize response to changes in percent cover. Rather than using a temperature as a 

stress indicator as with the CWSI, the CCCI uses a normalized difference red edge index 

(NDRE), where Ts and Ta are the surface temperature and air temperatures, respectively; 

pTOOnmJlPTMQm ^Q) 

P790iiin "•"PTai run 

where: p is the specified wave length in mV. 

This approach requires upper and lower limits for NDRE to be determined as a 

function of NDVI as depicted in Fig. 19b. The high chlorophyll- and low chlorophyll-
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content limits of NDRE for various NDVIs were detennined empirically by plotting 

NDRE vs. NDVl data from DOYs 176, 182, 185, 202 and 231. Lines representing the 

minimum and maximum chlorophyll content limits were drawn by eye along the edges of 

the space occupied by the NDRE values and then defined as linear functions of NDVI. 

For this dissertation: 

NDREn^ = (NDVI - 0.0457) / 2.2564 [ solid of fig. 19b] (11) 

NDREmin = (NDVI + 0.0422) /1.6896 [ dashed line in fig. 19b] (12) 

CCCI = (NDRE-NDRE™„)/(NDREmax-NDRE,„i„) (13) 

= (C-A) / (B-A) [in terms of the points in fig. lb] (14) 

Other versions and update are under study. 

The CCCI was then derived using the same form as the CWSI. Note that unlike 

the CWSI, a CCCI of 0 will typically represent a condition of crop stress (low 

chlorophyll content) and 1 will correspond to high chlorophyll, low stress conditions. 

Thus, it is expected that the index will be positively correlated with chlorophyll content. 
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Figure 19. CWSI (a) and CCCI (b) as percent canopy cover. 
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Data Selection for Analysis and Creation of 2-10 Meter Grids 

From 1 Meter Grid. 

The analysis was conducted on PCTs and CCCI. Surface temperatures were 

obtained from the data collected with the cart sensor. Hourly air temperatures were 

obtained from the AZMET station located at MAC and time weighted to correspond to 

the time that the IRT recorded a value. The CCCI data was obtained from the sensor 

measurements collected with the cart. 

Selecting Specific Day for Analysis 

Data was collected from May through October on a regular basis. A typical week 

resulted in collecting 3 complete images of the field resulting in an excess of sixty images 

of the field for the season. To facilitate analysis a sub set of the data was selected using 

the following criteria. 

• One image must be collected prior to initiation of treatments. 

• One image must show stress while treatments were being applied and be 

visually apparent. 

• Two images must be collected when stress was not visually apparent. 

• Clear skies 

Treatments were started when the cotton had a canopy cover of approximately 

50%. Selecting a pretreatment image that had reasonable canopy in the images was 
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limited to late June and early July. Two half-field images taken on June 30'*' and July l" 

were selected. These days correspond to day of year (DOY) 181 and 182 respectively. 

Images collected on DOY 181 represented the east half of the field and images collected 

on DOY 182 are of the west half. The data sets were combined with the VB program 

developed to produce a composite image of the entire field. 

August and 16'*' were days of no visual stress and when data for the entire field 

was collected. August 19''* was a day when nitrogen stress was visually apparent in the 

low nitrogen treatment plots and when data for the entire field was collected. August 6''*, 

16"', and 19"* correspond to DOY 218, 228, and 231 respectively. All five days selected 

for analysis, DOY 118,182, 218, 228, and 231 had acceptable sky conditions. 

The irrigation applications prior to the days selected for analysis are provided in 

table 2. The seasons nitrogen applications are provided in table 3. 

Table 2. Irrigation depths adjacent to four days analyzed. 

Image DOY Last Irrigation 
181 DOY 177,1.1" all plots 
218 DOY 217,1.2" all plots 
228 DOY 225,1.5" all plots 
231 DOY 228,1" optimal water plots 
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Table 3. Field 105, 1999 cotton season nitrogen applications. 

DOY Date HighN Low N HighN Low N 
(lb./ac) (lb./ac) (kg/ha) (kg/ha) 

97 7-April 30 30 34 34 
148 28-May 26 8 29 9 
162 I l-June 38 23 43 26 
176 25-June 31 12 35 13 
197 16-July 41 17 46 19 

Total 166 89 186 100 
7 April was pre-plant, the remainder were fertigation 

Generating Grid Data for 1 to 10 Meter Grids 

The point data collected with the cart-mounted sensor were used to create a 1X1 meter 

grid using IDW. The inverse distance weighting (IDW, Burrough et al., 1998) 

parameters for creating the IXl grids in the plot areas incorporated a search radius of 2.8 

meters and distance weighted to a power of 2 for the entire field. The power of 2 places 

emphasis on data closer to the center of the grid, and reduces by a power of 2 as the data 

is further from the center. Then the pathway mask was applied to remove all access path, 

edge effects, and variability in the GPS data. The resulting 1X1 meter grid data was then 

used to create grids varying firom 2 to 7 meters. This was accomplished by resampling 

the 1x1 meter data in a plot at 2X2 through 10X10 meter increments. Thus a 2X2 meter 

grid would be the average of the 4 1-meter grids it covers, and a 10X10 meter grid would 

be the average of the 100 1-meter grids it covers. This has the effect of taking images at 

different scales. 
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The 1 through 10 meter grids were used for standard statistical analysis. For kriging, 

grids beyond 7x7 meters were not used as the number of pairs required for kriging were 

less then 4, the minimum required. 

Arc Info Post-Processing Programs 

Arc Info was used to further post process the data after the VB programs. Three 

Arc Info programs were developed. Two programs produced output grid and text data 

files for analysis, while the third provided a method to delete the output data from an Arc 

Info workspace if it was created with errors. These programs are provided in appendix E. 

The first AML program read selected VB files and produced grids from 1x1 meter 

up to a selected size. Grids for any or all variables could be produced and included the 

spectral bands (red, green, red edge, and near infrared), the sensor's X and Y degrees 

from nadir, surface temperature, zenith angle, LAI, SDVI, NDVl, RVI and PCT. 

After selecting output data and desired grid size, the pathway masks were applied 

to remove access path, edge effects, and variability in the GPS data. Inverse distance 

weighting (IDW) was used to create IXI and reselected for all other grids. For each grid 

and variable, a text file of the grid containing each cell value and location was produced 

for the field and for each plot. 

Standard Statistics 

SAS was used to conduct standard statistics. The data for a treatment for the four 

plots receiving the same treatment was pooled for evaluating the mean and coefficient of 

variation (CV). The pooled data was analyzed for data firom 1 to 10 meter grids for each 
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of the four days and typically corresponds to sample sizes of 2023,484, 203,105,64,39, 

36, 18, 16, and 16 for each of the 10 grid sizes. 

Treatment effects were evaluated using an ANOVA for a Latin square design. 

This allowed for determining if treatment effects were significant. A copy of the SAS 

code is in appendix G. 

Kriging and Fractals Statistical Comparison 

The data collected in the experiment was essentially at a one-meter resolution. To 

make it exact, the data was masked and used to generate a continuous surface of the field, 

and a grid of one-meter resolution was produced in Arc Info. Through the use of geo-

statistical methods, the one-meter resolution grid developed was the basis for simulating 

data collection at coarser resolutions. 

The one-meter grid data was fitted to a variogram that resulted in the best fit when 

compared to the 1 X Igrid value for CCCI and PCT, and a kriged estimate value at the 

same location. Coarser resolution data was used with the variograms for the same indices 

on the same day to estimate what the expected values would be at the one-meter grid 

resolution. Each resolution beyond one-meter was then compared to the coarse 

resolution's one-meter predicted values to determine where statistical differences 

occurred using an alpha of 5%. Similarly, breakpoints between other resolutions were 

investigated. 

The primary geostatistical method employed was kriging. However, in addition 
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to kriging, fractal analysis was conducted upon the images. The purpose of fractal 

analysis was to see if it could be used to determine effects of scale in agriculture and to 

determine if kriging and fractal analysis agree when used to evaluate resolution effects 

for selected agricultural indices. The GS+ software developed by the Gamma Design 

Software was used to do the kriging and fractal analysis. 

Variograms, Kriging and Fractais of MAC Data 

Variograms and kriging were used to create fine grids from coarser grids so that a 

statistical analysis could be performed to compare data from different grids. Cross 

validation analysis was used to determine the best variograms model fix. A least 

significant difference analysis was performed to determine where breaks in the grid size 

were significant. 

The sample variograms were calculated from (Burrough et al., 1998): 

/(ft) = [(l/2)n] +# (15) 
(=I n 

where 

N = the number of pairs of sample points of observations of the values of attribute 

z separated by a distance h. 

The fractal analysis uses the variograms developed from the grid data. The basic concept 

is to take the log-log of the variograms (Lam et al., 1993), and compute the slope. The 

slope is the fractal number. For a surface the fractal dimension D is (Goodchild, 1980) 
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D = 3 - H  (16) 

Where H is the slope of the log-log plot. 

Kriging Statistical Analysis 

Course resolution grids (3X3, 5X5, and 7X7 meters) were generated using kriging 

from the original 1X1 meter data. The course grids were generated based on the average 

values for the 1X1 meter grids within each coarser grids as previously defined. 

Variograns developed from the 1x1,3x3,5x5, and 7X7 grid data were used to generated 

the kriged estimate IXl values for the 1X1 through 7X7 grids. The estimated 1X1 value 

(z') from the 1X1 grid variogram was then compared to the original 1X1 meter grid value 

(z). This process was repeater for the estimated 1X1 value (z') from the 3X3 grid 

variogram through the 7X7 grid variogram. The data were then analyzed as the ratio of 

z7z with 1 being a perfect fit. 
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Chapter 4 - Results & Discussion 

Introduction 

The data collected on field 105 during the 1999 cotton season was extensive. 

This section will discuss the data selection process used for analysis, the GPS data used 

to determine the access pathway location and cart location, and the statistical analysis. 

The statistical analysis of the data will focus on standard statistics, kriging, fractals, and 

spatial scales between 1 and 10-meters. 

GPS Data Error 

GPS devices are exceptionally good at giving a location when differential 

correction is employed. However they are not perfect and the location provided has error 

associated with it. The GPS data for the cart and pathway locations were analyzed for 

error. 

Cart GPS 

Figure 20 show the predicted location of the GPS antenna located on the south 

tower as the linear traversed the field in a east to west direction. The GPS data from 39 

days of data collection is displayed. A regression line was fitted to the points and is 
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assumed to represent the actual east-west line. This regression was then used to calculate 

an actual location for comparison to the predicted GPS latitude data. 

(/) 
CO 

3659128 

3659124 

^ 3659120 

3659116 
409265 409365 

North 

Figure 20. Cart GPS east west location. 

The frequency distribution of the difference from the regression to the predicted 

with the cumulative distribution is provided in figure 21. 
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Figure 21. Frequency distribution of GPS latitude from regression line. 

The standard deviation between the regression and the GPS data was 0.78 meters 

with an error of 0.09 meters. This is within the desired I-meter accuracy that was sought 

but only account for 66% of the GPS readings. Two standard deviations is approximately 

1.5 meters and would include 95% of the readings. Assuming a normal distribution, it is 

apparent that 0.4% of the readings will be in error by as much as 2.3 meters or more 

Thus overall accuracy of the GPS readings for the cart were within 1.5 meters, 

slightly less than what was desired, but acceptable. The readings were obtained when the 

GPS detected that the linear had moved 1-meter from the last recorded location. The 

kinematic data recording occurred with the linear having an average velocity of 

approximately 4 m/min when the linear was moving. The linear was moving only 17% 
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of during data collection, and was in a stop mode the remaining 83% of the 2.5-hour data 

collection run. 

Pathway GPS 

The pathway locations are shown in figure 17 and the GPS data is provided in 

table 4. The readings at each point were collected statically over a twenty-minute period. 

This was to ensure accuracy and obtain a reliable estimate of the pathway centers. 

Table 4. GPS data for access path. 

UTM North East 

Line Orientation Reasonableness 
north in 
meters 

UTM west 
in meters 

Sigma 
meters 

sigma 
meters 

1 EW ok 3659152 409380 0.437 0.756 

1 ok 3659154 409262 0.579 0.248 

2 EW ok 3659176 409380 0.746 0.285 

2 ok 3659178 409262 0.393 0.395 

3 EW ok 3659203 409382 0.641 0.244 

3 ok 3659205 409264 0.539 0.853 

4 NS ok 3659239 409374 0.599 0.268 

4 ok 3659122 409372 0.288 0.317 

5 NS ok 3659237 409350 0.46 0.572 

5 ok 3659124 409348 0.395 0.348 

6 NS ok 3659237 409325 0.796 0.856 

6 ok 3659124 409324 0.412 0.549 

7 NS ok 3659239 409302 0.395 0.51 

7 ok 3659124 409300 0.42 0.253 

8 NS ok 3659239 409277 0.695 0.342 

8 ok 3659124 409276 0.776 0.416 

9 EW ok 3659125 409379 0.572 0.321 

9 ok 3659127 409259 1.727 0.949 

10 EW ok 3659230 409262 1.109 0.293 

10 ok 3659229 409381 0.915 0.632 

Average 
STD 

0.6447 0.47035 
0.32710780.2283389 
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The standard deviation for all the points was 0.33-meters and 0.22-meters for 

north and east, respectively. The average standard deviations for all the points were then 

used to insure the mask eliminated pathway and edge effects from the analysis. The 

maximum error in the north direction was 0.16 meters and for the east was 0.09 meters. 

Standard Statistics 

Data from all sixteen plots and each of the four selected days were used to 

determine differences between treatments and the effect of varying grid sizes 

representing resolutions from 1 to 10 meters. Statistical Analysis Software (SAS©) was 

used to perform standard analysis of the data. 

ANOVA PCT 

An ANOVA was performed on the data by treatment and by DOY to determine if 

treatment effects were significant. As the experimental design was a Latin square, the 

ANOVA also provided information on row and column effects. The rows were 

orientated east to west and the columns were orientated north south. The results for 

modeling treatment by row and by column for PCT for each grid are provided in table 5. 

ANOVA results on PCT for modeling treatments and by rows and by column for each 

grid are provided in table 6. 

Due to the extremely large sample size, PCT showed significance for the model at 

any grid size even before treatments were applied. The sample size for a typical day and 
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treatment were 2023,484,203,105,64,39,36, 18,16, and 16 for grids sizes from 1 to 10 

meter respectively. 

Because all grids showed significance between treatments, the F statistic for 

treatment, row and column effects was analyzed. For DOY 181&182, when no 

treatments had yet been started, the ratio of column to treatment effects ranged from 70 to 

125 over the 10 grid sizes. Thus, the column effect was significantly greater than the 

treatment effect. Although not as dramatic, the row effect was 4 to 7 times larger than 

the treatment effect. Thus, even though the model showed significance between 

treatments, it was driven by the column and row effects and was not due to the 

treatments. Thus, there were no treatment differences for PCTs for DOY 181&182 data. 

Similarly, for days 218 and 228 the models showed the treatment differences were 

significant for all grids (table 4). Although not as dramatic as DOY 181&182, analysis of 

the F statistic for DOY 218 and 228 shows that column effects were greater than 

treatment effects, and that row effects were insignificant. The column effects could be 

related to micrometeorological conditions. For DOY 218 column effects were 

approximately 3 times greater than row effects while on DOY 228 the ratio was 

approximately 2. Three things can be concluded from this information. First the PCT 

differences were greatest on DOY 231. Second, with such low ratios the treatment 

effects for those days were significant. And third, DOY 181&182 data conclusively 

shows there is a strong column effect in the field. 

DOY 231 was a known day of nitrogen stress and there was water stress in the 

low water plots. Prior to DOY 231, the entire field was irrigated with 1.5 inches on DOY 
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225, and only the high water plots were irrigated with 1 inch of water on 228 resulting in 

a 6 day period for the low water plots not receiving an irrigation. Any plant stress 

increases plant temperatures and the F statistic for treatment was now 3 to 4 times greater 

than that for column effects. Thus the treatment effects were significant. 

When all the grids were pooled as shown in table 4, the results were similar. On 

the no treatment day, DOY 181&182 the column effects were almost 100 times greater 

than treatment effects while row effects were 5 times greater than treatment. DOY 218 

showed only slightly larger column effects than DOY 228. Treatment effect were also 

the dominant effect on DOY 231 as expected. 



Table 1. ANOVA results on PCT for irealment, row, and column by grid. 

PCT 

DOY = 
181 & 
182 5% 

DOY = 
218 5% 

DOY = 
228 5% 

DOY = 
231 5% 

Grid=1 DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 37.54 Y 159.33 Y 110.25 Y 2350.1 Y 
Row 3 172.67 Y 15.08 Y 15.5 Y 242.59 Y 
Column 3 2869.1 Y 427.04 Y 255.59 Y 843.45 Y 
rR*c 6 126.65 Y 8.64 Y 24.86 Y 138.3 Y 
Model TRC 15 671.11 Y 121.87 Y 85.39 Y 729.69 Y 

Grld=2 DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 11.75 Y 52.47 Y 36.65 Y 637.87 Y 
Row 3 46.35 Y 3.05 Y 4.23 Y 69.98 Y 
Column 3 788.13 Y 152.68 Y 77.21 Y 221.95 Y 
rR'C 6 3794 Y 2.28 Y 6.82 Y 40.17 Y 
Model TRC 15 185.68 Y 41.9 Y 26.13 Y 197.89 Y 

Grld=3 DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 4.74 Y 45.32 Y 24.57 Y 302.43 Y 
Row 3 22.24 Y 2.78 Y 4.03 Y 38.11 Y 
Column 3 374.54 Y 142.17 Y 71.31 Y 98.9 Y 
T*R*C 6 18.38 Y 2.4 Y 5.83 Y 22.55 Y 
Model TRC 15 87.1 Y 38.78 Y 22.13 Y 94.48 Y 
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DOY = 
181 & DOY= DOY= DOY = 
182 5% 218 5% 228 5% 231 5% 

F Significant F Significant F Significant F Signifii 
2.4 N 43.84 Y 15.5 Y 173.26 Y 
11.2 Y 3.38 Y 2.2 N 25.02 Y 

210.24 Y 136.34 Y 55.26 Y 52.4 Y 
10.96 Y 2.94 Y 5.16 Y 14.83 Y 
48.86 Y 37.76 Y 16.76 Y 54.19 Y 

F Significant F Significant F Significant F Signifii 
1.41 N 38.53 Y 11.41 Y 117.7 Y 
9.29 Y 3 Y 1.48 N 17.91 Y 
134.8 Y 140.53 Y 36.87 Y 36.72 Y 
7.84 Y 2.84 Y 3.76 Y 9.7 Y 
32.23 Y 37.55 Y 11.45 Y 38.35 Y 

F Significant F Significant F Significant F Signifii 
1 N 24.08 Y 7.94 Y 91.73 Y 

4.42 Y 1.62 N 0.88 N 15.06 Y 
105.66 Y 69.58 Y 29.14 Y 22.12 Y 
6.19 Y 1.49 N 2.93 Y 9.38 Y 
24.69 Y 19.49 Y 8.97 Y 28.11 Y 

vo 
o\ 
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DOY = 
181 & DOY= DOY= DOY = 
182 5% 218 5% 228 5% 231 5% 

F Significant F Significant F Significant F Signific 
1.09 N 26.1 Y 7.96 Y 89.28 Y 
6.36 Y 1.35 N 1.25 N 11.72 Y 
86.39 Y 93.02 Y 21.22 Y 29.75 Y 
4.62 Y 1.45 N 1.86 N 6.52 Y 
20.62 Y 24.67 Y 6.83 Y 28.76 Y 

F Significant F Significant F Significant F Signific 
0.66 N 19.14 Y 4.56 Y 59.88 Y 
1.88 N 0.7 N 0.52 N 10.77 Y 
63.83 Y 58.1 Y 14.51 Y 12.22 Y 
4.49 Y 1.56 N 1.83 N 6.87 Y 
15.34 Y 16.19 Y 4.86 Y 18.19 Y 

F Significant F Significant F Significant F Signifii 
0.35 N 14.99 Y 5.31 Y 55.56 Y 
2.46 N 1.39 N 0.68 N 9.67 Y 
43.91 Y 52.13 Y 18.28 Y 14.08 Y 
2.97 Y 1.04 N 1.85 N 5.26 Y 
10.53 Y 14.12 Y 5.59 Y 17.96 Y 

v£> 



Table 5. Coniinued. 

PCT 

DOY = 
181 & 
182 5% 

DOY = 
218 5% 

DOY = 
228 5% 

DOY = 
231 5% 

Grid=10 DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 0.43 N 14.84 Y 5.25 Y 56.76 Y 
Row 3 2.84 Y 1.16 N 0.68 N 8.64 Y 
Column 3 41.21 Y 54.13 Y 16.97 Y 17.71 Y 
rpx 6 2.4 Y 1.09 N 1.73 N 4.68 Y 
Model TRC 15 9.85 Y 14.46 Y 5.27 Y 18.49 Y 

vO 
00 



Table 2. ANOVA results on PCT for Ircalment, row, column and grid. 

Canopy 
Temperature 

DOY = 
181 & 
182 5% 

DOY = 
218 5% 

DOY = 
228 5% 

DOY = 
231 5% 

Grid=AII DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 5.83 Y 29.89 Y 20.02 Y 475.18 Y 
Row 3 31.18 Y 1.02 N 2.68 N 67.17 Y 
Column 3 563.4 Y 95.37 Y 60.45 Y 139.53 Y 
T*R*C 6 30.89 Y 1.51 N 5.14 Y 38.85 Y 
Grid 9 0.46 N 9.31 Y 3.08 Y 0.43 N 
T*G 27 0.08 N 0.4 N 0.55 N 0.11 N 
R*G 27 0.1 N 0.57 N 0.04 N 0.3 N 
C*G 27 0.06 N 1.26 N 0.93 N 0.38 N 
T'R*C*G 54 0.1 N 0.24 N 0.65 N 0.24 N 
Model TRCG 159 101.03 Y 21.15 Y 14.25 Y 110.53 Y 

VO VO 
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ANOVA CCCI 

The ANOVA results for modeling treatment by row by column on CCCI for each 

grid are provided in table 7. ANOVA results on CCCI for modeling treatment by row by 

column, and by grid are provided in table 8. 

As with PCT, treatment effects were significant for all days and all grid sizes. 

There were some differences from the PCT analysis. For DOY 181«&182 row effects 

were approximately 3 times less than treatment effects, and column effects were of 

significantly less magnitude ranging from 2.5 to 6 times treatment effects. Column 

effects still dominated the model. The column effects shown in the PCT and CCCI 

confirm column differences in the field itself in the east-west direction. 

For DOY 218, 228 and 231 treatment effects were always greater than column 

effects. Thus, there were differences between treatments regardless of grid size. For the 

pooled data, the results provided in table 8 concur with the conclusions derived from the 

ANOVA by grid, table 7. 

V. 



Table 3. ANOVA results on CCCI for treatment, row and column by grid. 

CCCI 

DOY = 
181 & 
182 5% 

DOY = 
218 5% 

DOY = 
228 5% 

DOY = 
231 5% 

Grld=1 DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 151.12 Y 3641.1 Y 4308.1 Y 10347 Y 
Row 3 53.07 Y 991 Y 372.54 Y 1697 Y 
Column 3 852.68 Y 3063 Y 1659.4 Y 595.31 Y 
T*R*C 6 700.89 Y 23.91 Y 34.42 Y 54.14 Y 
Model TRC 15 488.04 Y 1599.4 Y 1300.2 Y 2576.1 Y 

Grid=2 DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 42.08 Y 1092.6 Y 1252.2 Y 3072.5 Y 
Row 3 14.54 Y 289.03 Y 112.37 Y 497.71 Y 
Column 3 231.66 Y 852.83 Y 471.56 Y 181.14 Y 
T*R'C 6 98 Y 4.99 Y 7.33 Y 13.81 Y 
Model TRC 15 136.22 Y 463.45 Y 370.72 Y 754.44 Y 

Grid=3 DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 18.58 Y 553.13 Y 663.48 Y 1306.1 Y 
Row 3 6.52 Y 138.72 Y 57.38 Y 202.15 Y 
Column 3 99.77 Y 453.09 Y 238.13 Y 73.76 Y 
rR*c 6 91.33 Y 2.92 Y 3.93 Y 6.67 Y 
Model TRC 15 62 Y 237.63 Y 195.47 Y 319.24 Y 



Table?. Continued. 

CCCI 

DOY = 
181 & 
182 5% 

DOY = 
218 5% 

DOY = 
228 5% 

DOY = 
231 5% 

Grid=4 DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 10.42 Y 374.37 Y 442.26 Y 829.65 Y 
Row 3 3.61 Y 86.33 Y 36.07 Y 123.14 Y 
Column 3 53.91 Y 295.11 Y 146.69 Y 45.82 Y 
rR*c 6 52.26 Y 1.32 N 2.58 Y 4.25 Y 
Model TRC 15 34.88 Y 158.49 Y 127.83 Y 201.52 Y 

Grld=5 DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 8.76 Y 259.26 Y 295.53 Y 534.72 Y 
Row 3 3.4 Y 49.31 Y 21.8 Y 67.93 Y 
Column 3 35.6 Y 202.5 Y 95.63 Y 29.28 Y 
rR'C 6 38.87 Y 0.92 N 1.41 Y 2 N 
Model TRC 15 25.1 Y 102.58 Y 83.16 N 127.19 Y 

Grid=6 DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 4.94 Y 257.65 Y 276.31 Y 494.56 Y 
Row 3 1.49 N 53.64 Y 19.79 Y 70.35 Y 
Column 3 20.98 Y 184.41 Y 78.32 Y 26.22 Y 
rR*c 6 22.64 Y 1.19 N 2.72 Y 3.81 Y 
Model TRC 15 14.84 Y 106.89 Y 77.65 Y 119.65 Y 



Table 7. Continued. 

CCCI 

DOY = 
181 & 
182 5% 

DOY = 
218 5% 

DOY = 
228 5% 

DOY = 
231 5% 

Grid=7 DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 4.75 Y 138.84 Y 176.03 Y 316.03 Y 
Row 3 1.8 Y 30.65 Y 14.4 Y 43.18 Y 
Column 3 21.56 Y 112.89 Y 61.93 Y 17.69 Y 
rR*c 6 21.47 N 0.8 N 0.94 N 1.31 N 
Model TRC 15 14.21 Y 56.79 Y 50.85 Y 75.9 Y 

Grld=8 DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 3.1 Y 213.23 Y 175.33 Y 360.98 Y 
Row 3 0.58 N 41.17 Y 11.62 Y 51.09 Y 
Column 3 11.06 Y 143.24 Y 41.85 Y 18.13 Y 
rR*c 6 12.67 Y 1.99 N 2.66 Y 4.18 Y 
Model TRC 15 8.31 Y 89.11 Y 48.48 Y 87.94 Y 



Table 7. Continued. 

CCCI 

DOY = 
181 & 
182 5% 

DOY = 
218 5% 

DOY = 
228 5% 

DOY = 
231 5% 

Grid=10 DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 2.85 Y 97.69 Y 122.88 Y 227.08 Y 
Row 3 1.11 N 18.58 Y 9.07 Y 28.85 Y 
Column 3 11.6 Y 76.3 Y 39.76 Y 12.43 Y 
rR*c 6 12.67 Y 0.35 N 0.59 N 0.85 N 
Model TRC 15 8.18 Y 38.65 Y 34.58 Y 54.01 Y 



Table 4. ANOVA results on CCCI for treatment, row, column, and grid. 

CCCI 

DOY = 
181 & 
182 5% 

DOY = 
218 5% 

DOY = 
228 5% 

DOY = 
231 5% 

Grid=AII DF F Significant F Significant F Significant F Significant 
Treatment 3 32.62 Y 899.51 Y 994.89 Y 2231 Y 
Row 3 10.9 Y 189.59 Y 74.9 Y 311.34 Y 
Column 3 143.54 Y 689.75 Y 319.71 Y 122.39 Y 
T'R'C 6 145.99 Y 2.89 Y 6.06 Y 10.41 Y 
Grid 9 0.09 N 1.99 Y 2.34 Y 0.12 N 
T*G 27 0.08 N 0.83 N 0.4 N 0.33 N 
R*G 27 0.08 N 0.5 N 0.13 N 0.8 N 
C*G 27 0.3 N 0.36 N 0.27 N 0.09 N 
T*R*C*G 54 0.19 N 0.28 N 0.3 N 0.42 N 
Model TRCG 159 73.54 Y 252.27 Y 203.48 Y 394.26 Y 
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Resolution and Grid Size for PCT 

Images of the entire field were constructed using grid data at 1,3,5, and 7-meter 

resolutions. The PCT images for DOY 181&182, 218, 228, and 231 are displayed in 

figures 22 through 25 respectively. The PCT legends are the same for figures 23-25 and 

different in figure 22. 

On DOY 181&182, PCTs were positive implying the plants were warmer then the 

air temperature. This is unlikely, as plants being up to 26°C warmer then the surrounding 

air would be extremely stressed. As PCT is actually the IRT's measured surface 

temperature less air temperature it becomes apparent that the soil is dominating the IRTs 

measured surface temperature. Additionally, the canopy cover was approximately 50%, 

and the CRT was observing equal amounts of ground and plant when recording data, 

which explains the unusually warm reading as shown in figure 22. 

For DOYs 218, 228, and 231 with a 100% canopy, cover plants were cooler then 

the surrounding air. Thermally, there were visual differences between u*eatments for 

DOYs 218, 228 and 231 as seen in figures 23 through 25. On DOYs 218 and 228 there 

was no induced water stress but variation in the field can be observed. DOY 228 is the 

coolest day and the field is fairly uniform regardless of grid size. That DOY 218 is 

warmer than 228 and received a 1.2 inch irrigation the day before while 228 had 1.5 inch 

irrigation three days prior to the measurements shows the delay in the water reaching the 

plants. This demonstrate that using PCT alone for measuring water stress might be miss 

leading, and that soil moisture might need to be considered. For DOY 231 with water 
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stress present, the low water plots were warmer than the optimal water plots regardless of 

grid size. As can be seen in the figures, the 3,5, and 7-meter resolutions were good 

representations of the 1-meter grid for PCT on all days. 
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Figure 22. Field images of PCT at four different grid sizes DOY 18I&182. 
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Figure 23. Field images of PCT at four different grid sizes DOY 218. 
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Figure 24. Field images of PCT at four different grid sizes DOY 228. 
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Figure 25. Field images of PCT at four different grid sizes DOY 231. 
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Resolution and Grid Size for CCCI 

As with PCT, CCCI field images with 1, 3, 5 and 7-meter resolutions were 

produced. These images are displayed in figures 26 through 29 for DOYs 181&182, 218, 

228 and 231 respectively. As with the PCT, the 3, 5, and 7- meter grids were similar to 

the 1-meter data. 

In contrast to the PCT data, the CCCI show the nitrogen stressed plots 

exceptionally well. DOYs 181 &182 and 218 visually show little difference, or little or 

no nitrogen stress as expected. On the extreme end, DOY 231 provided images that an 

untrained observer could determine which plots should be grouped together as having the 

same nitrogen treatments. DOY 228 shows the onset of nitrogen stress well but requires 

more scrutiny in analyzing the images. 

As an indicator of nitrogen stress CCCI appears robust. As for resolution, when 

extreme stress is present all four-grid sizes equally show the differences between stressed 

and non-stressed plots. But when stress is in its' beginning stages as with DOY 228, the 

7-meter resolution is difficult to interpret. 
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Figure 26. Field images of CCCI at four different grid sizes DOY 181&182. 
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Figure 27. Field images of CCCI at four different grid sizes DOY 218. 
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Figure 28. Field images of CCCI at four different grid sizes DOY 228. 
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Grid Effects on PCT 

The grid effect upon PCT and the coefficient of variation (CV) are graphically 

displayed in figures 30 through 33 for DOYs 181&182, 218, 228, and 231 respectively. 

The legends designate low nitrogen as n, optimal nitrogen as N, low water as w, and 

optimal water as W. Each treatment combination is followed by the letter P which is 

subsequently followed by the four plot numbers for that treatment. The data from all four 

plots with the same treatments were pooled for this analysis. 

The means for PCTs analyzed and change little as grid size increases regardless of 

the day or treatment. This was expected, as grids 2 through 10 are composites of the 1-

meter grid. 

The CVs for PCT for all treatments decreased as grid size increased with 

exceptions on DOY 231, grid size 8 and for the low water treatments for no apparent 

reason. In general, the decrease in the CVs is expected because the increased grid cells 

are averages of the enclosed 1-meter grid (cells). On the nitrogen stress day, the greatest 

variability in CV was for the low nitrogen and low water treatments. 
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Figure 31. CV for PCT vs. grid size for DOY 218. 
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Figure 32. CV for PCT vs. grid size for DOY 228. 
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Figure 33. CV for PCT vs. grid size for DOY 231. 
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Grid Effects on CCCI 

The grid effect upon CCCI and the coefficient of variation (CV) for CCCI are 

graphically displayed in figures 34 through 37 for DOYs 181&182,218,228, and 231 

respectively. 

As with PCT, CCCI means were analyzed and showed little variability regardless 

of day or treatment with respect to grid size. This is expected due to the grid averaging 

technique used. 

As with PCT, CVs for CCCI generally decreased as grid size increased. The 

increase at 7 is consistent with the greater percent of the represented area taken from plot 

edges. The trend for DOYs 218, 228 and 231 showed the greatest variability for the low 

nitrogen high water plots followed by the high nitrogen low water, optimal nitrogen high 

water, and high nitrogen low water plots. 

As an indicator of nitrogen stress at any grid size, CV are 2 to 3 time greater for 

the nitrogen stressed plots than the nomstressed plots with full canopy cover at any grid 

size. 
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Figure 35. CV for CCCI vs. grid size for DOY 218. 
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Figure 36. CV for CCCI vs. grid size for DOY 228. 
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Figure 37. CV for CCCI vs. grid size for DOY 231. 
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Testing differences between grids. 

The Dunnet test was used to determine if there was a statistical difference for a 

treatment between grid size 1 (control) and the 9 other grid sizes. Out of 144 comparison 

tests, not one was significant. The Tuckey test was used to compare all combinations of 

grids within a plot and check for significance for each treatment. This resulted in 90 

comparisons for each treatment or 360 per day and 1,440 overall. Only 11 were found 

significant or less than 1%. Both these test demonstrate statistically that there were no 

difference; between grids ranging in size from 1 through 10-meters, and is attributed to 

the averaging technique used to create grid sizes from 2 through 10 meters. 

Kriging 

Given the extensive time required for kriging, only a subset of data was selected 

for analysis using kriging. Two days were selected, DOY 181&182 and DOY 231. DOY 

181&182 was selected because it was a no treatment day and DOY 231 was selected due 

to the apparent nitrogen stress. Because treatments were in effect on DOY 231 the plots 

were individually analyzed. Plots representing each of the four treatments were 

randomly selected. The plots selected were 3(Nw), 7(NW), 9(nW), and 13 (nw). The 

plot data was kriged for actual data from 1,3, 5 and 7-meters grids for both PCT and 

CCCI. Too few data points were available to krig beyond the 7-meter grid. The whole 

field less access path was kriged on DOY 181&182. PCT and CCCI were analyzed only 

at the one-meter grid size for the full field. 
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Variograms 

Variograms were constructed for each plot and grid size and for the full field 

analyzed. The model, range, sill, lag, and uniform interval for each plot and grid size are 

provided in tables 9 through 16 with the full field values provided in table 17. 

Two typical variograms are provided in figures 45 and 46 for CCCI and PCT 

respectively. In the first variogram, a sill was not reached as the variogram predicted the 

measured value (figure 40) with a low semivariance (figure 38), and the spatial 

correlation between points in the field is greater then 22-meters. The second variogram 

has a sill, and spatial correlation between points does not exist beyond 80.5 meters (figure 

39). Even though a sill is reached for PCT, the semivariance is high showing that spatial 

correlation decreases from a low at the nugget of less than 2 to maximum of 

approximately 9. 
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Figure 38. Variogram for CCCI, full field, DOY 181&182. 
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Figure 39. Variogram for PCT, full field, DOY 181&182. 

The estimated kriged values were plotted against actual values. The process of 

constructing variograms and checking for goodness of fit was iterative process repeated 

until the highest r^ was achieved. Figures 40 and 41 show the estimate and actual plots 

for CCCI and PCT respectively. 
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Figure 40. Comparison of kriged estimates and actual CCCI values, DOY 181&182. 
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Figure 41. Comparison of kriged estimates and actual PCT values, DOY 181&182. 

For both figures 47 and 48, the r values were 0.95 and 0.906 for CCCI and PCT, 

respectively. Even though a sill was not reached for CCCI (figure 45), the lag distance of 

22.8 meters resulted in an excellent r^ value and increasing the lag distance decreased the 

r-value of the kriged estimate to actual. The process of fitting variograms was conducted 

for all grid sizes and was fitted with the actual data of the corresponding grid size. 

Comparison of Kriged Estimates to Actual Data 

The comparisons of fit were evaluated using the ratio of zVz, of the kriged 

estimate, z', to the measured value z. Figures 42-43 and 44-45 are 1-meter images of the 

measured z values for PCT and CCCI on DOY 18I&182 and DOY 231, respectively. 

Each figure includes 4 images, one of each of the kriged plots. 

Figures 46-54 and 55-62 are the images of zVz values of PCT and CCCI, 

respectively. Each figure includes 4 images with kriged surfaces constructed firom 1,3, 

5, and 7 square meter pixels. Tables 9-16 include the statistical parameters based on 
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analysis of data in figures 46-62. Figures 63-80 illustrate the data in tables 9-16 in 

graphical form. Definitions for the information provided in tables 7 through 14 follows: 

• Mean = mean of observed values 

• Mean' = mean of predicted kriged values 

• Var |z-2'| = variance in the absolute value of the difference between the 

measured and kriged estimated value. 

• N = the number of values in the plot 

• Error = the error of the mean 

• Mean |z-z'| = the mean of the absolute value of the difference between the 

measured and kriged value. 

• stdev |z-z'l = the standard deviation of the absolute value of the difference 

between the measured and kriged value. 

• CV jz-z'I = the coefficient of variation of the absolute value of the 

difference between the measured and kriged value. 

• Mean zVz = the mean of the ratio of the estimated kriged value to the 

measured value. 

• Max z7z = the maximum value of the ratio of the estimated kriged value 

to the measured value. 

• Min zVz = the minimum value of the ratio of the estimated kriged value to 

the measured value. 

• Max zVz = the maximum value of the ratio of the estimated kriged value 

to the measured value. 
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• WRMS (z-z7z) = the weighted root mean square of the measured value 

less the kriged estimated value divided by the measured value. 

• RMS (z-z')= root mean square of the measured value less the kriged 

estimated value. 

• Model, range, nugget, sill, lag, and uniform interval are kriging terms. 

• Ratio +/-XX% = the percentage of points within the ratio percent 

specified. 
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Figure 5. Day i81&182 for PCT (z7z) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 13, treatment nW. 
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Figure 6. Day 181&182 for PCT (zVz) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 3, treatment Nw. 
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Figure 7. Day 181&182 for PCT (z7z) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 7, treatment NW. 
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Figure 8. Day 181&182 for PCT (z7z) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 9, treatment nW. 
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Figure 9. Day 231 for PCT (z7z) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 13, treatment nw. 
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Figure 10. Day 231 for PCT (zVz) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 3, treatment Nw. 
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Figure 11. Day 231 for PCT (z7z) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 3, treatment Nw. 
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Figure 12. Day 231 for PCT (zVz) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 7, treatment NW. 
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Figure 13. Day 231 for PCT (z7z) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 9, treatment nW. 
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Figure 14. Days i81&182 for CCCI (z7z) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 13, treatment nw. 
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Figure 15. Day 181&182 for CCCI (z7z) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 3, treatment Nw. 
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Figure 16. Day 181&182 for CCCI (z7z) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 7, treatment NW. 
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Figure 17. Day 181&182 for CCCI (z7z) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 9, treatment nW. 
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Figure 18. Day 231 for CCCI (z7z) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 13, treatment 
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Figure 19. Day 231 for CCCl (z7z) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 3, treatment Nw. 
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Figure 20. Day 231 for CCCI (z7z) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 7, treatment NW. 
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Figure 21. Day 231 for CCCI (zVz) showing four resolutions interpolated from kriging on plot 9, treatment nW. 



Table 5. Kriging summary for day 181 «&182, plot 3, irealmenl Nw. 

Grid 1 3 5 7 
CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT 

Mean 0.549 7.234 0.549 7.234 0.549 7.234 0.549 7.234 
Mean' 0.548 7.234 0.548 7.235 0.550 7.282 0.547 7.237 
var(|z-z*| 0.000 0.017 0.000 0.045 0.001 0.182 0.000 0.338 
N 506 506 506 506 506 506 506 506 
Error 0.00000 0.00076 0.00000 0.00201 0.00002 0.00808 0.00001 0.01503 
Mean(|z-z'|) 0.011 0.142 0.011 0.248 0.032 0.537 0.022 0.871 
stdev(|z-z'|) 0.009 0.131 0.009 0.213 0.023 0.426 0.017 0.581 
CV(|z-z'|) 0.865 0.917 0.865 0.858 0.725 0.794 0.767 0.667 
Mean(zVz) 0.999 1.002 0.999 1.004 1.006 1.018 1.000 1.018 
Max(zVz) 1.078 1.126 1.078 1.198 1.217 1.327 1.176 1.479 
Min(z'/z) 0.893 0.911 0.893 0.878 0.821 0.790 0.855 0.709 
WRMS(z-zyz') 0.019 0.917 0.020 0.858 0.021 0.794 0.020 0.667 
RMS(z-z') 0.002 0.009 0.001 0.015 0.002 0.030 0.001 0.047 
Model EXP SP SP SP L-1 SP SP-1 SP-1 
Range NA 8.290 8.320 8.920NA 5.880NA NA 
Nuget 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.100 0.000 0.001 
Sill NA 0.870 0.001 0.820NA 0.550NA NA 
Lag 20.300 24.300 15.400 20.400 21.000 18.000 15.800 15.800 
Uniform Interval 1.430 2.430 2.000 3.000 5.000 4.000 1.000 1.000 
Ratio +/-10% 99.802 99.802 99.802 96.047 79.842 72.332 92.490 46.443 
Ratio +/-15% 96.640 
Ratio +/-20% 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 99.605 94.269 100.000 83.004 
Ratio +/-30% 100.000 100.000 99.605 96.640 
Fractal 
Demension 1.648 1.766 1.644 1.795 1.639 1.916 1.907 1.572 
1 = no real sill, SP = spherical, L = linear, Exp = exponential 



Table 6. Kriging summary for day 181&182, plot 7, ireatmenl NW. 

Grid 1 3 5 7 
CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT 

Mean 0.540 7.109 0.540 7.109 0.540 7.109 0.540 7.109 
Mean' 0.540 7.109 0.539 7.106 0.538 7.044 0.537 7.031 
var(|z-2'| 3.79E-06 2.87E-03 5.58E-05 3.62E-02 4.09E-04 8.11E-02 2.27E-04 2.86E-01 
N 552 552 552 552 552 552 552 552 
Error 1.61E-07 1.22E-04 2.38E-06 1.54E-03 1.74E-05 3.45E-03 9.68E-06 1.22E-02 
Mean(|z-z'|) 0.002 0.050 0.009 0.222 0.032 0.386 0.023 0.732 
stdev(|z-z'|) 0.002 0.054 0.007 0.190 0.020 0.285 0.015 0.535 
CV(|z-z'|) 1.039 1.068 0.851 0.857 0.641 0.737 0.647 0.731 
Mean(z'/z) 1.000 1.001 1.001 1.003 1.002 0.997 1.000 1.006 
Max(zyz) 1.027 1.050 1.107 1.264 1.196 1.318 1.146 1.504 
Min(zVz) 0.972 0.958 0.940 0.869 0.883 0.830 0.905 0.754 
WRMS(z-zyz*) 0.020 0.263 0.020 0.263 0.020 0.263 0.020 0.264 
RMS(z-z') 1.15E-04 3.12E-03 4.91 E-04 1.24E-02 1.59E-03 2.04E-02 1.18E-03 3.86E-02 
Model SP SP SP Sp L-1 SP SP SP-1 
Range 11.83 12.37 12.84 13.43 NA 13.09 10.07 NA 
Nugget 0 0.001 0 0.001 0.001 0.29 0 0.001 
Sill 0.002 1.02 0.C03 0.96 NA 0.99 0.001 NA 
Lag 16.5 18.5 15.1 17.1 21 19 17.8 18.8 
Uniform Interval 1 1.34 1 2 2 3 1 1 
Ratio +/-10% 100.00 100.00 99.82 96.74 83.70 87.32 94.93 53.80 
Ratio +/-15% 96.74 
Ratio +/-20% 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.82 100.00 99.46 100.00 88.41 
Ratio +/-30% 100.00 100.00 99.82 96.92 
Fractal Dimension 1.512 1.523 1.532 1.527 1.906 1.642 1.847 1.577 
1 = no real sill, SP = spherical, L = linear, Exp = exponential 



Table 7. Kriging summary for day 181 & 182, plot 9, treatment nW. 

Grid 1 3 5 7 
CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT 

Mean 0.574 11.739 0.574 11.739 0.574 11.739 0.574 11.739 
Mean' 0.574 11.739 0.576 11.701 0.577 11.641 0.574 11.614 
var(|z-z'| 0.001 0.100 0.000 0.504 0.002 0.841 0.000 1.957 
Nugget 483 483 483 483 483 483 483 483 
Error 4.21 E-05 4.54E-03 1.62E-05 2.29E-02 7.27E-05 3.83E-02 2.06E-05 8.33E-02 
Mean(|z-z'|) 0.040 0.282 0.018 0.724 0.043 0.976 0.023 1.907 
stdev(|z-z'|) 0.030 0.316 0.019 0.710 0.040 0.917 0.021 1.399 
CV(|z-z'|) 0.753 1.119 1.044 0.980 0.935 0.940 0.928 0.733 
Mean(z'/z) 1.004 1.003 1.005 1.006 1.010 1.008 1.003 1.022 
Max(zVz) 1.260 1.158 1.170 1.364 1.315 1.452 1.176 1.752 
Min(z'/z) 0.760 0.887 0.792 0.747 0.668 0.673 0.766 0.629 
WRMS(z-zyz) 0.020 0.497 0.001 0.497 0.021 0.497 0.020 0.435 
RMS(z-z') 0.002 0.019 0.001 0.046 0.003 0.061 0.001 0.094 
Model EXP-1 SP EXP-1 SP-1 L-1 SP-1 SP SP 
Range NA 10.08 NA NA NA NA 12.1 10.2 
Nugget 0.002 0.24 0.002 0.01 0 0.01 0 0.053 
Sill NA 4.45 NA NA NA NA 0.001 1.82 
Lag 12.8 16.8 20.3 11.4 20.1 14 18.8 16.8 
Uniform Interval 1.38 1.38 3 2 4 2 2 1 
Ratio +/-10% 74.53 97.72 96.07 79.30 75.57 69.57 93.37 33.51 
Ratio +/-15% 92.34 90.89 
Ratio +/-20% 97.10 100.00 99.79 96.69 97.72 91.30 99.17 57.61 
Ratio +/-30% 100.00 99.79 97.31 75.18 

Fractal Dimension 1.766 1.697 1.660 1.44 1.550 1.678 1.694 1.850 
1 = no real sill, SP = spherical, L = linear, Exp = exponential 



Table 8. Kriging summary for day 181&182, plot 13, treatment nw. 

Grid 1 3 5 7 

CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT 
Mean 0.589 12.250 0.589 12.250 0.589 12.250 0.589 12.250 
Mean' 0.590 12.253 0.589 12.043 0.585 12.030 0.591 12.125 
var(|z-z'| 0.001 0.386 0.001 1.496 0.002 1.826 0.008 6.109 
N 506 506 506 506 506 506 506 506 
Error 2.40E-05 1.71E-02 2.55E-05 6.65E-02 8.65E-05 8.12E-02 3.36E-04 2.72E-01 
mean(|z-z'|) 0.008 0.526 0.021 1.044 0.045 1.260 0.165 2.386 
stdev(|z-z'|) 0.023 0.621 0.024 1.223 0.044 1.351 0.087 2.472 
CV(|z-z|) 2.852 1.181 1.141 1.172 0.970 1.072 0.526 1.036 
Mean(z'/z) 1.003 1.007 -0.547 0.998 0.998 1.018 0.165 0.998 
Max(zyz) 1.312 1.316 1.218 1.507 1.375 1.993 1.511 2.043 
Min(z'/z) 0.798 0.763 0.723 0.523 0.174 0.564 0.635 -0.500 
WRMS(z-zyz) 0.019 0.510 0.019 0.511 0.019 0.511 0.009 0.510 
RMS(z-z') 0.001 0.036 0.001 0.071 0.003 0.082 0.008 0.153 
Model SP-1 EXP-1 EXP-1 SP-1 L-1 SP-1 SP-1 L-1 
Range NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Nugget 0.001 1.100 0.000 0.100 0.000 0.070 0.000 0.001 
Sill NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Lag 24.30 19.30 20.40 16.40 21.00 18.00 15.80 16.80 
Uniform Interval 2.30 1.43 3.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 1.00 1.00 
Ratio +/-10% 98.02 90.71 90.91 70.36 73.72 63.04 17.19 39.92 
Ratio +/-15% 
Ratio +/-20% 99.41 98.62 98.62 90.91 93.28 86.17 43.48 64.82 
Ratio +/-30% 99.80 97.04 93.48 77.67 
Fractal Dimension 1.766 1.753 1.644 1.610 1.426 1.568 1.630 1.358 
1= no real sill, SP = spherical, L = linear, Exp = exponential 



Table 9. Kriging summary for day 231, plot 3, treatment Nw. 

Grid 1 3 5 7 
CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT 

Mean 1.02978 -1.3329 1.02978 -1.3329 1.02978 -1.3329 1.02978 -1.3329 
Mean* 1.02982 -1.4047 1.03503 -1.2503 1.02141 -1.1965 1.02947 -1.4572 
var(|2-z'| 3.1E-05 0.40604 0.00074 0.90361 0.00092 1.4067 0.00038 1.45678 
Nuget 506 506 506 506 506 506 506 506 
Error 1.4E-06 0.01805 3.3E-05 0.04017 4.1E-05 0.06254 1.7E-05 0.06476 
Mean(lz-z'l) 0.00347 0.40882 0.02814 0.86547 0.03112 1.40858 0.02416 1.54725 
stdev(|z-2'|) 0.00559 0.63722 0.02722 0.95059 0.03031 1.18604 0.01955 1.20697 
CV()z-z'|) 1.61104 1.55867 0.96728 1.09835 0.97417 0.84201 0.80929 0.78008 
Mean(z7z) 1.00014 0.78668 1.00515 0.67449 0.99222 0.20815 1.00064 0.3579 
Max(zVz) 1.08282 26.2599 1.24332 63.4838 1.25146 207.221 1.19796 202.767 
Min(zyz) 0.9682 -46.286 0.81956 -25.411 0.66496 -659.68 0.91929 -193.47 
WRMS(z-zVz') 0.00204 0.18818 0.0025 0.23007 0.0031 0.26533 0.00305 0.13808 
RMS(z-z') 0.00029 0.03363 0.00174 0.05712 0.00193 0.12478 0.00138 0.0872 
Model SP L-1 L-1 L-1 L-1 L-1 L-1 L-1 
Range 21.01 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Nugget 0 0.01 0 0.001 0 0.001 0 0.001 
SHI 0.001 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Lag 27.3 28.3 12.4 25.4 21 21 18.8 18.8 
Uniform Interval 2.43 2.43 2 3 5 5 1 1 
Ratio+/-10% 100.00 26.68 97.63 11.07 96.64 6.52 99.60 9.09 
Ratio +/-15% 
Ratio+/-20% 100.00 47.04 99.80 20.16 99.60 16.80 100.00 17.00 
Ratio +/-30% 57.31 29.64 28.46 25.69 
Fractal Dimension 1.721 1.435 1.513 1.387 1.405 1.314 1.314 1.260 
1 = no real sill, SP = spherical, L = linear, Exp = exponential 



Table 10. Kriging summary for day 231, plot 7, treatment NW. 

Grid 1 3 5 7 
CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT 

Mean 0.964 -4.868 0.964 -4.868 0.964 -4.868 0.964 -4.868 
Mean' 0.964 -4.892 0.964 -5.311 0.962 -5.023 0.962 -5.009 
var(|z-z'| 1.56E-04 1.08E-01 1.58E-04 1.33E+00 2.27E-04 1.88E-01 4.26E-04 5.63E-01 
N 552 552 552 552 552 552 552 552 
Error 6.64E-06 4.61 E-03 6.71 E-06 5.67E-02 9.66E-06 8.01 E-03 1.81E-05 2.40E-02 
Mean(|z-z'|) 0.013 0.330 0.012 0.998 0.018 0.608 0.028 0.937 
stdev(|z-z'|) 0.012 0.329 0.013 1.154 0.015 0.434 0.021 0.750 
CV(lz-z'l) 0.978 0.997 1.031 1.156 0.841 0.714 0.736 0.801 
Mean(zVz) 1.000 1.018 1.000 1.076 0.999 1.062 1.000 1.091 
Max(zVz) 1.123 1.508 1.120 1.804 1.125 1.867 0.003 2.038 
Mln(z'/z) 0.925 0.516 0.927 0.287 0.926 0.447 0.001 0.501 
WRMS(z-zVz) 0.003 0.256 0.003 0.259 0.003 0.257 0.003 0.257 
RMS(z-z') 0.001 0.020 0.001 0.065 0.001 0.032 0.001 0.051 
Model L-1 L-1 SP-1 L-1 L-1 L-1 L-1 L-1 
Range NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Nugget 0 0.001 0.002 0.011 0 0.001 0 0 
Sill NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Lag 27.5 25.5 27.1 16.1 21 20 18.8 18.8 
Uniform Interval 2.5 2.55 3 2 5 2 1 1 
Ratio +/-10% 99.82 75.91 99.64 34.60 99.64 46.20 99.28 34.06 
Ratio +/-15% 
Ratio +/-20% 100.00 94.02 100.00 60.33 100.00 79.35 100.00 56.70 
Ratio +/-30% 97.83 80.25 91.12 75.54 
Fractal Dimension 1.688 1.569 1.490 1.527 1.304 1.268 1.254 1.141 
1 = no real sill, SP = spherical, L = linear, Exp = exponential 



Table 1 J. Kriging summary for day 23 J, plot 9, treatment nW. 

grid 1 3 5 7 
CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT 

Mean 0.720 -6.757 0.720 -6.757 0.720 -6.757 0.720 -6.757 
Mean' 0.720 -6.755 0.714 -6.838 0.705 -7.065 0.711 -6.809 
var(|z-z'| 0.000 0.076 0.001 0.223 0.002 0.725 0.002 0.418 
n 483 483 483 483 483 483 483 483 
Error 4.14E-06 3.46E-03 3.85E-05 1.01 E-02 9.17E-05 3.30E-02 1.07E-041.90E-02 
Mean(|z-z'|) 0.009 0.246 0.032 0.456 0.045 0.968 0.052 0.847 
stdev(|z-z'|) 0.010 1.006 0.029 0.472 0.045 0.852 0.049 0.647 
CV(|z.z'|) 1.085 0.356 0.903 1.035 1.001 0.880 0.926 0.764 
Mean(zVz) 1.001 0.017 0.998 1.026 0.989 1.063 1.001 1.038 
Max(z'/z) 1.199 1.910 1.528 2.915 1.549 3.849 1.615 2.947 
Min(zVz) 0.937 0.767 0.780 0.752 0.745 0.668 0.739 0.672 
WRMS(z-zyz) 0.014 0.356 0.015 0.356 0.015 0.359 0.016 0.357 
RMS(z-z') 0.001 0.017 0.002 0.030 0.003 0.059 0.003 0.048 
Model SP SP SP-1 EXP-1 SP L-1 SP L-1 
Range 17.89 21.28 19.28 NA 12.59 NA 12.06 NA 
Nugget 0 0.293 0 0.082 0 0.001 0 0 
Sill 0.021 1.578 0.2 NA 0.012 NA 0.012 NA 
Lag 23.8 28.8 20.4 15.4 21 21 18.8 18.8 
Uniform Interval 1 3 3 2 5 5 1 1 
Ratio +/-10% 99.59 94.20 92.34 81.57 80.95 42.86 72.88 47.62 
Ratio +/-15% 
Ratio +/-20% 100.00 98.34 99.17 94.41 97.52 77.43 97.31 80.54 
Ratio +/-30% 98.96 97.31 92.13 90.27 
Fractal Dimension 1.537 1.745 1.46 1.672 1.755 1.446 1.754 1.220 
1 = no real sill, SP = spherical, L = linear, Exp = exponential 



Table 12. Kriging summary for day 231, plot 13, treatment nw. 

Grid 1 3 5 7 
CCCI PCI CCCI PCT CCCI PCT CCCI PCT 

Mean 0.752 -1.823 0.752 -1.823 0.752 -1.823 0.752 -1.823 
Mean' 0.752 -1.730 0.720 -1.783 0.739 -1.293 0.758 -1.519 
var(|z-z'| 0.006 0.142 0.029 3.443 0.018 1.883 0.003 1.949 
Nuget 506 506 506 506 506 506 506 506 
Error 0.00027 0.00633 0.00130 0.15305 0.00079 0.08371 0.00012 0.08662 
Mean(|z-z'|) 0.115 0.401 0.135 2.111 0.184 2.028 0.071 1.958 
stdev(|z-z'|) 0.078 0.377 0.171 1.855 0.133 1.372 0.052 1.396 
CV(lz-z'l) 0.673 0.940 1.264 0.879 0.722 0.677 0.732 0.713 
Mean(z7z) 1.020 0.014 -0.547 -1.497 0.984 1.347 0.992 -0.374 
Max(z7z) 2.036 18.263 2.060 34.185 1.693 4.951 1.187 54.351 
Mln(zyz) 0.625 -446.430 -1.589 -1045.707 0.648 -4.963 0.521 -561.443 
WRMS(2-zVZ') 0.017 0.900 0.018 2.084 0.012 0.962 0.016 1.153 
RMS(Z-2') 0.006 0.024 0.010 0.125 0.003 0.109 0.004 0.107 
Model SP-1 L-1 L-1 L-1 L-1 L-1 L-1 L-1 
Range NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Nugget 0.001 0.010 0.013 0.010 0.000 0.010 0.000 0.001 
Sill 0.016 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Lag 30.300 29.300 12.400 18.800 12.400 21.000 18.800 18.800 
Uniform Interval 2.430 2.430 2.000 1.000 2.000 5.000 1.000 1.000 
Ratio +/-10% 37.352 41.897 35.771 10.079 68.972 3.755 58.498 4.941 
Ratio +/-15% 
Ratio +/-20% 69.368 64.229 64.625 21.542 94.862 7.708 94.664 11.660 
Ratio +/-30% 77.273 30.237 12.055 18.972 
Fractal Dimension 1.581 1.459 1.457 1.482 1.181 1.522 1.075 1.222 
1 = no real sill, SP = spherical, L = linear, Exp = exponential 
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Figure 63. Percent of ratio of kriged estimated to measured PCTs that fail within 
specified range for treatments nW & NW DOY 181&182. 
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Figure 64. Percent of ratio of kriged estimated to measured PCTs that fall within 
specified range for treatments Nw & nw DOY 181&182. 
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Figure 65. Percent of ratio of kriged estimated to measured PCTs that fall within 
specified range for treatments nW & NW DOY 231. 
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Figure 66. Percent of ratio of kriged estimated to measured PCTs that fall within 
specified range for treatments Nw & nw DOY 231. 
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Figure 67. Mean and estimated mean values for PCT for DOY 181&182. 
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Figure 68. Mean and estimated mean values for PCTs for DOY 231. 
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It is not practical at this time to collect and analyze agricultural data at one-meter 

scale for near real time management decisions, and as grids get larger, detail is lost. One 

option for assembly of fine resolution images from courser resolution data is kriging or 

fractal analysis. PCX and CCCI were kriged at the 4 different grid sizes so that the effect 

of scale on kriging reproducibility could be compared. The kriged I-meter surface 

surfaces generated with the 1,3, 5, and 7-meter grids were compared to the original 1-

meter data for determining scale effects for both PCX and CCCI. Xhis reproducibility 

was tested at the +/-10%, +/-20%, and +/-30% ratio of zVz where z' is the kriged value 

and z is the measured value for PCX and +/-10% and +/-20% for CCCI. 

PCT 

Xhe easiest way to visualize the differences between the kriged and actual PCX 

data are through images and figures. Figures 63 and 64 show that kriged PCX was within 

+/-30% of actual for DOY 181 & 182 regardless of plot and grid size. Xhis is expected 

because CV on those days within plots varies little regardless of grid size, figure 30. 

Figure 67 shows that kriging is a statistical method that is a robust estimator of 

the mean. Figure 69 shows the CV for DOY 181&182 between estimated and actual 

decreased showing the effects of averaging, and figure 71 shows the weighted root mean 

squares (WRMS) remained relatively constant within a plot. Xhat the WRMS remained 

constant for a plot leads one to conclude that kriging the plot data produced the same 

results regardless of grid size. As figures 63 and 64 clearly show, this is not the case 

because reproducibility decreased with increasing grid size for all plots. Additionally, the 
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plots with the higher WRMS did not reproduce estimated values as well as the lower 

WRMS. 

DOY 181&182 was a time when no stress was being applied to the plots and 60% 

of the variation in surface temperature on these days can be attributed to changes in 

canopy density. However, the kriging did not reproduce the IXl meter as shown in 

figures 63 and 64 except at the one-meter grid size. PCT is not an acceptable method for 

determining water stress in the field unless other factors such as relative humidity and 

wind are not adequately accounted for. The data for this day shows the difficulty in 

using kriging to reproduce finer PCT data from courser data 

As stress in the plants increased, DOY 231, the difficulty in reproducing PCT data 

increased. The best reproducible PCT plots 7 and 9 as shown in figures 65 and 66, and 

for grid sizes greater than 1-meter 80% of the estimated data was within 30% of the 

measured. These plots received optimal water and these were the coolest treatments 

(figure 32). The water stressed plots had high CVs (figure 33) and the best 

reproducibility for a meter grid larger than 1-meter was approximately 35% of the 

estimated temperature being within +/-30% of the actual. Even with this low 

reproducibility, kriging was a robust estimator of the mean (figure 68). 

The CVs for the estimated to actual data generally decreased as grid size 

increased (figure 69) except for plot 9 on DOY 231. From the information provided in 

figure 65, plot 9 estimated to less than +/-10% at a grid size of l-meter relative to the 

mean resulting in a lower CV. 
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Figure 70 shows that as grid size values increased, the value of the RMS went up 

due to the fact that the difference between estimated and actual increased. The 

exceptions are for plots 7 where the grids of 1-meters and 5-meters were better estimators 

of the actual than 3 meters. This is important in that it demonstrates that kriging based on 

courser data can on occasion result in data that is closer to actual data than kriging that is 

based on finer resolution data. This is most likely due to the roughness of the surface 

being kriged and the number of point at a give grid size available for kriging. In this 

case, the 5 meter appears to have a smother surface and kriged better than the 3 meter 

surface even though the 3 meter surface had more points available for kriging The 

WRMS shown in figure 71 shows relatively flat lines except for plots 13 and 3 for DOY 

231 and corresponds to the high CVs for those treatments shown in figure 33, and the 

severe stress apparent in plot 13. 

CCCI 

Kriged CCCI was within +/-20% of actual CCCI on DOY 181&182 for all plots 

and grid sizes for 75% of the data. The exception was for plot 13 as shown in figure 72 

and 73. The reproducibility of the 3 other plots (3, 7, and 9) corresponds with low 

treatment CVs (figure 34). The treatment CV for plot 13 (figure 34) were less than the 

other plots, but, plot 13 was also water stressed and did not reproduces as well as when 

only nitrogen stress was present. 

As previously discussed for PCT, kriging with grid sizes of a courser resolution 

can sometimes reproduce finer resolution data better than kriging based on finer 

resolution data. This is shown in figures 72 and 73 for CCCI; kriged surfaces based upon 
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courser resolutions in plots 3,9 and 7 was closer to the actual data than kriged surfaces 

based on finer resolution data 

For CCCI, kriging is a robust estimator of the mean as shown figure 76, and CVs 

for the estimate to actual ratio decreased as grid size increased as shown in figure 77. For 

plot 13 there was a dramatic decrease in CV from grid size 1 to 7 and suggest a better fit 

data at larger grid sizes which is not the case. Both the RMS (figure 79) and WRMS 

(figure 80) have scales that are extremely fine and greatly enhance differences for CCCI, 

which has values ranging from 0.45 to 0.75 on DOY 18I&182. For both RMS and 

WRMS the smallest value that can occur is zero. The values shown in figures 79 and 80 

are approaching this limit. Thus, one would conclude for both RMS and WRS, CCCI is 

not effected by grid size which is false, as can be seen in tables 9-16. 

The treatments with the lowest CCCI CVs were NW and Nw (figure 37) for the 

kriged plots 3 and 7. These plots always demonstrate the best kriging reproducibility as 

shown in figures 70 and 71 regardless of grid size. Plot 9 was the next best plot for 

kriging reproducibility. The treatment in plot 9 always had a higher CV than the non-

nitrogen stressed plots and was similar to the CVs for the treatment in plot 13.However, 

plot 13, the most visible stressed plot in the field most likely skewed the similarities in 

CV. For example, plot 13 showed much better reproducibility at 5 and 7-meters than at 1 

and 3-meters grid sizes. A possible reason for this anomaly lies in the data.. As the 1-

meter grid was averaged to large grids, the differences to the one meter grid became 

smaller, thus a closer fit to the original surface. 
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Again, the kriging estimator is a robust estimator of the mean for DOY 231 as 

shown in figure 77. For day 231, plot 13, the 1:1 and 1:7 images in figure 59 show a 

distinctive gradient. From preliminary soil analysis the soils in plot 13 are sandier than 

the other plots. The vegetative density also visually showed this gradient and was also 

apparent in the RVI images for that day and plot. As undisturbed soil would typically not 

from such a distinctive line, it is suspected that the clear demarcation is both a result of 

the sandy soil in the plot, and from the mechanical leveling employed in the field. 

Field 

The field kriging data provided in table 17 for DOY 181&182 provides the 

kriging parameters and statistical information discussed in the previous two sections for 

plots 3, 7, 9 and 13. The data shows that the measured means and kriged means for both 

PCT and CCCI are very close. The variance of the difference of the measured to kriged 

values was 20% and 0.07% for PCT and CCCI respectively suggesting a better kriging fit 

for CCCI than PCT and is consistent with the results found in the plot analyses. 

The kriging ratios show a much better fit for CCCI than PCT. With 50% canopy 

cover, kriging CCCI estimated 80% of the data within 15% of the measured values, and 

PCT estimated 85% of the data within +/-30% of measured values. 
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Table 17. Kriging summary for day 181&182, full field, no treatments. 

PCT CCCI 

Mean 13.8 0.581 
Mean' 13.5 0.584 
Var|z-z'| 2.81 0.0004 
N 6399 6418 
Error of mean |z-z'| 1 0.0351 5.00E-06 
Mean |z-z'| 2.02 0.028 

stdevlz-z'l 1.67 0.0204 
CV|z-z'| 0.83 0.74 
Mean(zyz) 1.0 1.01 
WRMS(z-z'/z) 0.0461 0.0015 
Model SP SP-1 
Range 80.5 NA 
Nugget 9.2 0 
Sill 1.3 0.004 
Lag 80.5 NA 
Uniform Interval 7.58 1.58 
RMS(z-z') 0.0092 0.0001 
Ratio (z/z')+/-10% 35.0 61.3 

Ratio (z/z')+/-15% 79.9 
Ratio (z/z')+/-20% 64.2 90.1 

Ratio (z/z')+/-30% 84.2 

1 = no real range jSP = spherical 

Fractals 

Fractal analysis was conducted for the same plots and days as the kriging analysis 

previously discussed. As with kriging, fractal analysis was limited to four plot 

representing each of the four treatments. The plots were 3, 7,9 and 13. Only DOY 

181&182 and 231 were analyzed. Fractal analysis is based upon the variograms 

developed for the kriging. The fractal number is the slope of the variogram. GS+ 

software calculates the fractal number as: For a power variogram which a linear 
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variogram is, the log-log plot will be liner. For spherical and exponential, the log-log 

plot will appear as a power variogram as long as the lag distance is less than the predicted 

range. 

D  =  2 - m l 2  (14) 

Where: m = slope of the log-log variogram. 

The fractal dimension is a measure of a surfaces roughness. The fractal 

dimension given by the GS+ software for a value of one would be a surface with no 

variation and a value two would be extremely rough. As data is averaged it is expected 

that the fractal numbers would decrease as with CV. The fractal numbers are provided in 

tables 7 through 14 and graphically presented in figures 83 and 84 for PCT and CCCI 

respectively. 
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Figure 81. Fractal dimension for PCTs. 
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The fractals dimension is derived from the kriged surface and reflect how well the 

varicgram fit estimates the measured values. In general, fractal numbers for PCT are 

greater for DOY 181&182 than DOY 231, figure 81 and for DOY 231 the fractal number 

decreased. 

The increasing fractal numbers were not expected. This may be explained by how 

well the kriging estimated the actual (figure 40 and 41). For example, in plot 9 DOY 

181& 182 for PCT the fractal number decreased as grid size increased from 1 to 3 meters, 

and then increases for grid sizes of 5 and 7 meters. The regression r^of z to z' from the 

kriging were 0.77,0.83,0.54, and 0.01 and for plot 3 on DOY 231, the PCT r^ values 

were 0.86,0.75,0.61, and 1.0, corresponding to grid sizes on 1,3, 5, and 7 meters. The 

fractal line and the smoothing of the surface reflected variogram fitting. This is an area 

that deserves more research. 
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For CCCI (figure 82) fractal numbers generally increased as grid size increased for DOY 

181182 and generally decreased for DOY 231. As with PCT, how well the variogram fit 

the data effects the fractal number. From this data, for both PCT and CCCI fractal 

numbers do not appear to provide a single plot number to indicate stress. 

Observations 

The Aglls system did demonstrate the cost associated with high resolution data. 

Even if the cart was to travel twice as fast it could only double the area to 2 ha. One must 

keep in mind that solar noon is the best time to collect data and the last images on a full 

field run were 2.5 hours after solar noon. Thus to cover a larger area, multiple carts and 

sensors would be required. This would not only increase cost due to additional 

components, but also require additional time to download and collate the data. Data 

processing and management are additional cost associated with high-resolution data and 

are addressed later on. 

If the cart speed is increased the accuracy of location of the images must be 

considered. As speed increases accuracy of determining a location decreases. The 

accuracy for the access path vs. the cart showed the difference between static and 

kinematic DGPS data collection 

Illuminating the crop would extend the time that a sensor was available to collect 

data but this has drawbacks. If the objective is to determine water stress the time frame 

for monitoring is limited, as plant will recover from water stress during the night if water 

is available. For nitrogen stress, collecting data with illumination might not be a 
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problem. Thus, due to the short time window available for collecting certain data, and 

the speed at which data can be collected with an acceptable accuracy, high resolution data 

will be costly. 

Although real time analysis was not conducted, Aglls data were available for 

analysis the same day it was collected. Through integrating the post processing 

programs, images of the field would be available the next morning for making 

management decisions. This is far better than the best and costly 48 hour turn of satellite 

or aerial images. 

Finally, the amount of data collected and the processing time for a full-scale 

system needs to be considered. The I-meter data for one day took 3 hours to run the Arc 

View AML to produce the images for I to 10 meters grids. Even though it is unlikely 

that a manager would produce so many grid sizes the field area would more than 

compensate for the quantity of research data processed. Acceptance rating of 80% and 

70% for CCCI and PCT are recommended for management schemes to provide 

manageable data sets. This corresponds to 7 and 5-meter grids for CCCI and PCT 

respectively, although WDI or CWSI should be considered for measuring water stress as 

PCT is difficult to interpret. 

Finally, looking at changes in stress conditions over time (temporal) analysis and 

the effects of collecting only point at densities of I to 10 meters for determination of data 

management collection requirements should be undertaken. 
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Future Research 

Based upon this approach it would be benificial to simulate the collection on one-

meter resolution data a densities of 2 through 10 meters and determine at what density 

data collection can occure and still be a reasonable proximity of one meter data. 
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Chapter 5 - Conclusion 

A ground-based remote sensing system was attached to a linear move irrigation 

system and successfully collected pixels at an approximate density of 1/meter^. This 

fine-resolution data was used create 1-meter resolution images in near real time over a 1-

hectare cotton field. A new method using GIS and spatial statistics (kriging) was 

successfully developed for evaluating the 1-meter images and simulate 2 through 7 meter 

resolution for determining the effects of scale on data collection for crop management as 

applied to precision agriculture. The images collected reliably predicted nitrogen and 

water stress in the field and demonstrated how image resolution ranging from 1 to 7 

meters affects reliability of measuring water and nitrogen stress. 

Aglls successfully demonstrated 1) the feasibility for collecting high-resolution 

data for calculating crop indices, 2) the effects of scale on monitoring water and nitrogen 

stress in cotton, and 3) the reliability and operation of an integrated data collection and 

data processing system. As a prototype system the design and operation was not without 

some problems but the objective of collecting data five days a week was met with much 

success. 

The cart sensor data collection system, and GPS was reliable for locating the raw 

pixel data and processed images to within 1.5-meters. And although not the sub-meter 

accuracy many researchers hoped for, it was acceptable. 

In analysis of grid effects, there was no significant difference between means of 

the PCT and CCCI indices for 1 through 10-meter grids within treatments. This was due 
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the averaging technique used to generate 2 through 10-meter grid images from the 1-

meter grid images. The CV for all treatments decreased as grid size increased as 

expected due to averaging 1-meter grid images 

The standard statistics show that for full canopy cover, PCT data is difficult to 

interpret as there is a time lag with plant water uptake, and the cooler surface 

temperatures that result when water is not a limiting factor. This was demonstrated with 

the data from DOY 218 and DOY 228 where irrigation of 1.2 and 1.5 inches occurred on 

DOY 217 and 225 respectively, and PCTs for DOY 228 were cooler then DOY 218. For 

water stress indices soil moisture should be considered along with the indice to prevent 

misinterpretation of the data. With 50% cover the PCTs average of 10° C were not based 

on plant temperatures, but show the domination of the soil effect. Data with less then full 

canopy may be difficult to interpret using PCT. It is not recommended to use PCT alone 

for determining water stress. 

The CV for CCCI shows differences between non-nitrogen and nitrogen stressed 

plots for all three-treatment days and none on the non-treatment days, as was apparent in 

the 1 to 7 meter figures of the field. The low nitrogen plots had higher CVs then the 

optimal nitrogen plots. Additionally, CVs for CCCI were generally higher for nW then 

nw treatments indicating that if water is not limiting nitrogen stress is more apparent. It 

is hypothesized that this is due to the higher bio-mass in the nW plots. Likewise, CVs for 

CCCI in the Nw plots were the lowest as nitrogen was not limiting in relationship to the 

biomass. 
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For kriged data, the PCT on non-treatment days (181182) could be estimated with 

higher accuracy than on the treatment day for the four grid sizes analyzed. However 60% 

of the variation in surface temperature on these days can be attributed to changes in 

canopy density. On DOY 231 when water stress was apparent, PCTs were only 

reproducible with higher accuracy from a course to finer grid on the optimal water low 

nitrogen plots which were also were the coolest plot. This suggests that the spatial 

variability of surface temperatures is difficult to predict from courser to finer resolutions 

when water stress is present. 

CCCI kriged surfaces reproduced well for estimating finer grids from courser grid 

especially for the optimal nitrogen plots, which had the lowest CVs. The exception for 

estimating finer data from course data was for plot 13 on DOY 231. If 80% 

reproducibility of +/-20% is acceptable for using CCCI as an indice for nitrogen, this 

study found that grid sizes as large as 7-meters are acceptable. Kriging results from plot 

13 showed that cotton under extreme stress situation, that is, stress visible to the human 

eye, reproduced finer scale data with low accuracy. However, excluding plot 13, which 

may have soil component as well as treatment effects in the results, nitrogen stress was 

detectable for the three treatment days and kreged reliably for DOY 231. With further 

analysis it may be possible to quantify the amount of nitrogen stress present for a crop on 

a give day. 
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Appendices 
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Appendix A, Cart Polarity circuit 
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Figure 84. Rail voltage transformers circuit. 
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Appendix B, CR-10X Programs 



Downward CR-10X 

;This program is for the Linear move cart-mounted multispectral sensor, 
;Triggered every meter of run for barley. 
* 

;!!! The number of shots per traverse (plus 1) should be entered at 
-.instruction 1 of Table 1 which is at the very beginning of the 
;program. This will allow the output coordinates to be self correcting in 
;case of a missed trigger, and to start in the right place. 

; A proximity sensor provides a 5V pulse to C1 port to trigger the 
;burst measurement. Which records 6 fast measurements centered on the 
'.trigger event (3 before, 3 after). After the measurements the column 
•.counter is incremented if traveling north to south or decremented if 
•.traveling south to north. The 6 measurements of each band are averaged 
together and the result sent to final storage. 

; When the cart reaches the north end a whisker switch is closed. 
;This closure is sensed at PI. When NorthEnd location is greater than 0, 
;the row counter is incremented, the column counter is set to zero, 
;and a flag is set high. When this flag is high, the column counter 
'.increments. Upon reaching the south end, a switch to P2 closes, sending 
;its count to SouthEnd. When this location is greater than zero, the row 
'.counter is again incremented, the column counter is set to (n+1), and the 
;flag is set low. When the flag is low, the row counter decrements. The 
;resulting data set will then have array locations (row, column) with 
;location (1,1) at the northeast comer of the field, (l,n) at the southeast 
;comer of the field, (m,l) at the northwest comer and (m,n) at the SW comer, 
; assuming the linear move is traveling from East to West. 
;m = number of traverses and n = number of triggers per traverse. 

; NOTE!! proximity trigger may have to be activated a couple of times AFTER 
;switching the "LOG/STBY" toggle switch to "STBY" to get the program to a 
;place where data can be off-loaded onto a computer. 

*Table 1 Program 
01:0.1875 Execution Interval (seconds) 
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;This command enters the total number of columns (proximity switch triggers) 
;expected in one traverse, plus one. It must be changed to match the field setup. 

1; Z=F(P30) 
1:11 F 
2: 0 Exponent of 10 
3:69 ZLoc[ Trigger ] 

;Next command disables burst mode by closing a switch 
; between 5v and control port 2 so that data can be dumped. It 
;also resets row to 1 at this time and column # for south end. 

2: If Flag/Port (P91) 
1: 42 Do if Port 2 is High 
2; 30 Then Do 

3: Z=F(P30) 
I: 1 F 
2: 00 Exponent of 10 
3: 67 Z Loc [ Row ] 

4: Z=X(P3l) 
I: 69 X Loc [ Trigger ] 
2: 68 Z Loc [ Column ] 

5: Do(P86) 
1:0 Go to end of Program Table 

6: End(P95) 

; The next instruction set averages the six shots 
; of each channel taken for each triggered event, and 
;stores the averages in locations 1 through 9. 

7: Spatial Average (P51) 
1:6 Swath 
2:11 First Loc [ GREEN ] 
3: 1 Avg Loc [ GRNOUT ] 

8: Spatial Average (P51) 
1:6 Swath 



2:17 First Loc[ RED ] 
3:2 Avg Loc [ REDOUT.l ] 

; Average NIR shots 
9: Spatial Average (P51) 
1:6 Swath 
2: 23 First Loc [ NIR_1 ] 
3:3 Avg Loc [ NIROUT.l ] 

10: Spatial Average (P51) 
1:6 Swath 
2: 29 First Loc [ REDEDGE ] 
3:4 Avg Loc [ REDGEOU_l ] 

11: Spatial Average (P5I) 
1:6 Swath 
2: 35 First Loc [ Tbod_l ] 
3: 5 Avg Loc [ Tbodout ] 

12: Spatial Average (P51) 
1: 6 Swath 
2: 41 First Loc [ Ttgt_I ] 
3: 6 Avg Loc [ Ttgtout ] 

13: Spatial Average (P51) 
1:6 Swath 
2: 47 First Loc [ ClinX.l ] 
3: 7 Avg Loc [ ClinXout ] 

14: Spatial Average (P51) 
1:6 Swath 
2: 53 First Loc [ ClinY_l ] 
3: 8 Avg Loc [ ClinYout ] 

15: Spatial Average (P51) 
1:6 Swath 
2: 59 First Loc [ ClinT.l ] 
3: 9 Avg Loc [ ClinTout ] 

;The next instructions check to see if the cart has reached 
;the end of the traverse and reversed directions. 



16: Pulse (P3) 
1:2 Reps 
2: 1 Pulse Input Channel 
3: 2 Switch Closure, All Counts 
4; 65 Loc [ NorthEnd ] 
5: 1.0 Mult 
6:0.0 Offset 

17: If (X<=>F) (P89) 
1:65 X Loc [ NorthEnd ] 
2:3 >= 
3: 1 F 
4: 1 Call Subroutine 1 

18: If (X<=>F) (P89) 
1:66 X Loc [ SouthEnd ] 
2:3 >= 
3: I F 
4: 2 Call Subroutine 2 

;The next instructions increment the column number if the cart 
;heading south, or decrements it if heading north. 

19: If Flag/Port (P91) 
1:11 Do if Flag I is High 
2: 30 Then Do 

20: Z=Z+1 (P32) 
1:68 ZLoc [Column ] 

21: Else(P94) 

22: Z=X+F(P34) 
1:68 XLoc [Column ] 
2: -1 F 
3: 68 Z Loc [ Column ] 

23: End(P95) 

24: Do(P86) 
1:10 Set Output Flag High 

25: Real Time (P77) 
1: 1111 Year J)ay,Hour/Minute,Seconds 



26: Sample (P70) 
1:2 Reps 
2; 67 Loc [ Row ] 

27: Sample (P70) 
1:9 Reps 
2: 1 Loc [ GRNOUT ] 

;Next command collects data from 9 sensors when switch beween 
; 5v output and control port I is closed momentarily. 
; The sensors are: 
; I. Green peak 
; 2. Red 
;3.NIR 
; 4. Red Edge 
; 5. IRT body temperature 
; 6. IRT tgt signal 
; 7. Clinometer X axis 
; 8. Clinometer Y axis 
; 9. Clinometer board temperature 

28: Burst Measurement (P23) 
1: 9 Input Channels per Scan 
2: 15 n 2500 mV Fast Range 
3: 1 In Chan 
4: 1101 Trig/Trig/Dest/Meas Options 
5: 12 Time per Scan (msec) 
6: .006 Scans (in thousands) 
7: 3 Samples before Trigger 
8: 0.0 mV Limit 
9: 0000 mV Excitation 
10:11 Loc [GREEN ] 
11:1.0 Mult 
12:0.0 Offset 

*TabIe 2 Program 
02: 0.0 Execution Interval (seconds) 

*Table 3 Subroutines 

; This subroutine runs after the cart has reached the north end and has 
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•Just hit the northern-most trigger while heading south 
1: Beginning of Subroutine (P85) 
1: 1 Subroutine 1 

; Next instruction increments the row counter. 
2: Z=Z+1 (P32) 
1:67 ZLoc[Row ] 

; Next instruction sets Column counter to increment in main program. 
3: Do(P86) 
1:11 Set Flag 1 High 

;Next instruction resets Column counter to zero 
4: Z=F(P30) 
1:0 F 
2: 0 Exponent of 10 
3: 68 Z Loc [ Column ] 

5: End(P95) 

; This subroutine runs after the cart has reached the south end and has 
;just hit the southern-most trigger while heading north. 

6: Beginning of Subroutine (P85) 
1:2 Subroutine 2 

•.Next instruction increments the row counter. 
7: Z=Z-i-l (P32) 
1: 67 Z Loc [ Row ] 

; Next instruction sets Column counter to decrement in main program. 
8: Do(P86) 
1: 21 Set Flag 1 Low 

;Next instruction resets Column counter to Maximum plus I. 

9: Z=X(P3I) 
1: 69 X Loc [ Trigger ] 
2: 68 Z Loc [ Column ] 

10: End(P95) 

End Program 



-Input Locations-
1 G R N O U T  1 1 1  
2 ElEDOUT_l 1 1 1 
3 NIROUT_l 1 1 I 
4 REDGEOU_l I I 1 
5 Tbodout 0 1 1 
6 Ttgtout 1 I 0 
V C l i n X o u t  1 2 2  
8 ClinYout 0 1 1 
9 ClinTout 0 1 1 
1  0  0 0 0  
11 GREEN 31 I 
12 GREEN_2 3 1 0 
13 GREEN_3 3 1 0 
14 GREEN_4 3 1 0 
15 GREEN_5 3 1 0 
16 GREEN_6 3 1 0 
17 RED 3 1 0 
18 RED_2 3 1 0 
19 RED_3 3 I 0 
20 RED_4 3 1 0 
21RED_5 3 10 
22 RED_6 3 1 0 
23 NIR_1 3 1 0 
24 ^JIR_2 3 1 0 
25 NIR_3 3 1 0 
26 NIR_4 3 1 0 
27 NIR_5 3 1 0 
28 NIR_6 3 1 0 
29 REDEDGE 3 1 0 
30 REDEDGE_2 3 I 0 
31 REDEDGE_3 3 1 0 
32 REDEDGE_4 3 1 0 
33 REDEDGE_5 3 1 0 
34 REDEDGE_6 3 1 0 
35 Tbod_l 6 1 0 
36 Tbod_2 10 1 0 
37 Tbod_3 10 1 0 
38 Tbod_4 10 1 0 
39 Tbod_5 10 1 0 
40 Tbod_6 18 10 
41Ttgt_l 6 00 
42Ttgt_2 100 0 
43 Ttgt_3 10 0 0 
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44 Ttgt_4 1000 
45 Ttgt_5 10 0 0 
46 Ttgt_6 18 0 0 
47 ClinX_l 6 0 0  
48 ClinX_2 10 0 0 
49 ClinX_3 10 0 0 
50 ClinX_4 10 0 0 
51 ClinX_5 1000 
52 ClinX_6 1800 
53 ClinY_l 6 10 
54 ClinY_2 10 10 
55 ClinY_3 10 10 
56 ClinY_4 10 10 
57 CIinY_5 10 10 
58 ClinY_6 18 10 
59 ClinT_l 6 10 
60 ClinT_2 10 10 
61 ClinT_3 10 10 
62 ClinT_4 10 10 
63 ClinT_5 10 10 
64 ClinT_6 18 10 
65 NorthEnd 5 1 2 
66 SouthEnd 25 I 2 
67 Row I 1 3 
68 Column 1 2 5  
69 Trigger 1 2 1 
-Program Security-
0000 
0000 
0000 
-Mode 4-
-Final Storage Area 2-
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Upward CR-10X 

;{CR10} 
;{CR10X} 
;Uplook3 5 Feb 99 T. Clarke 
;Program to run up-looking multispectral sensor simultaneous to linear-move 
-.mounted sensors. 

*Table 1 Program 
01:15.0 Execution Interval (seconds) 

;If toggle switch is on "STBY", skip measurement 
1: If Hag/Port (P91) 
1: 42 Do if Port 2 is High 
2:0 Go to end of Program Table 

;Read millivolt signals of green, red, nir, and Edge sensors 
2: Volt (SE) (PI) 
1:4 Reps 
2: 5 2500 mV Slow Range 
3: 1 SE Channel 
4: 1 Loc [ GmUp ] 
5: l.O Mult 
6:0.0 Offset 

;Read thermistor for head temperature, convert to degrees C. 
3: Volt (SE) (PI) 
I: 1 Reps 
2: 5 n 2500 mV Slow Range 
3:5 SE Channel 
4: 5 Loc [ UpTemp ] 
5:0.1 Mult 
6:0.0 Offset 

;Read datalogger battery. 
4: Batt Voltage (PIO) 
1:6 Loc [Batt ] 

5: Do(P86) 
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1:10 Set Output Flag High (Flag 0) 

6: Real Time (P77) 
1: 1111 Year,Day,Hour/Minute,Seconds (midnight = 0000) 

7: Sample (P70) 
1:6 Reps 
2: 1 Loc [ GmUp ] 

*Table 2 Program 
02:0.0 Execution Interval (seconds) 

*Table 3 Subroutines 

End Program 

-Input Locations-
1 GmUp 5 1 1 
2 RedUp 9 1 I 
3 NirUp 9 I 1 
4 EdgeUp 17 11 
5 UpTemp 1 1 I 
6 Batt 0 1 1 
7  0 0 0  
8  0 0 0  
9  0 0 0  
1  0  0 0 0  
1 1  0 0 0  
12 000 
1  3  0 0 0  
1  4  0 0 0  
1  5  0 0 0  
1  6  0 0 0  
1  7  0 0 0  
1  8  0 0 0  
1  9  0 0 0  
2  0  0 0 0  
2 1  0 0 0  
22 0 0 0 
2 3 0 0 0 
2 4 0 0 0 
2  5  0 0 0  
2  6  0 0 0  
27 0 0 0 



28  000  
-Program Security-
0000 
0000 
0000 
-Mode 4-
-Final Storage Area 
0 
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Appendix C, Visual Basic Programs 

i 
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First Form Code 

Option Explicit 

Private Sub Continue_CIick() 
Unload frmSplash 
insendat.Show 

End Sub 

Private Sub Form_KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer) 
Unload Me 

End Sub 

Private Sub Form_Load() 
IblVersion.Caption = "Version " & App.Major & & App.Minor & & 

App.Revision 
IblProductName.Caption = App.Title 

End Sub 

Private Sub Framel_Click() 
Unload Me 

End Sub 



Input of Up, Down, & GPS Source Data Files Form 

Private Sub Commandl_Click() 

End Sub 

Private Sub Brousel_Click() 
Dim sFile As String 

With CommonDialogl 
•DialogTitle = "Select Downward Looking Sensor Data File" 
.CancelError = False 
ToDo: set the flags and attributes of the common dialog control 
.Filter = "All Files 
•ShowOpen 
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
TextDown.Text = .FileName 

End With 
End Sub 

Private Sub Textl_Change() 

End Sub 

Private Sub Brouse2_Click() 
Dim sFile As String 

With CommonDialogl 
•DialogTitle = "Select Upward looking Sensor Data File" 
.CancelError = False 
ToDo: set the flags and attributes of the conunon dialog control 
.Filter = "All Files (*.*)[*.*" 
.ShowOpen 
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
Textup.Text = .FileName 

End With 
End Sub 

Private Sub Command2_Click() 



Dim sFile As String 
Witii CommonDialogl 

•DialogTitle = "Select GPS Data File" 
•CancelError = False 
ToDo: set the flags and attributes of the common dialog control 
.Filter = "All Files (**)!**" 
•ShowOpen 
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
TextGPS.Text = .FileName 

End With 
End Sub 

Private Sub Exitl_Click() 
End 

End Sub 

Private Sub ToSetOutput_Click() 
outsen.InDown.Text = TextDown.Text 
outsen.InUp.Text = Textup.Text 
outsen.InGPS.Text = TextGPS.Text 
outsen.outfield.Text = fieldsize.Text 
Unload insendat 
outsen.Show 

End Sub 



More Sensor Data Form 

Private Sub Exit3_Click() 
End 

End Sub 

Private Sub Prcx:essMoreData_CIick() 
Unload moresensor 
insendat.Show 

End Sub 



Output Data File Names & Process Form Code 

Private Sub Command2_Click() 

End Sub 

Private Sub Brouse6_Click() 
Dim sFile As String 

With CommonDialogl 
•DialogTitle = "Select Output Data File" 
•CancelError = False 
ToDo: set the flags and attributes of the common dialog control 
.Filter = "All Files (* *)|*.*" 
.ShowOpen 
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
Outputdata.Text = .FileName 

End With 

End Sub 

Private Sub Brouse5_Click() 
bk 

Dim sFile As String 
With CommonDialogl 

.DialogTitle = "Select Output Data File" 

.CancelError = False 
ToDo: set the flags and attributes of the common dialog control 
.Filter = "All Files (**)\**" 
.ShowOpen 
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
Outputxy.Text = .FileName 

End With 

End Sub 

Private Sub Brouse4_Click() 



Dim sFile As String 
With CommonDialogl 

•DialogTitle = "Select Output Data File" 
•CancelEiror = False 
ToDo; set the flags and attributes of the common dialog control 
.Filter = "All Files (*.*)|*»" 
.ShowOpen 
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
Outputname.Text = .FileName 

End With 
End Sub 

Private Sub Exit2_Click() 
End 
End Sub 

Private Sub ingps_Change() 
Dim sFile As String 
End Sub 

Private Sub inup_Change() 
Dim sFile As String 
End Sub 

Private Sub Text5_Change() 

End Sub 

Private Sub Text7_Change() 

End Sub 

Private Sub ToBasic_CIickO 
Dim RUp As Double 
Dim RDown As Double 
Dim NRDown As Double 
Dim GDown As Double 
Dim RdEgDown As Double 
Dim flag As Integer 
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' NS cal flag, default = 1 

flag = Val(flagfomscal.Text) 
flagxy = Val(flagxy.Text) 
flagdata = Val(flagdata.Text) 
rield2 = outfield.Text 

If (flag o 1 Or flag o 2) Then 
'flag = 1 

End If 

Dim Nr( 15000), Tn( 15000), Endr( 15000) 
Dim Hrs( 15000) As Double, Min( 15000) As Double 
Dim DOY(15000) As Double, Xsen(l5000) As Double 
Dim Zenith98( 15000) As Double, Ysen(15000) As Double 
Dim Green( 15000) As Double, Red( 15000) As Double 
Dim Rededge( 15000) As Double, NIR(15000) As Double 
Dim Dectime( 15000) As Double 
Dim Cfgrn As Double, Cfred As Double 
Dim Cfrededge As Double, Cfnir As Double 
Dim GreenRF( 15000) As Double 
Dim RedRF( 15000) As Double, RedgeRF(15000) As Double 
Dim NIRRF( 15000) As Double 
Dim Tmvolts( 15000) As Double, Irtvolts( 15000) As Double 
Dim LAI( 15000) As Double, CWSI( 15000) As Double 
Dim RVI(15000) As Double, NDVI(15000) As Double 
Dim SAVI( 15000) As Double, Zenith99 As Double, L As Double 
Dim Gpstimea(3) As String, Timestring(500) As String 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim CTempC 15000) As Double, CCCI(15000) As Double 

'down, up, gps data in 
Open InDown.Text For Input As #1 
Open InUp.Text For Input As #2 
Open InGPS.Text For foput As #3 
'final output data 
Open Outputname.Text For Output As #4 
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If (flagxy =1) Then 
Open Outputxy.Text For Output As #34 
End If 
If (flagdata = I) Then 
Open Outputdata.Text For Output As #44 
End If 

ia = 1 
'read in downward data as matrex 
'a(i,j) is a global var 
] l=prg, j2=yr, j3=D0Y, j4=hhmm, j5=sec, j6= row(E-W) 
'j7=col(N-S), j8=green, j9=red, j I0=nir, j 1 l=rededge 
] 12=tbod, j I3=Ttgt, j 14=clinx, j 15=cliny, j I6=clint 

Do WhileNotEOF(I) 
'16 columns of input 

For j = 1 To 16 
Input#!, a(ia,j) 

If 0 = 7) Then 
Col(ia) = a(ia, j) 

End If 
If (j = 6) Then 

Row(ia) = a(ia, j) 
End If 

Next j 
ia = I + ia 

If (ia > 15000) Then 
Waming3 = MsgBox(" Wanning, You down data exceed 15000 line, and exceed 

the dimensions.", 0, "GPS Warning") 
End 

End If 
Loop 
'save EOF Number for downwary sensor 
"this is a global var 
L a s t a i j  =  i a  - 1  
Close #1 

i b =  1  
'Read in uprard data 
'j I=prg, j2=yr, j3=DOY, j4=:hrmm, j5=sec,j6=green 
37=red, j8=nir, j9=rededge, j 10=tbod, j 1 I=battvolts 



Do While Not EOF(2) 
'11 columns of input 
Forj = 1 To 11 
Input #2, B(ib,j) 
Next j 
ib = 1 + ib 

Loop 
'save EOF Number for downward sensor 
'this is a global var 
Lastbij = ib - 1 

Close #2 

"Read in gps data 
'j l=lat, j2=long, j3=elev, j4=time as string hh:mm:ss, j6=dgps=3gps; 
'j7=dop, j8= was used for time decimal day calculated in 
'spreed sheet during debuging 
'j9= time decimal hr calculated was spreed sheet now 
'calculated from j4 string 

ic = 1 
Do While Not E0F(3) 
'8 columns of input, 6 from gps 
Forj = I To 6 

If (j o 4) Then 
Input #3, C(ic, j) 

End If 
If (j = 4 And C(ic, j) o 999) Then 

Input #3, Timestring(ic) 
End If 

Next j 
ic = 1 + ic 

Loop 
'save EOF Number for downwary sensor 
'this is a global var 
Lastcij = ic - I 

Close #3 

"Calculate hrs and min for zenith 
'As used in ModZen 
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For i = 1 To Lastaij 
Hrs(i) = Int(a(i, 4) /100) 

Min(i) = (a(i, 4)) - (Hrs(i) * 100) + (a(i, 5) / 60) 
DOY(i) = a(i, 3) 

Timedn(i) = Hrs(i) + Min(i) / 60 
RegTime(i) = (Tiniedn(i) - Timedn(l)) 

Next i 

For i = 1 To Lastbij 
Tinieup(i) = Int(B(i, 4) /100) + (((B(i, 4) - Int(B(i, 4) /100) * 100) / 60) + (B(i, 5) / 

3600)) 
Next i 

Toget GPS string time to a usable time 

For i = I To Lastcij 
If (C(i, 1) = C(i, 2) = C(i, 3)) Then 

C(i, 9) = 99 
GoTo gpsoff 

End If 
hr 
Gpstimea(l) = (Mid$(Timestring(i), 1,2)) 
Gpstimea(2) = (Mid$(Timestring(i), 4,2)) 
Gpstimea(3) = (Mid$(Timestring(i), 7,3)) 
C(i, 10) = Val(Gpstimea(l)) 
C(i, 11) = Val(Gpstimea(2)) 
C(i, 12) = VaI(Gpstimea(3)) 

'gps time as decimal hour 
C(i, 9) = C(i, 10) + (C(i, 11) / 60) + (C(i, 12) / 3600) 

Next i 
gpsoff: 

Calculate zenith, sensor picth and role, cf green in old 
'prog was hear 
'cf red, cf NIR, cf Red Edge 
If (Debug 1 = 1) Then 

Open "test3.dat" For Output As #8 
End If 
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If (flag = 2 Or flag =1) Then 
This takes out the row problem 
'68 going to 70 and missing 69, going over 101 or less then 0 
'See Mod fixrow var set in next if 

Fixrow99 
End If 

"Calculte lat long (x y) in meters 
'1st long(i) and then laty(i) 
For i = I To Lastaij 

Longx(i) = Modxyworks.xlong(i) 
Laty(i) = Modxyworks.ylat(i) 

'set fixed rows and columns 
Row(i) = Rowl(i) 
Col(i) = Coll(i) 

Next i 

This lat uses time to determine position 
It is in subroutine TimeNS 
'Need to run to get flags set for "Fixrow99" 
If flag is set to 2 laty is set using columns latearon 
If (flag = 1 Or flag = 2) Then 

ylattime 
End If 

If (flag = 2) Then 
For i = I To Lastaij 

This lat use the counter 1 to 101 
Laty(i) = Modxy.ylatrow(i) 

Next i 
End If 

'get redup for ed 
upward2 

For i = 1 To Lastaij 

XDalculate zenith, see ModZen for procedure 
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Zenith99 = zenith(DOY(i), Hrs(i), Min(i), what) 
Zenith98(i) = Zenith99 
Zenithdeg(i) = Zenith99 * 3.14 /180 

'calculate picth and role of sensor x & y 
Bassed upon clinomiter data a(i,l4)=>x, and a(i,15)=>y 

If(a(i, 14) >-1000) Then 
Ysen(i) = -2.42607656404258 + a(i, 14) * (-0.034012173920071) + ((a(i, 14) 2) 

* (3.5885134798601 lE-07)) + (2.31796781616478E-09) * (a(i, 14) 3) 
End If 
If(a(i, 15) >-1000) Then 

Xsen(i) = 3.32460130512883 + a(i, 15) * (-3.4146841663775 lE-02) + ((a(i, 15) 
2) * (-6.90592130439656E-07)) + (2.31007303667072E-09) * (a(i, 14) 3) 

End If 

correction factor green, red, red edge, NIR 
Cfgm = -0.0793 
Cfred = -0.0446 
Cfrededge = -0.0463 
Cfnir = -0.0539 

'calculate Irel factors 
Irel(i) = Cos(Zenithdeg(i)) * 101.5 

XZalculate Reflectance Factor = down/up*cf 
'For each band width 

Red(i) = a(i, 9): Green(i) = a(i, 8) 
NIR(i) = a(i, 10): Rededge(i) = a(i, 11) 

'All variables ending with "RF" are corrected reflectancae 
If (Red(i)>-2500) Then 

RedRF(i) = Cfred * (Red(i) / Irel(i)) 
End If 
If (Green(i) > -2500) Then 

GreenRF(i) = Cfgm * (Green(i) / Irel(i)) 
End If 
If (Rededge(i) > -25(X)) Then 

RedgeRF(i) = Cfrededge * (Rededge(i) / Irel(i)) 
End If 
If (NIR(i)>-2500) Then 

NIRRF(i) = Cfnir * (NIR(i) / Irel(i)) 
End If 

'get plant temp 
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'al2 and al3 are sensor temp and plant temp in mv 
If (a(i. 12) > 0 And a(i, 13) > -600) Then 

Tmvolts(i) = a(i, 12) /1000 
Irtvolts(i) = a(i, 13) /1000 
IrtPlant(i) = irt(Tmvolts(i), Irtvolts(i)) 

End If 

XZalculate Indices 

If (RedRF(i) > 0 And NIRRF(i) > 0) Then 
CWSI(i) = i 
RVl(i) = NIRRF(i) / RedRF(i) 
NDVI(i) = (RVI(i) -1) / (RVI(i) + 1) 

1. is set generally to 0.5 
L = 0.5 

If(SAVI(i)<l)Then 
LAI(i) = -3.45 * Logd - SAVI(i)) - 0.58 

End If 
End If 
CTemp(i) = 0 
CCCI(i) = 0 

'set 0 values to missing 
If(RedRF(i) = 0) Then 

RedRF(i) = 999 
End If 
If (GreenRF(i) = 0) Then 

GreenRF(i) = 999 
End If 
If (RedgeRF(i) = 0) Then 

RedgeRF(i) = 999 
End If 
If(NlRRF(i) = 0)Then 

NIRRF(i) = 999 
End If 
If (IrtPlant(i) = 0) Then 

IrtPlant(i) = 999 
End If 
If (Xsen(i) = 0) Then 

Xsen(i) = 999 
End If 
If (Ysen(i) = 0) Then 

Ysen(i) = 999 
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End If 
If (Zenith98(i) = 0) Then 

Zenith98(i) = 999 
End If 
If(LAI(i) = 0)Then 

LAI(i) = 999 
End If 
If(SAVI(i) = 0)Then 

LAI(i) = 999 
End If 
If(NDVI(i) = 0)Then 

NDVI(i) = 999 
End If 
If (RedUp2(i) = 0) Then 

RedUp2(i) = 999 
End If 
If(RVI(i) = 0)Then 

RVI(i) = 999 
End If 
If(CCCI(i) = 0) Then 

CCCI(i) = 999 
End If 
If (CTemp(i) = 0) Then 

CTemp(i) = 999 
End If 
If(i= DThen 
Headers for arcview 

Print #4, "Longitude", "Latitude", "Row", "Column", "Time", "Red", "Green", 
"RedEdge", "nirRF", "PTemp", "EWclin", "NSciin", "Zenith", "LAI", "SAVI", "NDVI", 
"Redup", "RVI", "CCCr, "CTemp" 

End If 
If (i = i And flagdata = 1) Then 

Print #44, "Id", "Row", "Column", "time", "Red", "Green", "RedEdge", "nirRF", 
"PTemp", "EWclin", "NSclin", "Zenith", "LAI", "SAVI", "NDVI", "Redup", "RVI", 
"CCCI", "CTemp" 

End If 
'output for arcview #4, xy arcinfo #34, data arcinfo #44 

If (rield2 = "W" And Longx(i) < 409323.9629) Then 
Print #4, Longx(i), Laty(i), Row(i), Col(i), Timedn(i), RedRF(i), GreenRF(i), 

RedgeRF(i), NIRRF(i), IrtPlant(i), Xsen(i), Ysen(i), Zenith98(i), LAI(i), SAVI(i), 
NDVI(i), RedUp2(i), RVI(i), CCCI(i), CTemp(i) 

End If 
If (field2 = "E" And Longx(i) > 409323.9629) Then 
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Print #4, Longx(i), Laty(i), Row(i), Col(i), Timedn(i), RedRF(i), GreenRF(i), 
RedgeRF(i), NIRRF(i), IrtPlant(i), Xsen(i), Ysen(i), Zenith98(i), LAI(i), SAVI(i), 
NDVI(i), RedUp2(i), RVI(i), CCCI(i), CTemp(i) 

End If 
If(field2 = "F")Then 

Print #4, Longx(i), Laty(i), Row(i), Col(i), Timedn(i), RedRF(i), GreenRF(i), 
RedgeElF(i), NIRRF(i), IrtPlant(i), Xsen(i), Ysen(i), Zenith98(i), LAI(i), SAVl(i), 
NDVI(i), RedUp2(i), RVI(i), CCCI(i), CTemp(i) 

End If 
If (flagxy = I And field2 = "F") Then 

Print #34, i, Longx(i), Laty(i) 
End If 
If (flagxy = 1 And field2 = "W" And Longx(i) < 409323.9629) Then 

Print #34, i, Longx(i), Laty(i) 
End If 
If (flagxy = 1 And rield2 = "E" And Longx(i) > 409323.9629) Then 

Print #34, i, Longx(i), Laty(i) 
End If 
If (flagdata = 1 And field2 s "F") Then 

Print #44, i, Row(i), Col(i), Timedn(i), RedRF(i), GreenRF(i), RedgeRF(i), 
NIRRF(i), IrtPlant(i), Xsen(i), Ysen(i), Zenith98(i), LAI(i), SAVI(i), NDVI(i), 
RedUp2(i), RVI(i), CCCI(i), CTemp(i) 

End If 
If (flagdata = 1 And rield2 = "W" And Longx(i) < 409323.9629) Then 

Print #44, i, Row(i), Col(i), Timedn(i), RedRF(i), GreenRF(i), RedgeRF(i), 
NIRRF(i), IrtPlant(i), Xsen(i), Ysen(i), Zenith98(i), LAI(i), SAVI(i), NDVI(i), 
RedUp2(i), RVI(i), CCCI(i), CTeinp(i) 

End If 
If (flagdata = I And rield2 = "E" And Longx(i) > 409323.9629) Then 

Print #44, i, Row(i), Col(i), Timedn(i), RedRF(i), GreenRF(i), RedgeRF(i), 
NIRRF(i), IrtPlant(i), Xsen(i), Ysen(i), Zenith98(i), LAI(i), SAVI(i), NDVI(i), 
RedUp2(i), RVI(i), CCCI(i), CTemp(i) 

End If 

Next i 
If (flagdata = 1) Then 

Print #44, "end" 
End If 

Close #4 
Close #34 
Close #44 



More Sensor Code 

Unload outsen 
moresensor.Show 
End Sub 
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Fix Row Modual 

Private Sub Command2_Click() 

End Sub 

Private Sub Brouse6_Click() 
Dim sFile As String 

With ConmionDialogl 
•DialogTitle = "Select Output Data File" 
•CancelError = False 
ToDo: set the flags and attributes of the common dialog control 
•Filter = "All Files 
.ShowOpen 
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
Outputdata.Text = .FileName 

End With 

End Sub 

Private Sub Brouse5_Click() 
'ok 
Dim sFile As String 

With CommonDialogl 
.DialogTitle = "Select Output Data File" 
•CancelError = False 
ToDo; set the flags and attributes of the common dialog control 
.Filter = "All Files 
.ShowOpen 
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
Outputxy.Text = .FileName 

End With 

End Sub 

Private Sub Brouse4_Click() 
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Dim sFile As String 
With CommonDialogl 

.DialogTitle = "Select Output Data File" 
•CancelError = False 
ToDo: set the flags and attributes of the common dialog control 
.Filter = "All Files 
.ShowOpen 
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
Outputname.Text = .FileName 

End With 
End Sub 

Private Sub Exit2_Click() 
End 
End Sub 

Private Sub ingps_Change() 
Dim sFile As String 
End Sub 

Private Sub inup_Change() 
Dim sFile As String 
End Sub 

Private Sub Text5_Change() 

End Sub 

Private Sub Text7_Change() 

End Sub 

Private Sub ToBasic_Click() 
Dim RUp As Double 
Dim RDown As Double 
Dim NRDown As Double 
Dim GDown As Double 
Dim RdEgDown As Double 
Dim flag As Integer 
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' NS cal flag, default = 1 

flag = Val(flagfomscal.Text) 
flagxy = Val(flagxy.Text) 
flagdata = Val(flagdata.Text) 
field2 = outfield.Text 

If (flag o 1 Or flag o 2) Then 
'flag= 1 

End If 

Dim Nr(l5000), Tn(15000), Endr(15000) 
Dim Hrs( 15000) As Double, Min(15000) As Double 
Dim DOY(15000) As Double, Xsen(15000) As Double 
Dim Zenith98( 15000) As Double, Ysen( 15000) As Double 
Dim Green( 15000) As Double, Red(l5000) As Double 
Dim Rededge( 15000) As Double, NIR(15000) As Double 
Dim Dectime( 15000) As Double 
Dim Cfgm As Double, Cfred As Double 
Dim Cfrededge As Double, Cfhir As Double 
Dim GreenRF( 15000) As Double 
Dim RedRF( 15000) As Double, RedgeRF( 15000) As Double 
Dim NIRRF( 15000) As Double 
Dim Tmvolts( 15000) As Double, Irtvolts(15000) As Double 
Dim LAI( 15000) As Double, CWSI( 15000) As Double 
Dim RVI(15000) As Double, NDVI(15000) As Double 
Dim SAVI( 15000) As Double, Zenith99 As Double, L As Double 
Dim Gpstimea(3) As String, Timestring(500) As String 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim CTemp(15000) As Double, CCCI(15000) As Double 

'down, up, gps data in 
Open InDown.Text For Input As #1 
Open InUp.Text For Input As #2 
Open InGPS.Text For Liput As #3 
Yinal output data 
Open Outputname.Text For Output As #4 
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If (flagxy =1) Then 
Open Outputxy.Text For Output As #34 

End If 
If (flagdata = 1) Then 
Open Outputdata.Text For Output As #44 
End If 

ia = I 
'read in downward data as matrex 
'a(i,j) is a global var 
] I=prg, j2=yr, j3=D0Y, j4=hhmm, j5=sec, j6= row(E-W) 
]7=col(N-S), j8=green, j9=red, j IO=nir, j I l=rededge 
] I2=tbod, j I3=Tlgt, j 14=clinx, j 15=cliny, j I6=clint 

Do While Not EOF(I) 
'16 columns of input 

For j = 1 To 16 
Input #1, a(ia, j) 

If (j =7) Then 
Col(ia) = a(ia, j) 

End If 
If 0=6) Then 

Row(ia) = a(ia, j) 
End If 

Next j 
ia = 1 + ia 

If (ia > 15000) Then 
Waming3 = MsgBoxC'Warming, You down data exceed 15000 line, and exceed 

the dimensions.", 0, "GPS Warning") 
End 

End If 
Loop 
'save EOF Number for downwary sensor 
'this is a global var 
Lastaij = ia - 1 
Close #1 

ib= I 
"Read in uprard data 
'j l=prg, j2=yr, j3=D0Y, j4=hrmm, j5=sec,j6=green 
]7=red, j8=nir, j9=rededge, j I0=tbod, j 1 l=battvolts 



Do While Not E0F(2) 
'11 columns of input 

For j = 1 To 11 
Input #2, B(ib, j) 
Next j 
ib = I + ib 

Loop 
'save EOF Number for downward sensor 
'this is a global var 
Lastbij = ib -1 

Close #2 

'Read in gps data 
'j l=lat, j2=long, j3=elev, j4=time as string hh:mm:ss, j6=dgps=3gps 
57=dop, j8= was used for time decimal day calculated in 
'spreed sheet during debuging 
'j9= time decimal hr calculated was spreed sheet now 
'calculated from j4 string 

ic = I 
Do While Not E0F(3) 
'8 columns of input, 6 from gps 
For j = 1 To 6 

If (j o 4) Then 
Input #3, C(ic, j) 

End If 
If (j = 4 And C(ic, j) o 999) Then 

Input #3, Timestring(ic) 
End If 

Next j 
ic = I + ic 

Loop 
'save EOF Number for downwary sensor 
'this is a global var 
Lastcij = ic - 1 

Close #3 

XZalculate hrs and min for zenith 
'As used in ModZen 
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For i = 1 To Lastaij 
Hrs(i) = Int(a(i. 4) /100) 

Min(i) = (a(i, 4)) - (Hrs(i) * 100) + (a(i, 5) / 60) 
DOY(i) = a(i, 3) 

Timedn(i) = Hrs(i) + Min(i) / 60 
RegTime(i) = (Timedn(i) - Timedn(l)) 

Next i 

For i = 1 To Lastbij 
Timeup(i) = Int(B(i, 4) /100) + (((B(i, 4) - Int(B(i, 4) /100) * 100) / 60) + (B(i, 5) / 

3600)) 
Next i 

Toget GPS string time to a usable time 

For i = 1 To Lastcij 
If (C(i, 1) = C(i, 2) = C(i. 3)) Then 

C(i, 9) = 99 
GoTo gpsoff 

End If 
hr 
Gpstimea(l) = (Mid$(Timestring(i), 1, 2)) 
Gpstimea(2) = (Mid$(Timestring(i), 4,2)) 
Gpstimea(3) = (Mid$(Timestring(i), 7,3)) 
C(i, 10) = Val(Gpstimea(l)) 
C(i, 11) = Val(Gpstimea(2)) 
C(i, 12) = Val(Gpstimea(3)) 

'gps time as decimal hour 
C(i, 9) = C(i, 10) + (C(i, 11) / 60) + (C(i, 12) / 3600) 

Next i 
gpsoff: 

'Calculate zenith, sensor picth and role, cf green in old 
'prog was hear 
'cf red, cf NIR, cf Red Edge 
If (Debug 1 = l)Then 

Open "test3.dat" For Output As #8 
End If 
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If (flag = 2 Or flag =1) Then 
This takes out the row problem 
'68 going to 70 and missing 69, going over 101 or less then 0 
'See Mod fixrow var set in next if 

Fixrow99 
End If 

'Calculte lat long (x y) in meters 
'1st long(i) and then laty(i) 
For i = 1 To Lastaij 

Longx(i) = Modxyworks.xlong(i) 
Laty(i) = Modxyworks.ylat(i) 

'set fixed rows and columns 
Row(i) = Rowl(i) 
Col(i) = Coll(i) 

Next i 

This lat uses time to detennine position 
It is in subroutine TimeNS 
Need to run to get flags set for "Fixrow99" 
If flag is set to 2 iaty is set using columns latearon 
If (flag = 1 Or flag = 2) Then 

ylattime 
End If 

If (flag = 2) Then 
For i = I To Lastaij 

This lat use the counter 1 to 101 
Laty(i) = Modxy.ylatrow(i) 

Next i 
End If 

'get redup for ed 
upward2 

For i = 1 To Lastaij 

XZalculate zenith, see ModZen for procedure 
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Zenith99 = zenith(DOY(i), Hrs(i), Min(i), what) 
Zenith98(i) = Zenith99 
Zenithcleg(i) = Zenith99 * 3.14 /180 

'calculate picth and role of sensor x & y 
Bassed upon clinonuter data a(i,14)=>x, and a(i,15)=>y 

If (a(i, 14) >-1000) Then 
Ysen(i) = -2.42607656404258 + a(i, 14) * (-0.034012173920071) + ((a(i, 14) 2) 

* (3.5885134798601 lE-07)) + (2.31796781616478E-09) * (a(i, 14) 3) 
End If 
If(a(i, 15) >-1000) Then 

Xsen(i) = 3.32460130512883 + a(i, 15) * (-3.4146841663775 lE-02) + ((a(i, 15) 
2) * (-6.90592130439656E-07)) + (2.31007303667072E-09) * (a(i, 14) 3) 

End If 

'correction factor green, red, red edge, NIR 
Cfgm = -0.0793 
Cfred = -0.0446 
Cfrededge = -0.0463 
Cfnir =-0.0539 

'calculate Irel factors 
Irel(i) = Cos(Zenithdeg(i)) • 101.5 

XTalcuiate Reflectance Factor = down/up*cf 
For each band width 

Red(i) = a(i, 9): Green(i) = a(i, 8) 
NIR(i) = a(i, 10): Rededge(i) = a(i, 11) 

'All variables ending with "RF" are corrected reflectancae 
If (Red(i)>-2500) Then 

RedRF(i) = Cfred * (Red(i) / Irel(i)) 
End If 
If (Green(i) > -2500) Then 

GreenRF(i) = Cfgm * (Green(i) / Irel(i)) 
End If 
If (Rededge(i) > -2500) Then 

RedgeRF(i) = Cfrededge • (Rededge(i) / Irel(i)) 
End If 
If (NIR(i)>-2500) Then 

NlRRF(i) = Cfhir * (NIR(i) / Irel(i)) 
End If 

'get plant temp 



'a 12 and al3 are sensor temp and plant temp in mv 
If (a(i, 12) > 0 And a(i, 13) > -600) Then 

Tmvolts(i) = a(i, 12) /1000 
Irtvolts(i) = a(i, 13)/1000 
IrtPlant(i) = irt(Tmvolts(i), Irtvolts(i)) 

End If 

XDalculate Indices 

If (RedRF(i) > 0 And NIRRF(i) > 0) Then 
CWSI(i) = i 
RVI(i) = NIRRF(i) / RedRF(i) 
NDVI(i) = (RVI(i) -1) / (RVl(i) + 1) 

L is set generally to 0.5 
L = 0.5 

If (SAVI(i)< l)Then 
LAI(i) = -3.45 * Logd - SAVI(i)) - 0.58 

End If 
End If 
CTemp(i) = 0 
CCCI(i) = 0 

'set 0 values to missing 
If (RedRF(i) = 0) Then 

RedRF(i) = 999 
End If 
If (GreenRF(i) = 0) Then 
GreenRF(i) = 999 

End If 
If (RedgeRF(i) = 0) Then 

RedgeRF(i) = 999 
End If 
If(NIRRF(i) = 0)Then 
NIRRF(i) = 999 

End If 
If (IrtPlant(i) = 0) Then 

IrtPIant(i) = 999 
End If 
If(Xsen(i) = 0) Then 

Xsen(i) = 999 
End If 
If (Ysen(i) = 0) Then 

Ysen(i) = 999 
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End If 
If (Zenith98(i) = 0) Then 

Zenith98(i) = 999 
End If 
If (LAI(i) = 0) Then 

LAI(i) = 999 
End If 
If(SAVI(i) = 0)Then 

LAI(i) = 999 
End If 
If(NDVI(i) = 0)Then 

NDVI(i) = 999 
End If 
If(RedUp2(i) = 0)Then 

RedUp2(i) = 999 
End If 
If(RVI(i) = 0) Then 

RVI(i) = 999 
End If 
If (CCCI(i) = 0) Then 

CCCI(i) = 999 
End If 
If (CTemp(i) = 0) Then 

CTemp(i) = 999 
End If 
If (i = I) Then 
Headers for arc view 

Print #4, "Longitude", "Latitude", "Row", "Column", "Time", "Red", "Green", 
"RedEdge", "nirRF", "PTemp", "EWcIin", "NSclin", "Zenith", "LAI", "SAVI", "NDVI", 
"Redup", "RVI", "CCCr, "CTemp" 

End If 
If (i = 1 And flagdata =1) Then 

Print #44, "Id", "Row", "Column", "time", "Red", "Green", "RedEdge", "nirRF", 
"PTemp", "EWclin", "NSclin", "Zenith", "LAI", "SAW, "NDW, "Redup", "RVI", 
"CCCI", "CTemp" 

End If 
'output for arcview #4, xy arcinfo #34, data arcinfo #44 

If (rield2 = "W" And Longx(i) < 409323.9629) Then 
Print #4, Longx(i), Laty(i), Row(i), Col(i), Timedn(i), RedRF(i), GreenRF(i), 

RedgeRF(i), NIRRF(i), IrtPlant(i), Xsen(i), Ysen(i), Zenith98(i), LAI(i), SAVI(i), 
NDVI(i), RedUp2(i), RVI(i), CCCI(i), CTemp(i) 

End If 
If (field2 = "E" And Longx(i) > 409323.9629) Then 
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Print #4, Longx(i), Laty(i), Row(i), Col(i), Timedn(i), ReciRF(i), GreenRF(i), 
RedgeRF(i), NIRRF(i), IrtPlant(i), Xsen(i), Ysen(i), Zenith98(i), LAI(i), SAVI(i), 
NDVI(i), RedUp2(i), RVI(i), CCCI(i), CTemp(i) 

End If 
If(rield2 = "F")Then 

EMnt #4, Longx(i), Laty(i), Row(i), Col(i), Timedn(i), RedRF(i), GreenRF(i), 
RedgeRF(i), NIRRF(i), IrtPlant(i), Xsen(i), Ysen(i), Zenith98(i), LAI(i), SAVI(i), 
NDVI(i), RedUp2(i), RVI(i), CCCI(i), CTeinp(i) 

End If 
If (flagxy = I And field2 = "F") Then 

Print #34, i, Longx(i), Laty(i) 
End If 
If (flagxy = 1 And field2 = "W" And Longx(i) < 409323.9629) Then 

Print #34, i, Longx(i), Laty(i) 
End If 
If (flagxy = I And rield2 = "E" And Longx(i) > 409323.9629) Then 

Print #34, i, Longx(i), Laty(i) 
End If 
If (flagdata = 1 And field2 = "F") Then 

Print #44, i, Row(i), Col(i), Timedn(i), RedRF(i), GreenRF(i), RedgeRF(i), 
NIRRF(i), IrtPlant(i), Xsen(i), Ysen(i), Zenith98(i), LAI(i), SAVI(i), NDVI(i), 
RedUp2(i), RVI(i), CCCI(i), CTemp(i) 

End If 
If (flagdata = 1 And fleld2 = "W" And Longx(i) < 409323.9629) Then 

Print #44, i, Row(i), Col(i), Timedn(i), RedRF(i), GreenRF(i), RedgeRF(i), 
NIRRF(i), IrtPlant(i), Xsen(i), Ysen(i), Zenith98(i), LAI(i), SAVI(i), NDVI(i), 
RedUp2(i), RVI(i), CCCI(i), CTemp(i) 

End If 
If (flagdata = 1 And field2 = "E" And Longx(i) > 409323.9629) Then 

Print #44, i, Row(i), Col(i), Timedn(i), RedRF(i), GreenRF(i), RedgeRF(i), 
NIRRF(i), IrtPlant(i), Xsen(i), Ysen(i), Zenith98(i), LAI(i), SAVI(i), NDVl(i), 
RedUp2(i), RVI(i), CCCI(i), CTemp(i) 

End If 

Next i 
If (flagdata = l)Then 

Print #44, "end" 
End If 

Close #4 
Close #34 
Close #44 



Unload outsen 
moresensor.Show 
End Sub 



Global Module 

Public smainform As frmSplash 
Global a(I5000, 16) As Double, long99 As Double, lat99 As Double 
Global what As Integer, B(15000,11) As Double 
Global C(500, 12) As Double, RegTime(15000) As Double 
Global Timeup( 15000) As Double, Timedn(15000) As Double 
Global Lastaij As Integer, Lastbij As Integer, Lastcij As Integer 
Global RedUp2( 15000) As Double, Gmup2(15000) As Double 
Global NIRUp2(15000) As Double, Edgeup2( 15000) As Double 
Global Upbia(15000) As Double, Upbkg(15000) As Double 
Global UpbkN(15000) As Double, Upbkre(15000) As Double 
Global IrtPlant( 15000) As Double 
Global Stbkupg As Double, Edbkupg As Double 
Global Stbkupr As Double, Edbkupr As Double 
Global StbkupNIR As Double, EdbkupNIR As Double 
Global Stbkuped As Double, Edbkuped As Double 
Global Dnbkg As Double, Dnbkr As Double 
Global Dnbknir As Double, Dnbkre As Double 
Global Offsetlong As Double, Offsetlat As Double 
Global Dnsensorreads As Integer, Cspeedn As Double 
Global Cspeeds As Double 
Global Laty( 15000) As Double, Longx(15000) As Double 
Global Rowl(15000) As Double, Coll(15000) As Double 
Global Row( 15000) As Double, Col(15000) As Double 
Global Debug 1 As Integer, Timelenght As Double 
Global Zenithdeg( 15000) As Double, Irel(15000) As Double 

Sub mainQ 
Set smainform = frmSplash 
smainform.Show 

'set debug 1 = 1 for on 0 for off 
Debugl= I 

"Values for use in zenith calculation 
lat99 = 33.06689119 
long99 =-111.97142161 
what - 1 
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'cart speed in m/sec 
Trom Observed data Cart spreed 
Cspeedn = 1.36 
Cspeeds =1.415 
Timelenght = 100.75 

'down blacks for green, red, NIR, rededge 
Dnbkg = -32.1 
Dnbkr = -30.2 
Dnbknir = -34.4 
Dnbkre = -32.2 

'offset in the x and y directions fron the GPS antenna 
'and the cart sensor to the 1st triger 
Offsetlong = 1.55 
Offsetlat = 3.57 

'set limit of downward sensor reads 
Dnsensorreads = 90 

End Sub 
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IRT Module 

Option Explicit 

Using everest equations to transform irt data 
Function irt(Ed As Double, Erel As Double) As Double 
Ed = Output voltage from thermistor circuit (Volts) 
Erel = raw output from IRT (volts) 
Emsv = surface emissivity 

Dim A A, BB, CC, DD As Double Constants in Td equation 
Dim Td As Double ' Detector (case) temperature (C) 
Dim Comp As Double Compensation adjustment for case temperature 
Dim Eadj As Double "Raw IRT output adjusted forTd, Gain and emissivity 
Dim Gain As Double Pactory gain on IRT 
Dim Trel As Double "Relative surface temperature 
Dim Emsv As Double Esmistivity of surface 

AA = O.CX) 14004 
BB= 0.00023777 
CC = 0.000000097349 
DD = 273.15 

'assume gain = I & emsv = 1 
Gain = 1#: Emsv = I# 

Calculate case temperature in degrees Celsius 
If (Ed > 0) Then 

Td = ((AA + (BB * Log((Ed * 34000) / (1.235 - Ed))) + (CC * ((Log((Ed * 34000) / 
(1.235 -Ed)))'^3)))'^-1-DD) 
End If 
Td = ((AA + (BB * ((Ed • 34000))))) 

' Caculate the Compensation Adjustment 
Comp = 0.9678083826 + 0.001081303778 » Td - 0.0000138448921 * Td 2 + 
0.000000549972947 * Td 3 

'Adjust Erel for emissivity and gain 
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Eadj = Erel * Comp * Gain / Emsv 

Linearize to relative target temperature 
Trel = 0.084 + (122 * Eadj) - (65.5 * Eadj 2) + (126.4 * Eadj ̂  3) - (223.2 * Eadj 4) + 
(140.3 * Eadj 5) 

'Get target temperature 
irt = Td + Trel 

End Function 
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XY Module 

This modual calculates Lat and Long in meters 
'along GPS for each (i) inmiage 
This was provided by Ed Bams 
'Summary output for calculation WSG84 UTM 
'Coordinates using 155 point at MAC 
'Lat (Pos) and Long (Neg) 
"GPS data used for East West location of linear 
'row number used for North South offset. 
'1st row is 3 m to north, and 2 m to the west 
'each row is approximatly 1.016m =(40" row spacing*0.0254m/in) 

Dim lat99 As Double, timedeta999 As Double 
Dim long99 As Double, deltalat999 As Double 
Dim deltalong999 As Double, sIopeIat999 As Double 
Dim slopelong999 As Double 
Dim intlat999 As Double, intlong999 As Double 
Dim timefrom As Double, east As Double 

Timedn(ic) is down sensou time 
Function xlong(ic As Integer) As Double 
xlong = 0 

'time differance between last and 1st gps reading 
'c(j,9) is GPS time in hrs 
'cOM) = lat & c(j,2) = long 

j = 2 
'measuring East so subtract offset to east = 2m 
If (Timedn(l) > C(Lastcij, 9)) Then 

Wamingl = MsgBox("Warmingl, 1st upward sensor reading time is after last 
GPS data collection time.", 0, "GPS Waming") 

End 
End If 

Do Until (Timedn(ic) < C(j, 9)) 
j = j  +  l  

If (j > Lastcij) Then 
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Waming2 = MsgBox("Warming2, GPS data collection stopped before cart run 
ended.", 0, "GPS Warning") 

End 
End If 

Loop 
Do interpalation 

timefrom = Timedn(ic) - C(j -1,9) 
timedelta999 = C(j, 9) - C(j -1,9) 
deltalat999 = CO, 1) - CO -1, I) 
deltalong999 = CO, 2) - CO -1,2) 
slopelat999 = deltalat999 / timedelta999 
slopelong999 = deltalong999 / timedelta999 
intlat999 = (slopelat999 * timefrom) + CO -1, 1) 
intlong999 = (sIopelong999 * timefrom) + CO -1, 2) 

xlong = 10827362.59 + (1035.8077 * intlat999) + (93347.869 * intlong999) 
xlong = xlong - Offsetlong 

End Function 
Function ylat(ic As Integer) As Double 
ylat = 0 
j = 2 
'measuring North so add in offset to north = 3m 
If (Timedn(l) > C(Lastcij, 9)) Then 

Waming3 = MsgBox("Warming3,1st upward sensor reading time is after last 
GPS data collection time.", 0, "GPS Warning") 

End 
End If 

Do Until (Timedn(ic) < CO, 9)) 
j = j  +  l  

If 0 > Lastcij) Then 
Waming4 = MsgBox("Warming4, GPS data collection stopped before cart run 

ended.", 0, "GPS Warning") 
End 

End If 
Loop 
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Do interpolation 
timefrom = Timedn(ic) - C(j - 1,9) 
timedelta999 = C(j, 9) - C(j -1,9) 
deltalat999 = C(j, 1)-C(j-1,1) 
deltalong999 = C(j, 2) - C(j -1,2) 
slopelat999 = deltalat999 / tiniedelta999 
slopelong999 = deltalong999 / timedelta999 
intlat999 = (siopelat999 * timefrom) + C(j -1, 1) 
intlong999 = (slopelong999 • timefrom) + C(J -1, 2) 

ylat = -104595.41 + (110867.13 * intlat999) - (872.419544 * intlong999) 
ylat = ylat + Offsetlat 

End Function 

Function ylatrow(ic) 
ylatrow = 0 

'now adjust for column 
'start as 101 at south end of rail, and 1 at north end of rail 
'each row is approximatly 1.016m =(40" row spacing*0.0254m/in) 

rowmeters = (((Col(ic) -101) * (-1)) + 1) • 1.016 
'Add row as it is to the North 

ylatrow = ylatrow + rowmeters 

'now adjust for column 
'start as 101 at south end of rail, and 1 at north end of rail 
'each row is approximatly 1.016m =(40" row spacing*0.0254ni/in) 

'rowmeters = (((a(ic, 7) -101) * (-1)) + 1) • 1.016 
'Add row as it is to the North 

'ylat = ylat + rowmeters 

"Else 
End Function 
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Zenith Module 

' Calculate Solar zenith with options for other stuff 
' Ed Barnes, USWCL, Nov, 1997 
' Jday2 = day of the year 
' CSTHr = hour of the day - MST NOW! 
' CSTmin = minute of the day - MST NOW! 
' Lat = lattitude in degrees 
' Long2 = longitude in degrees 
' What = switch to determine what is returned 
' I = zenith angle 
' 2 = azimuth 
'3 = Ecc 
'4 = Daylength 
' 5 = Sunrise, HR GMT 
' 6 = Potential solar irradiance 
"Function zenith (Jday2 As Double, CSThr As Double, CSTmin As Double, Lat2 As 
Double, 
' Long2 As Double, What As Integer) As Double 

Option Explicit 

Function zenith(Jday2 As Double, CSThr3 As Double, CSTmin3 As Double, what As 
Integer) As Double 

Dim GAM As Double 
Dim EO As Double 
Dim DELT As Double 
Dim Ho As Double 
Dim SunRatio As Double 
Dim PIE As Double 
Dim WS As Double ' sun rise angle */ 
Dim W As Double ' hour angle, 0 at noon, morning positive */ 
Dim Rad2 As Double 
Dim ND As Double 
Dim Et As Double ' time correction •/ 
Dim Dt As Double ' difference between solar and local time, minutes */ 
Dim LAT As Double ' local apparent time = solar time, hours */ 
Dim ELV As Double ' solar elevation angle */ 
Dim Azimuth As Double ' solar azimuth angle */ 
Dim Sunrise As Double ' sunrise in local standard - hours *! 
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Dim zenith2 As Double ' temp variable 

Dim CSThr As Double 
Dim CSTmin As Double 
Dim Lat2 As Double 
Dim Long2 As Double 

Protect inputs from being returned 
CSThr = CSThr3 
CSTmin - CSTmin3 
Lat2 = lat99 
i^ng2 = long99 * (-1) 

PIE = 3.141593 
Lat2 = Lat2 * PIE /180# 

'DAY ANGLE (GAM)*/ 
GAM = 2# * PIE * (Jday2 -1#) / 365# 

' ECCENTRICITY CORRECTION FACTOR (EO) */ 
EO = 1.00011 + 0.034221 * Cos(GAM) + 0.00128 * Sin(GAM) + 0.000719 * Cos(2 * 

GAM) + 0.000077 * Sin(2 * GAM) 

' ESTIMATE OF THE ANGLE OF DECLINATION (DELT) */ 
DELT = 0.006918 - 0.399912 * Cos(GAM) + 0.070257 • Sin(GAM) - 0.006758 * 

Cos(2 * GAM) + 0.000907 * Sin(2 * GAM) - 0.002697 * Cos(3 * GAM) + 0.00148 * 
Sin(3 * GAM) 

' SUNRISE HOUR ANGLE (WS) */ 
WS = (-Tan(Lat2) * Tan(DELT)) 
' Acos the fun way 
WS = ArCos(WS) 

' ESTIMATION OF TOTAL POSSIBLE DAILLY RADIATION (HO) */ 
Ho = (24# / PIE) * 1367# * EO * Cos(Lat2) * Cos(DELT) * (Sin(WS) - WS * 

Cos(WS)) 

' equation of time - used to find solar time */ 
' note 229.18 is conversion from radians to minutes = 2*360 / PIE */ 
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Et = (0.000075 + 0.001868 * Cos(GAM) - 0.032077 • Sin(GAM) - 0.014615 • Cos(2 
* GAM) - 0.04089 * Sin(2 * GAM)) * 229.18 

FIND DAY LENGTH*/ 
ND = (2# /15#) * WS * (180# / PIE) 

' Assume that this is in the mountain time zone */ 
' Longitude correction - Standard meridain: 
' standard: 60 W for Atlantic (4h) 
' 75 W for eastern standard (5h) 
' 90 W for central standard time (6h) 
' 105 W for mountain (7) 

' 120 W for Pacific (8) 
' 135 W for Alaska (9) 
'150 W for Hawaii (10) */ 

' Longitude correction is postive if the local meridian is 
'east of the standard or neg if west */ 

Dt = 4#*(105#-Long2) + Et 
CSTmin = CSTmin + Dt 
LAT = CSThr + CSTmin / 60# 

' find hour angle based on this- noon = 0, morning positive */ 
W = 12#-LAT 

' convert to radians */ 
'360deg/24hr= 15 */ 
W = (W* 15#)* PIE/180# 

' find zenith angle */ 
zenith2 = Sin(DELT) * Sin(Lat2) + Cos(DELT) * Cos(Lat2) * Cos(W) 
zenith2 = ArCos(zenith2) 

' Elevation angle is just 90 - Zenith */ 
ELV = 1.5707963 - zenith2 

' find solar azimuth */ 
Azimuth = (Sin(ELV) * Sin(Lat2) - Sin(DELT)) / (Cos(ELV) * Cos(Lat2)) 
'note: Az>=0 0to90deg 
' Az <= 0 90 to 180 deg */ 

' This is based on an azimuth relative to south */ 

Azimuth = ArCos(Azimuth) 



' Obtain the Azimuth relative to the North */ 
' W > 0 is am and sun is to the east •/ 
If(W>0#) Then 

Azimuth = PIE - Azimuth 
Else 

Azimuth = PIE + Azimuth 
End If 

' find sunrise in terms of solar time */ 
WS = 12# - WS * (180#/ PIE) /15# 'convert to deg then hr */ 

' convert to local standard •/ 
WS = WS-(Dt/60#) 

Select Case what 

Case I 
zenith = zenith2 * 180# / 3.14159 

Case 2 
zenith = Azimuth * 180# / 3.14159 

Case 3 
zenith = EG 

Case 4 
zenith = ND 

Case 5 
zenith = WS 

Case 6 Potential Rs in MJ/d 
zenith = Ho * 0.0036 

Case Else 
zenith = -999# 

End Select 

End Function 

Arc Cosine function 
Function ArCos(x As Double) As Double 

ArCos = Atn(-x / Sqr(-x * x + 1)) + 1.5708 

End Function 
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NS Module 

Dim Flagl(15000) As Double, Flag2( 15000) As Double 
Dim Start As Double, Deltatime(l5000) As Double 
Dim TimeNS(I5000) As Double, Tumtime(I5000) As Double 
Dim Distance( 15000) As Double, Tumtime99 As Double 
Dim Secdelay As Double, Timecorr As Double 
Dim Timecorr99( 15000) As Double, Deltasec( 15000) As Double 
Dim Deltatime2( 15000) As Double, Deltasec2( 15000) As Double 

This sub uses time to position the sensor location to where 
"the cart is on it's N-S run. 
Time and cart speed are used for positioning cart from the fixed 
E-W GPS location on the linear 
Timedn(ic) is down sensour time 
'assume cart runs at a constant speed 
XTatr speed is set in global as cspeed 
The 1st line of cart data requires that it is runing North 
This requires rmoval of any setup trigering and 
Data collected in the initial south trigers 
Sub ylattimeO 

For i = 1 To Lastaij 

If (i = 1) Then 
Start = Timedn(l) 
Flagl(O)= 1 
TimeNS(O) = 0 
Tumtime99 = 0 
tinecorr = 0 

End If 

'flagl set to 1 going north 
Tlagl set to 2 going south 

If (i < Lastaij) Then 
Deltatime(i) = Timedn(i + 1) - Timedn(i) 

End If 
'assume delay gt 4 sec is cart hangup & between 2.75 and 4 is end delay 

If (Deltatime(i -1) < (2.75 / 3600) Or Deltatime(i -1) > (6 / 3600)) TTien 
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If(Hagl(i- 1)= DThen 
Flagl(i)=l 
Tumtime(i) = 0 

End If 

If(Flagl(i-1) = 2) Then 
Flagl(i) = 2 
Tumtime(i) = 0 

End If 
Else 

If(Flagl(i- I)= DThen 
Flagl(i) = 2 
Tumtime(i) = Tiniedn(i) 

End If 

If(Flagl(i- l) = 2)Then 
Flagl(i)= I 
Tumtime(i) = Timedn(i) 

End If 
End If 

Next i 

'correce 3 sec delay 

For i = i To Lastaij 

If (i < Lastaij) Then 
If (Flagl(i) = 1) Then 

If CFlagl(i) = I And Flagi(i + 1) = 2) Then 
Deltatime2(i) = TimednO + I) - Timedn(i) - (3 / 3600) 

Else 
Deltatime2(i) = Timedn(i + 1) - Timedn(i) 

End If 
End If 
If(Flagl(i) = 2)Then 

If (Flagl(i) = 2 And Flagl(i + I) = I) Then 
Deltatime2(i) = Timedn(i + 1) - Timedn(i) - (3 / 3600) 

Else 
Deltatime2(i) = Tiniedn(i + I) - Timedn(i) 

End If 
End If 

End If 
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Next i 

'timeNS increases going north 
TimeNS decreasses going south 

For i = 1 To Lastaij 
If (Tumtime(i) > 0) Then 
TinieNS(i) = Deltatime2(i) 

Else 
TimeNS(i) = TimeNS(i -1) + Deltatime2(i) 

End If 

'correct variable for 3 sec delay at both ends 
by subtracting time to 1st triger in either dirrection 
'1st n run needs no corection 

If(Flagl(i)= 1 And i = 1) Then 
Timecorr = TimeNS(i) 

End If 

If (Flagl(i) = 1 And Flagl(i -1) = 2) Then 
Timecorr = TimeNS(i) 

End If 

If (Flagl(i) = 2 And FIagl(i -1) = I) Then 
Timecorr = TimeNS(i) 

End If 
Timecorr99(i) = Timecorr 
If(Flagl(i)= DThen 

Distance(i) = (TimeNS(i) - Timecorr) * Cspeedn * 3600 
Laty(i) = Laty(i) + Distance(i) 

End If 

'102m = lenght set in global as "Timelenght" includes cost past uigers 
If(Flagl(i) = 2)Then 

Distance(i) = Timelenght - ((TimeNS(i) - Timecorr) * Cspeeds * 3600) 
Laty(i) = Laty(i) + Distance(i) 

End If 
Deltasec(i) = Deltatime(i) * 3600 
Deltasec2(i) = Deltatime2(i) * 3600 
Nexti 
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If(Debugl = l)Then 

Open "TimeNSout.txt" For Output As #l I 

Print #11, "i", "timedn", "deltatime", "deltasec", "deltatime2", "deltasec2", "flagl", 
"flag2", "tumtime", "timens", "distance", "timecorr" 

For i = 1 To Lastaij 

Print #11, i, Timedn(i), Deltatime(i), Deltasec(i), Deltatinie2(i), Deltasec2(i), Flagl(i), 
Flag2(i), Tumtime(i), TimeNS(i), Distance(i), Timecon99(i) 

Next i 
Close #11 
End If 
End Sub 



Up Sensor Module 

TfflS MODUAL USE 
'toms method for corrercting downward sensor 

Sub upward2() 

For i = 1 To Lastaij 
j = j - l  
Do 

j = j  +  I  
Loop Until (Timeup(j) > Timedn(i)) 

RedUp2(i) = (B(j, 7) + 30) 
Gmup2(i) = (B(j, 6) + 34) 
NIRUp2(i) = (BO, 8) + 33) 
Edgeup2(i) = (B(j.9) + 33) 

Next i 
End Sub 
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Combine EW Images 

Private Sub Brousel_Click() 
Dim sFile As String 

With CommonDialogl 
.DialogTitle = "VB outXY Data File" 
.CancelError = False 
ToDo: set the flags and attributes of the conmion dialog control 
.Filter = "All Files (*.*)(**" 
.ShowOpen 
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
VBXY.Text = .FileName 

End With 

End Sub 

Private Sub Brouse2_Click() 
bk 
Dim sFile As String 

With CommonDialogl 
•DialogTitle = "VB Out Arcinfo Data File" 
.CancelError = False 
ToDo: set the flags and attributes of the common dialog control 
.Filters "All Files (*.*)!•*" 
.ShowOpen 
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
VBARCDATA.Text = .FileName 

End With 

End Sub 

Private Sub Exit2_Click() 
End 
End Sub 
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Private Sub ToBasic_Click() 
Dim xcorr As Double 
Dim ycorr As Double 
Dim Row( 15000), Colm(15000) 
Dim Red(l5000) As Double, Green(l5000) As Double 
Dim Time(15000) As Double, Redge(15000) As Double 
Dim Nirrf(l5000) As Double, Ptemp( 15000) As Double 
Dim EWclin(15000) As Double, NSclin(15000) As Double 
Dim Zenith(15000) As Double, LAI(15000) As Double 
Dim SAVI( 15000) As Double, NDVI( 15000) As Double 
Dim Redup2(15000) As Double, RV1(15000) As Double 
Dim Longx( 15000) As Double, Laty( 15000) As Double 
Dim i As Integer 

xcorr = Val(XXX.Text) 
ycorr = Val(YYY.Text) 

'down, up, gps data in 
Open VBARCDATA.Text For Input As #1 

'read in XY once, same vals in acrinfo id,x,y file and arcview file 
i = 1 
Do While Not EOF(l) 
' Input #1, Longx(i), Laty(i) 
' il = il + l 

'save EOF input I 
' lasteof 1 = i 1 - 1 
"Loop 
TClose #I 

'read in VB arcinfo file 
Do While Not EOF(l) 

'input 
Input #1, Longx(i), Laty(i), Row(i), Colm(i), Time(i), Red(i), Green(i), Redge(i), 

Ninf(i), Ptemp(i), EWclin(i), NSclin(i), Zenith(i), LAI(i), SAVI(i), NDVI(i), Redup2(i), 
RVI(i) 

i = i+ 1 
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'save EOF input 1 
lasteofl = i - 1 
Loop 

Close #1 

Open VBXY.Text For Output As #3 
Open VBARCDATA.Text For Output As #4 

For i = 1 To lasteofl 
'do correction and entered with proper sign 

Longx(i) = Longx(i) + xcorr 
Laty(i) = Laty(i) + ycorr 
If (i = 1) Then 

"Headers for arcview 
Print #4, "Longitude", "Latitude", "Row", "Column", "time", "Red", "Green", 

"RedEdge", "nirRF", "PTemp", "EWclin", "NSclin", "Zenith", "LAI", "SAVI", "NDVI", 
"Redup", "RVI" 

End If 
'output for arcview #4, xy arcinfo #3 
Print #3, i, Longx(i), Laty(i) 
Print #4, Longx(i), Laty(i), Row(i), Colm(i), Time(i), Red(i), Green(i), Redge(i), 

Nirrf(i), Ptemp(i), EWclin(i), NSclin(i), Zenith(i), LAI(i), SAVI(i), NDVI(i), Redup2(i), 
RVI(i) 

Next i 

Close #4 
Close #3 

Unload offxy 
morexy.Show 
End Sub 



More EW Date Code 

Private Sub Exit3_Click() 
End 

End Sub 

Private Sub ProcessMoreData_Click() 
Unload morexy 

morexy.Show 
End SubPrivate Sub Exit3_Click() 

End 
End Sub 

Private Sub ProcessMoreData_Click() 
Unload morexy 

morexy.Show 
End Sub 
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Simple Offset XY Program 

Private Sub Brousel_Click() 
Dim sFile As String 

With CommonDialogl 
•DialogTitle = "VB outXY Data File" 
.CancelError = False 
ToDo: set the flags and attributes of the common dialog control 
.Filter = "All Files (».*)!*.*" 
.ShowOpen 
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
VBXY.Text = .FileName 

End With 

End Sub 

Private Sub Brouse2_Click() 
'ok 
Dim sFile As String 

With CommonDialogl 
•DialogTitle = "VB Out Arcinfo Data File" 
.CancelError = False 
ToDo: set the flags and attributes of the common dialog control 
.Filter = "All Files (*.•)(•.*" 
.ShowOpen 
If Len(.FileName) = 0 Then 

Exit Sub 
End If 
VBARCDATA.Text = .FileName 

End With 

End Sub 

Private Sub Exit2_Click() 
End 
End Sub 
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Private Sub ToBasic_Click() 
Dim xcorr As Double 
Dim ycorr As Double 
Dim Row( 15000), Colm(l5000) 
Dim Red( 15000) As Double, Green(15000) As Double 
Dim Time( 15000) As Double, Redge(15000) As Double 
Dim Nirrf(15000) As Double, Ptemp(15000) As Double 
Dim EWclin(15000) As Double, NSclin(15000) As Double 
Dim Zenith( 15000) As Double, LAI(15000) As Double 
Dim SAVI(15000) As Double, NDVI(15000) As Double 
Dim Redup2( 15000) As Double, RV1( 15000) As Double 
Dim Longx( 15000) As Double, Laty( 15000) As Double 
Dim i As Integer 

xcorr = Val(XXX.Text) 
ycorr = Val(YYY.Texl) 

'down, up, gps data in 
Open VBARCDATA.Text For Input As #1 

'read in XY once, same vals in acrinfo id,x,y file and arcview file 
i = 1 
Do While Not EOF(l) 
' Input #1, Longx(i), Laty(i) 
' il = il + l 

'save EOF input 1 
' lasteof 1 = i 1 -1 
Loop 
XTlose #1 

'read in VB arcinfo file 
Do While Not EOF(l) 

Input 
Input #1, Longx(i), Laty(i), Row(i), Colm(i), Time(i), Red(i), Green(i), Redge(i), 

Ninf(i), Ptemp(i), EWclin(i), NSclin(i), Zenith(i), LAI(i), SAVl(i), NDVI(i), Redup2(i), 
RVI(i) 

i = i + 1 
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'save EOF input 1 
lasteof 1 = i -1 
Loop 

Close #1 

Open VBXY.Text For Output As #3 
Open VBARCDATA.Text For Output As #4 

For i = 1 To lasteof I 
'do correction and entered with proper sign 

Longx(i) = Longx(i) + xcorr 
Laty(i) = Laty(i) + ycorr 
If (i = 1) Then 

"Headers for arcview 
Print #4, "Longitude", "Utitude", "Row", "Column", "time", "Red", "Green", 

"RedEdge", "nirRF", "PTemp", "EWclin", "NSclin", "Zenith", "LAI", "SAVI", "NDVI", 
"Redup", "RVI" 

End If 
'output for arcview #4, xy arcinfo #3 
Print #3, i, Longx(i), Laty(i) 
Print #4, Longx(i), Laty(i), Row(i), Colm(i), Time(i), Red(i), Green(i), Redge(i), 

Nirrf(i), Ptemp(i), EWclin(i), NSclin(i), Zenith(i), LAI(i), SAVl(i), NDVI(i), Redup2(i), 
RVI(i) 

Next i 

Close #4 
Close #3 

Unload offxy 
morexy.Show 
End Sub 
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More XY Offset Code 

Private Sub Exit3_Click() 
End 

End Sub 

Private Sub ProcessMoreData_Click() 
Unload morexy 

morexy.Show 
End Sub 
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Appendix D, Visual Basic Load CRIOXs and GPS, XY 
Offset Instructions 
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General rules 

These file formats work, but others may also. And yes. Excel data cleanup is 

essential. Other formats may also work, but I will not guarantee. 

Acr view programs 

Require DBF formatted data sets. 

X, Y preferred in first two columns 

1" row must have labels 

VB Program For sensor Data & GPS 

Developed with VB 6.0 

What it does: 

• Combines cart, GPS and upward looking sensor files 

• l" line contains variable names for Arcview 
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• Longitude and Latitude are 1^'; 

o UTM Easterly & Northerly 

o Corrected row 

o Corrected column 

o Downward sensor time 

• Output corrected values for: 

o Red 

o Green 

o Red Edge 

o NIR 

• Other values 

o Plant Temperature 

o Down sensor X and Y orientation 

o Zenith 

• Indices 

o LAI 

o SAVl 

o NDVI 

What it checks for and should be doing: 
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• If the reflectance data recorded for red, green, red edge, or NIR is less than 

negative 2500, no corrected values or indices are calculated. 

• If the temperature sensor for the downward sensor body has an output less than 0, 

or the IRT crop sensor has an output less than negative 100, a plant temperature is 

not calculated. 

• The I" and last lines of data for the upward looking sensor must contain the dark 

reading for the upward looking sensor. If not, the dark correction algorithm will 

use the fist and last lines whatever they may be. Note: The dark input screen 

presently not being used could be used for this purpose. 

• If the upward looking sensor start or stop time fall between the start or stopped 

time for the cart, the upward dark algorithm uses the slope to calculate an 

appropriate value. 

• An option is available that when less than 90 reading for the downward sensor on 

a north south traverse, the data is ignored. This is presently turned off, as any 

data can be properly assigned a NS location based upon time. 

Before you run the program: 

• Be sure to resave the GPS data as a text coma delimited file. To do this in excel 

type "filemane.txt" with the "" in the file name box. For file type select CSV. 

• Be sure that the GPS start and end times are before and after the cart data 

collection times. You may have to edit these. If it is not you will get a warning 
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and the program will be aborted. The algorithm to calculate cart UTMs requires 

this. You may have to check for the following conditions: 

o The GPS data is incomplete as the battery was too low. You will need to 

develop a regression for that day and project the longitude and latitude for 

time. Then the projections must be added to the database until the last 

GPS time is later then the cart. Note: If cart were allowed to run for a long 

time, data gets run into west '/4 of field for east V2 run, and into alfalfa for 

west 1/2 run or full field run. 

o If GPS unit did not collect any data Mike Kostrzewski will be constructing 

an algorithm to create longitude and latitude based upon cart run start 

time. Note: If the cart ran a lot before linear was turned on, this will not 

work. A second algorithm will be required for west V2 runs. 

• Counter malfunctions are fixed using VB code 

• Remove all downward sensor row to the row where the I" cart run going north 

starts. Even if you turned the crlO to log after putting the cart in position past the 

turnaround switch, you will still get at least one line of data before the cart heads 

north. 

System Values 

These should all be set in the global module. 
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• North south counter is set to 101 

• Latitude and longitude set to 33.06689119 and -111.97142161 respectfully for 

calculating zenith. 

• Correction factor for sensors and correction formula 

o Dark correction factor green, red, red edge, NIR are: 

o -0.0793, -0.0446, -0.0463, and -0.0539 respectively. 

o 

o Calculated Irel factors as recommended by USCLW 

o Irel = Cos(Zenith deg) * 101.5 

o Calculate Reflectance Factor = down/up*cf 

o Tor each band width 

o 'All variables ending with "RF" are corrected reflectance 

o RedRF(i) = Cfred * (Red(i) / Irel(i)) 

o GreenRF(i) = Cfgm * (Green(i) / Irel(i)) 

o RedgeRF(i) = Cfrededge * (Rededge(i) / Irel(i)) 

o NIRRF(i) = Cfnir * (NIR(i) / Irel(i)) 

• Downward sensor offset firom cart 

o Longitude = (-1.55m) as we are measuring to the East 

o Latitude = (+3.57m) as we are measuring to the North 
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Offset program 

Changes all x y UTM values by specified amount. 

Enter the path and file name for the Arcinfo ID, X, Y file. This will need to be resaved as 

coma delimited for use in Aarcinfo. The data file (ID, all the data) created in the sensor 

data program will work with the new X, Y values but need to be saved as DBF with a 

reformatting of the cell to numeric and set to the appropriate number of decimals. 

Select the coma delimited data file containing X, Y and all the data. The 1^' line 

containing labels need to be removed. The old file will be over written. Make a 

duplicate with a new name if you do not wish to overwrite it 

VB East West Program 

The field data was collected in half fields and this program will combine the data. The 

data must be processed with the Pathway clip AML program 1^'. It will combine the east 

out data and X, Y files with those from the west. This new combine program can then be 

processed with the Image and TXT AML program. 

Remember VB want coma delineated for input with no labels in the 1^' row. 



Appendix E, AML Instructions 
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Arc Info programs 

One file must be ID, X, and Y coma delineated and no labels. 

Data file ID, no X, Y and data DBF format 

1st row must have labels for DBF file 

Pathway Clip AML 

Is and Arcinfo program that asks for data file for the east west or whole field. Cuts out 

the access path and leaves only the plots. Two output files for each run are created. A X, 

Y output and a data output file. East west files can be combined with the VB east west 

program. 

Remember to check file formats before using with other programs. Output files are 

named outxy99DOY + year letter.txt and outdata99DOY + year letter.txt. 

Image and TXT AML for selected grid sizes and variables 
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This program outputs grids, and text file for analysis in other programs. The program is 

menu and line prompted inputs. Arclnfo X, Y coma txt and data DBF files are required 

as input. 

The program will work with east, west or hole field. It clips the plots out and interpolates 

a grid using IDW. Pre-clipped data will work, as in a combined E-W data set. 

Depending upon the number of grid and variables selected, a large number of overages 

can be quickly generated. A kill program has be developed if mistakes were made or 

additional grids and/or variables are needed. 

Kill AML 

Kills all folders and files made with image and txt ami. Run this program if you made a 

mistake or want additional grids. 

If labels do not appear correct in Arc view 

• I". File must be saved as a DBF file for arc view (see example above). 

• 2"'*. When you open in excel, the l" row showing the variable names might have 

extra cells in it that require adjustment/deletion. 



3'^''. Before saving the DBF file, select all fields and format cells to numbers with 

an appropriate number of decimals. If you do not do this, only integers will be 

retained. Reflectance values less then 1=0. 
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Appendix F, AMLs Code 
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Grid AML 

 ̂ ;f: :(c :fc :{c ̂ ;fc :fc :ic :(c :fc ̂   ̂̂  ̂  ̂  ̂   ̂̂  ̂   ̂̂   ̂  ̂̂   ̂  ̂̂  ̂   ̂̂  ̂  He ̂  rfcfcfc :{c :fc :{c :fe :<e :{c :{e :te ic :fe :fc :fe 

/* USED 5/00 
/* Mike Kostrzewski 12/10/99 
/* AML 
/* Input data from VB program at aprox Ixl m resolution 
/* Enter text xy file 
/* Enter DBF data file 
/* 

/* Seltet size of field, E 1/2, W 1/2 or all 
/* Enter output grid sizes other then 1x1 
/* Select individual data field for analysis 
/* 

/* Program will 
/* Cut out field access rows and columns 
/* IDW a surface to either the E 1/2, W 1/2, or entire field 
/* Depending upon input data 
/* 

/ *  

/* Output Ix Im grid and x,y for each data field selected 
/* And output data inside each plot 
/* Output other grids requested 

y :fc ;fc :ic)jc :tc :{c :{(:4c :fc  ̂̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  

/* Debug quit saved 

/* &setvar exitl [response Enter quit or hit enter*] 
/* &if [NULL %exitl%] «&then 
/* &goto grid2prg 
/* &else 
/* &stop 
/* &label grid2prg 

/*enter input data sets 
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&type Welcome to the Limes GPS/GIS postprocessing program 
&setvar done = .false. 
&cio &until %done% 
&label baddatal 
&setvar dataxy [response Enter XY txt file name] 
&SV datal = [exists %dataxy%] 
&type You just specified %dataxy% and it is %datal% 

&if %datal% = .false. &then &do 
&type Data set not in working dir or does not exist 
&goto baddatal 

&end 
&else 
&if [query Is this XY correct*] &then 
&do 
&setvar done = .true. 
&end 
&end 

&s done = .false. 
&do &until %done% 
&label baddata2 
&setvar datadbf [response "Enter Variable dbf file name] 
&SV data2 = [exists %datadbf%] 
&type You just specified %datadbf% and it is %data2% 

&if %data2% = .false. &then &do 
&type Data set not in working dir or does not exist 
&goto baddata2 

&end 
&else 
&if [query Is this DBF correct! &then 
&do 
&setvar done = .true. 
&end 
&end 

&s done = .false. 
&do &until %done% 
&label baddata3 
&setvar maskdata [response Enter mask name! 
&sv data3 = [exists %maskdata%] 
&type You just specified %maskdata% and it is %data3% 
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&if %data2% = .false. &then &do 
&type Data set not in working dir or does not exist 
&goto baddataS 

&end 
&else 
&if [query Is this mask correctl &then 
&do 
&setvar done = .true. 
&end 
&end 

/* Enter DOY 

&s done = .false. 
&do &until %done% 
&label baddata4 
&setvar doy [response Enter Day of year DOYl 
&type You just specified %doy% 

&if %doy% It 0 or %doy% gt 366 &then 
&do 

&type You entered %doy% and it is not valid 
&goto baddata4 

&end 
&else 

&if [query Is the DOY correctl «&then 
&do 
&setvar done = .true. 
&end 
&end 

/* Enter Year 

&s done = .false. 
&do &until %done% 

&setvar year [response Enter Letter for yearT 
&type You just specified %year% 
&if [query Ts this year correct] &then 

&do 
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&setvar done = .true. 
&end 
&end 

/* Enter the number of grids 
^* ******************************* 

&s done = .false. 
&do &until %done% 

&setvar gridn [response Enter the number of grids'] 
&type You just specified %gridn% 
&if [query Ts this # of grids correct! &then 

&do 
&setvar done = .true. 

&end 
&end 

^* ******************************* 

/* Selectlmmage Area 
^* ******************************* 

&s done = .false. 
&do &until %done% 

&setvar image [response Enter E, W, or F for east, west, or full field! 
&type You just specified %image% 
&if [query Is the image area correct] &then 

&do 
&setvar done = .true. 

&end 
&end 

^** ****** **^c :!«***** ********** 

/* Baill out before program 

&type BAILOUT TIME OR RUN PROGRAM 
&setvarexitl [response Enter quit or hit enter] 
&if [NULL %exitl%] &then 

&goto grid2prg2 
&else 
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&stop 
&label grid2prg2 

:fc :fc :{c sfc :|e :fe :{c :fc :{e :{e:tc :{c %  ̂̂  ̂  ̂

/* The actual program 

^******************************************************************  

/* Get comers of image area 

&If %image% = e &then «&:do 
&SV swx = 409323.47 
&SV swy = 3659128.8 
&SV nwx = 409370 
&SV nwy = 3659226.5 

&end 

&else &do 
& S V  x l  =  1  
&end 

&If %image% = w «S:then &do 
&SV swx = 409277.9063 
&SV swy = 3659129.5 
&SV nwx = 409323.25 
&SV nwy = 3659227 

&end 

&else &do 
&SV x2 = 2 
&end 
&If %image% = f &then &do 

&SV SWX = 409277.9063 
&SV swy = 3659129.5 
&SV nwx = 409370 
&SV nwy = 3659226.5 

&end 
&else &do 
&SV x3 = 3 
&end 
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/* End of comers 
y :fe :fc :{c :fc :fe :tc :fc :4c:fc 9fc * :fe ̂  3(c ̂  ̂  3fc :fe :fe ̂  :fc :4c :fe :fc 3fc :fe :fc :fe :fc :fc :fe rfe :fc :fE :fE :fc :fc :{e :fE :fe :fc :fE :fc :fc :fe :fc 3fe ;fe :fe ;fe ̂  :fc :tc :fe :fc ;fc 

generate mac%doy%%year% 
input %dataxy% 
points 
quit 
build mac%doy%%year% point 
dbaseinfo %datadbf% data%doy%%year% 
joinitem mac%doy%%year%.pat data%doy%%year% mac%doy%%year%.pat 
mac%doy%%year%-id mac%doy%%year%-id link 
tables 
sel data%doy%%year% 
erase data%doy%%year% 
y 
quit 
intersect mac%doy%%year% %maskdata% mac%doy%%year%i point 

/* 1 = all plots e,w or full, 2-17 = inside the 16 plots 

&do kk = I &to 17 
reselect mac%doy%%year%i mac%doy%%year%ir%kk% point 
&if %kk% = I &then res inside = %kk% 

&else 
res mask s-id = %kk% 

n 
n 

&end 
&do kk = 1 &to 17 
addxy mac%doy%%year%ir%kk% point 
build mac%doy%%year%ir%kk% point 

&end 

grid 
setwindow %swx% %swy% %nwx% %nwy% 
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/*Output 1 By 1 Grid for all selected variables 

&do i = 1 (feto %.itcount% 
&SV varx = [extract %i% %.sellist%] 
&type next data set name = %varx%%doy%%year%l varx = %varx% 

/* 1 = inside all plots, 2-17 = individual plots 

&do kk = 1 &to 17 

&if %kk% = 1 &then 
setwindow %swx% %swy% %nwx% %nwy% 

&else 
&do 
ap reselect %maskdata% poly mask_s-id = %kk% 
ap mapex poly %maskdata% 

setwindow [show mapex] 
&end 

/* this grid and pt data includes access path 

&type next data set name = %varx%%doy%%year%%kk%l varx = %varx% 
[unquote %varx%]%doy%%year%%kk%_l = idw(mac%doy%%year%irl,[unquote 

%varx%],#,2,radius,2.8,10,1) 
[unquote %varx%]%doy%%year%%kk%_l.txt = sample([unquote 

%varx%]9odoy%%year%%kk%_l) 

ap clearselect %maskdata% poly 
&end 

:4e ;fc :fc :ie :{c 

/*Output other Grids for all selected variables 

&If %gridn% > I &then 
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&clo 
&do j = 2 &to %gridn% 

&type In do at j = %j% and Data field = %varx% 
&do 1^ = 1 «&to 17 

&if %kk% = 1 &then 
setwindow %swx% %swy% %nwx% %nwy% 

&else 
&do 

/* 
/*This is data only in plots 
/* 

ap reselect %maskdata% poly mask_s-id = %kk% 
ap mapex poly %maskdata% 
setwindow [show mapex] 

&end 
[unquote %varx%]%doy%%year%%kk%_%j% = -

aggregate([unquote 
%varx%]%doy%% year% %kk%_ 1, %j %, mean, truncate,data) 

[unquote %varx%]%doy%%year%%kk%_%j%.txt = ~ 
sample([unquote %varx%]%doy%%year%%kk%_%j%) 
ap clearselect %maskdata% poly 

&end 
&end 

&type prio to making field point data 
&end 

&else &do 
&type At end of print' 

&end 

&end 

/* make point cov for full field data to remove access path 
/* this is then used for comparision with actual, idw and kreeg values kk = I 
/* for each var selected 

&do i = 1 &to %.itcount% 
&SV varx = [extract %i% %.sellist%] 

&do j = 1 &to %gridn% 
&type making pt covers j = %j% 
&type next data set name = %varx%%doy%%year%l%j%pt varx = %varx% 



[unquote %varx%]%doy%%year%l%j%pt = gridpoint([unquote 
%varx%]%doy%%year% [unquote %varx%]) 

&type at here 000 
&end 

&end 

/* leaving grid 
quit 

/* adding xy values to point data from grid 

&do i = 1 &to %.itcount% 
&SV varx = [extract %i% %.sellist%] 
&do j = 1 &to %gridn% 
addxy [unquote %varx%]%doy%%year%l%j%pt point 
&type at here 033 

&end 
&end 

/* now intersect pt data with mask 
/* then reslect inside = 1 for plots 

&do i = 1 &to %.itcount% 
&SV varx = [extract %i% %.sellist%] 
&do j = I &to %gridn% 

&type reselect pt to exclude access path j = %j% 
build [unquote %varx%]%doy%%year%l%j%pt point 
intersect [unquote %varx%]%doy%%year%l%j%pt %maskdata% [unquote 

%varx%]%doy%%year%l%j%pp point 
reselect [unquote %varx%]%doy%%year%l%j%pp [unquote 

%varx%]%doy%%year%I%j%pf point 
res inside = 1 

n 
n 

&end 
&end 

/* convert covers to txt 

&do i = 1 &to %.itcount% 
&SV varx = [extract %i% %.sellist%] 



&do j = 1 &to %gridn% 
/*The p2 are asci outputs by polygon of data by variable by grid all data inside 
/*plots. Or full field less access path 

tables 
sel [unquote %varx%]%doy%%year%l%j%pf.pat 
unload [unquote %varx%]%doy%%year% l_%j%p2 x-coord y-coord %varx% 

delimited init 
q 
&end 

&end 

&do kk = 1 &to 17 
/*raw all = all the data input data by polygon output 

tables 
sel mac%doy%%year%ir%kk%.pat 
unload rawall%doy%%year%%lck% x-coord y-coord green red ptemp rededge ~ 

savi lai ndvi nirrf rvi zenith ccci ctemp delimited init 
q 

&end 

&SV macj = [exists mac%doy%%year% -cover] 
&sv macji = [exists mac%doy%%year%i -cover] 
&SV macjir = [exists mac%doy%%year%ir -cover] 
&sv macji 1 = [exists mac%doy%%year%il -cover] 
&sv macji2 = [exists mac%doy%%year%i2 -cover] 
&sv macjxy = [exists mac%doy%%year%xy -cover] 

&do kk = I &to 17 
&SV xmacjir%kk% = [exists mac%doy%%year%ir%kk% -cover] 

&end 

&if %xmacjirl% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%irl all 
&type after kill macjirl 
&if %xmacjir2% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%ir2 all 
&type after kill macjir2 
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&if %xmacjir3% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%ir3 all 
&type after kill macjirS 

&if %xmacjir4% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%ir4 all 
&type after kill macjir4 

&if %xmacjir5% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%ir5 all 
&type after kill macjirS 

&if %xmacjir6% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%ir6 all 
&type after kill macjir6 

&if %xmacjir7% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%ir7 all 
&type after kill macjir7 

&if %xmacjir8% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%ir8 all 
&type after kill macjirS 

&if %xmacjir9% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%ir9 all 
&type after kill macjir9 
&if %xmacjirlO% = .Uiie. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%irlO all 
&type after kill macjirlO 

&if %xmacjiril% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%iri 1 all 
&type after kill macjirl 1 

&if %xniacjirl2% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%irl2 all 
&type after kill macjirl2 

&if %xmacjirl3% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%irl3 all 
&type after kill macjirl3 

&if %xmacjirl4% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%irI4 all 
&type after kill niacjirl4 

&if %xmacjirl5% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%irl5 all 
&type after kill macjirlS 

&if %xmacjirl6% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%irl6 all 
&type after kill macjirl6 

&if %xmacjirl7% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%irl7 all 



&type after kill tnacjirl? 

&if %macj% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year% all 
&type after kill macj 

&if %macji% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%i all 
&type after kill macji 

&if %macjir% = .true. «&then 
kill niac%doy%%year%ir all 
&type after kill macjir 

&if %macjil% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%il all 
&type after kill macji 1 

&if %macji2% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%i2 all 
&type after kill macji2 

&if %macjxy% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%xy all 
&type after kill macjxy 

dir info 

&thread &delete &selfReferences 



Menue Program for Grid Program 

/*********************** 

/* Set initial menu variables 

&SV .specmess = 
&SV .specitem = 
&SV .selitem = 
&SV .sellist = 
&SV .itcount = 0 

**************************** 

/* Run selection menue to pick variables 
y***************************** 

&terminal 9999 
&type at the beginning 
(fethread &create Limes &menu karen.menu ~ 
&size 700 400 &position «&ul ~ 
&stripe Limes' 
&thread &delete &self 
(feretum 



Kill Coverage Program 

:{c }ic ;fc^ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ^ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂  ̂ ̂ ̂ % 

/* Enter DOY 

&s done = .false. 
&do &until %done% 
&label baddata3 
&setvar doy [response Enter Day of year DOY] 
&type You just specified %doy% 

&if %doy% It 0 or %doy% gt 366 &then 
&do 

&type You entered %doy% and it is not valid 
&goto baddata3 

&end 
&else 

&if [query Is the DOY correct] &then 
&do 
(fesetvar done = .true. 
&end 
&end 

**************************** 

/* Enter Year 
:fe :fe :fc :fc :fe :fe :4c :fc :{c :tc :fc 9|e :fc :fc :{c :fe :fe :(e :(e :te :tc rfc 3(e :fc :fc :(c 

<fes done = .false. 
&do &until %done% 

(fesetvar year [response Enter Letter for year] 
(fetype You just specified %year% 
(feif [query Is this year correct] &then 

(fedo 
<fesetvar done = .true. 

(feend 
&end 

 ̂:{c :4e :fc :fe :fc  ̂̂   ̂̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  is =4  ̂̂  ̂  ̂  :ft :fe :fc :fc :fc 
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/* Enter the number of grids 

&s done = .false. 
&do (feuntil %done% 

&setvar gridn [response Enter the number of grids 1 
&type You just specified %gridn% 
&if [query Is this # of grids correct! &then 

&do 
&setvar done = .true. 

&end 
&end 

&do vbvar &list green, red, ptemp, rededge, savi, lai, ndvi, nirrf, rvi, ccci, ctemp 
&do i = 1 &to %gridn% 
&do kk = 1 &to 17 
&sv gg = [exists %vbvar%%doy%%year%%kk%_%i% -grid] 
&sv ggg = [exists %vbvar%%doy%%year%l_%kk%p2] 

&if %gg% = .true. &then &do 
kill %vbvar%%doy%%year%%kk%_%i% all 
&type after kill %vbvar%%doy%%year%%kk% and i = %i% 
&if %ggg% = .true. &then &do 

&sys del %vbvar%%doy%%year%l_%kk%p2 
&end 

&sys del %vbvar%%doy%%year%%kk%_%i%.txt 
&if %i% = 1 &then «&do 

&sys del rawalI%doy%%year%%kk% 
&end 

&end 

&end 

&end 
&end 

(kdo kk = 1 &to 17 
&SV gtxt2 = [exists %vbvar%%doy%%year%%kk%] 

&if %gtxt2% = .true. «&then &do 
&type after kill %vbvar%%day%%year%%kk%.txt and i = %i% 

&sys del %vbvar%%day%%year%%kk%.txt 
&end 
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&end 

&do vbvar &list green, red, ptemp, rededge, savi, lai, ndvi, nirrf, rvi, ccci, ctemp 
&do i = I (Scto %gridn% 

&SV ga = [exists %vbvar%%doy%%year%l%i%pt -cover] 
&SV gb = [exists %vbvar%%doy%%year%l%i%pp -cover] 
&SV gf = [exists %vbvar%%doy%%year%l%i%pf -cover] 
&sv gtxtl = [exists %vbvar%%doy%%year%l%i%p2] 

&if %ga% = .true. &then &do 
kill %vbvar%%doy%%year%l%i%pt ail 

&type after kill %vbvar%%doy%%year% l%i%pt and i = %i% 
&end 
&if %gb% = .true. &then &do 

kill %vbvar%%doy%%year%l%i%pp all 
&type after kill %vbvar%%doy%%year%I%i%pp and i = %i% 

&end 
&if % g f %  =  .true. &then &do 

kill %vbvar%%doy%%year%l%i%pf all 
&type after kill %vbvar%%doy%%year%l%i%pf and i = %i% 

&end 
&if %gtxti% = .true. &then &do 

&type after kill %vbvar%%doy%%year%l%i% and i = %i% 
&sys del %vbvar%%doy%%year%l%i%.txt 

&end 
&end 
&end 

&sv macj = [exists mac%doy%%year% -cover] 
&sv macji = [exists mac%doy%%year%i -cover] 
&sv macjir = [exists mac%doy%%year%ir -cover] 
&sv macji 1 = [exists mac%doy%%year%il -cover] 
&sv macji2 = [exists mac%doy%%year%i2 -cover] 
&sv macjxy = [exists mac%doy%%year%xy -cover] 

&do kk = 1 &to 17 
&sv xmacjir%kk% = [exists mac%doy%%year%ir%kk% -cover] 

&end 

&if %xmacjirl% = .true. &then 



kill mac%doy%%year%irl all 
&type after kill macjirl 

&if %xmacjir2% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%ir2 all 

&type after kill macjir2 
&if %xmacjir3% = .true. &then 

kill mac%doy%%year%ir3 all 
&type after kill macjir3 

&if %xmacjir4% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%ir4 all 

&type after kill macjir4 
&if %xmacjir5% = .true. &then 

kill mac%doy%%year%ir5 all 
&type after kill macjirS 

&if %xmacjir6% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%ir6 all 

&type after kill macjir6 
&if %xmacjir7% = .true. &then 

kill mac%doy%%year%ir7 all 
&type after kill macjir? 

&if %xmacjir8% = .true. «&then 
kill mac%doy%%year%ir8 all 

&type after kill macjirS 
&if %xmacjir9% = .true. &then 

kill mac%doy%%year%ir9 all 
&type after kill macjir9 
&if %xmacjirlO% = .true. &then 

kill mac%doy%%year%irlO all 
&type after kill macjirlO 
&if %xmacjirl 1% = .true. &then 

kill mac%doy%%year%irIl all 
&type after kill macjirl 1 

&if %xmacjiri2% = .true. «&then 
kill mac%doy%%year%irl2 all 

&type after kill macjirl2 
&if %xmacjirl3% = .true. &then 

kill mac%doy%%year%irl3 all 
&type after kill macjirl3 
&if %xmacjirl4% = .true. &then 

kill mac%doy%%year%irl4 all 
&type after kill macjirl4 
&if %xmacjirl5% = .true. &then 

kill mac%doy%%year%irl5 all 
&type after kill macjirlS 



&if %xmacjirl6% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%irl6 all 

&type after kill macjirl6 
&if %xmacjirl7% = .true. &then 

kill mac%doy%%year%irl7 all 
&type after kill macjirl? 

&if %macj% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year% all 

&type after kill macj 
&if %macji% = .true. &then 

kill mac%doy%%year%i all 
&type after kill macji 

&if %macjir% = .true. &then 
kill mac%doy%%year%ir all 

&type after kill macjir 
&if %macjil% = .One. &then 

kill mac%doy%%year%il all 
&type after kill macji 1 

&if %niacji2% = .true. «&then 
kill mac%doy%%year%i2 all 

&type after kill macji2 
&if %macjxy% = .true. &then 

kill mac%doy%%year%xy all 
&type after kill macjxy 

&stop 



OK Menue Code 

/* OKVAR.AML From Karen.MENU, performs 
/* the processing to reselect chosen variables. 

&if [NULL %.sellist%] &then 
&SV .specmess Dummy did not select anything 

&else 
/* 

/* Exit Selection menue if somthing is selected 
/* 

&run outvb.aml 
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Pathway Mask Code 

/* 
/* Mike Kostrzewski 01/07/00 
/* AML 
/* Input pathway point data and create a mask to remove dirt data 
/* Enter line text xy file 
/* The coordinates of the offset must be in the file 
/* For example line.txt contains the point paires 
/* To shift the lines n end 1 m west, subtract 1 from the x UTM value 
/* 
/* 

/* 
/* Program will 
/* Program will produce output mask 
/* Find old mask name in Pathway Clip AML & Image and TXT AML for 
/* selected grid sizes and variables and change manually 
y* *****************************************************************=(«**** 

***  

&type Welcome to Limes Mask program 
precission double 

&setvar done = .false. 
&do &until %done% 
& label baddatal 
&setvar dataline [response "Enter XY line txt file name] 
&sv datal = [exists %dataline%] 
&type You just specified %dataline% and it is %datal% 

&if %datal% = .false. &then &do 
&type Data set not in working dir or does not exist 
&goto baddatal 

&end 
&else 
&if [query Is this line file correct"] &then 
&do 
&setvar done = .true. 
&end 
&end 
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y :fc :fc :fc :4e :fc :|c :|e :fc  ̂̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂   ̂  ̂̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂̂  ̂̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  

/* Output file name 

&type path line coverages are saved as path + output file name entered 
&setvar maskout [response Enter output file name] 
&type You just specified %maskout% 
&if [query Is this output file correctl &then 
&do 
&setvar done = .true. 
&end 

 ̂:fc :tc :tc ;fc :te :ic :fc  ̂̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂  ̂  ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂  ̂ 

/* EW line buffer 
/* Originaly set as 3.681 meters ew 
^***************************************** 

&setvar ewbuffer [response Enter EW lime buffer! 
&type You just specified a EW line buffer of %ewbuffer% meters 
&if [query is this buffer size correct! &then 
&do 
&setvar done = .true. 
&end 

 ̂ :fc :fc :fc :fe :{e :{c :fe :te :(c :te :fc :tc ̂  :4c :{e ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂   ̂̂  ̂̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂   ̂

/* NS line buffer 
/* Originaly set as 1.854 meters ns 
^***************************************** 

&setvar nsbuffer [response Enter NS lime buffer! 
&type You just specified a NS line buffer of %nsbuffer% meters 
&if [query Is this buffer size correct] &then 
&do 
&setvar done = .true. 
&end 

/*** ijegin with generate 
generate paths%maskout% 



input lines.txt 
lines 
quit 
build paths%maskout% line 
/****** add the item to aat for the buffer 
additem paths%maskout%.aat paths%maskout%.aat buff_width 5 5 n 

/*** go to ARCED IT to select and calc buff_width values 
arcedit 
editcov paths%maskout% 

/*** select features for calcing l3uff_width'value 

editfea lines 
sel all 

calc buff_width = %ewbuffer% 
sel paths%maskout%-id ge 4 and paths%maskout%-id le 8 
calc buff_width = %nsbuffer% 
sel all 
list buff_width 

quit 
y 
y 
build paths%maskout% line 
buffer 
buffer paths%maskout% %maskout% buff_width # # # line round 

stop 

Appendix G, SAS Code 
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Standard Statistic Program 

Note: Read raw data 

var = xxxx-DOY+yr-t-poly+creac */ 
!" This is in the cxt name •*/ 

data in2; 
infile 'd:/phd/mike231/accivedaca/cneinp231j2_l.cxt' missover delimiter 

input var x y poly grid tret; 
col = 1; row = 1; nt = 1; h2o =1; 
data in3 
infile 'd:/phd/mike23I/activedata/ctemp23Lj3_2.txt' missover delimiter 

~ t  I  

input var x y poly grid tret; 
col = 2; row = 1; nt = 2; h2o = 1; 

data in4; 
infile 'd:/phd/milce231/activedata/ctemp231j4_3.txt' missover delimiter 

—  0  t  

input var x y poly grid tret; 
col = 3; row = 1; nt = 2; h2o = 2; 
data in5; 
infile 'd:/phd/mike23L/activedata/ctemp231j5_4.txt' missover delimiter 

— I I  

input var x y poly grid tret; 
col = 4; row = 1; nt = 2; h2o = 1; 
data in6; 
infile 'd:/phd/mike231/activedata/ctemp231j6_3.txt' missover delimiter 

input var x y poly grid tret; 
col = 1; row =2; nt = 1; h2o = 2; 
data in?; 
infile 'd:/phd/mike231/activedata/ctemp231j7_4.txt' missover delimiter 

I I  

input var x y poly grid tret; 
col = 2; row = 2; nt = 2; h2o = 2; 
data inS; 
infile 'd:/phd/mike231/activedata/ctemp231j8_l.txt' missover delimiter 

— I f  

input var x y poly grid tret; 
col = 3; row = 2; nt = 1; h2o =1; 
data in9; 
infile 'd:/phd/mike231/activedata/ctemp231j9_2.txt' missover delimiter 

input var x y poly grid tret; 
col =4; row = 2; nt = 2; h2o = 1; 

data inlO; 
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infile 'd:/phd/mike231/activedaCa/ctemp231jl0_2.cxt' missover 
delimiter = ','; 
inpuC var x y poly grid Cret; 
col = 3; row =1; nc = 1; h2o = 2; 
data inll; 
infile 'd:/phd/mike231/accivedaca/ccemp231j11_3.txt' missover 

delimiter = ','; 
input var x y poly grid Cret; 
col = 3; row = 2; nt = 1; h2o = 2; 
data inl2; 
infile 'd:/phd/mike231/activedata/ccemp231jl2_4.txt' missover 

delimiter = ','; 
input var x y poly grid tret; 
col = 3; row = 3; nt = 2; h2o = 2; 
data inl3; 
infile 'd:/phd/mike23l/activedata/ctemp231j13_1.txt' missover 

delimiter = ','; 
input var x y poly grid tret; 
col = 3; row = 4; nt = 1; h2o = 1; 
data inl4; 
infile 'd:/phd/mike231/activedata/ccemp231jl4_4.txt' missover 

delimiter = ','; 
inpuc var x y poly grid CreC; 
col = 4; row = 1; nt = 2; h2o =2; 
data inl5; 
infile 'd:/phd/mike231/accivedaca/ccemp231jl5_l.cxc' missover 

delimicer = ','; 
inpuc var x y poly grid tret; 
col = 4; row = 2; nt = 1; h2o = 1; 
data inl6; 
infile 'd:/phd/mike231/activedaca/ccemp231j16_2.cxt' missover 

delimicer = ','; 
inpuc var x y poly grid tret; 
col = 4; row = 3; nt = 2; h2o = 1; 
data inl7; 
infile 'd:/phd/mike231/accivedaca/ccemp231jl7_3.txc' missover 

delimicer = ','; 
inpuc var x y poly grid tret; 
col = 4; row = 4; nt =1; h2o = 2; 

data inall; 
set in2 in3 in4 in5 in6 in7 in8 in9 inlO inll inl2 inl3 inl4 inl5 

inl6 inl7; 
run; 

ciclel 'cCemp variabilicy for DOY 231' 
daCa cescl; 
sec inall; 

proc sort; 
by poly grid; 

run; 
proc univariate noprint; 
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by poly grid; 
var var; 
output out = out231 n = n mean= mean median= median std= vstd 

var= var cv= cv H20=H20 NT=NT; 

run; 

proc print data = out231; 
nin; 

proc plot data = out231 hpercent=50 vpercent=33; 
by poly; 
plot vstd*grid='s'; 
plot vinean*grid='m'; 
plot vvar*grid='v'; 
plot vcv*grid='c'; 
plot VTnedian*grid='a' / overlay box; 

run; 
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ANOVA (GLM) 

options nocenter ; 
data latinsq ; 

sec 'allcteinp231' ; 

proc contents ; 

proc £req ; 
tables grid*row*col*tret / list ; 

proc sort ; 
by grid ; 

proc glm ; 
by grid ; 
class tret row col ; 
model var = tret row col tret*row*col 

/ ss3 ; 
means tret row col tret*row*col ; 

proc gha, ; 
class tret row col grid ; 
model var = tret row col tret*row*col grid tret'grid row*grid 

col*grid 
tret*row*col»grid / ss3 ; 

proc means nway ; 
class tret row col grid ; 
var var ; 
output out=meansout mean(var)=mvar ; 

proc glm ; 
class tret row col grid ; 
model mvar=tret row col tret*row*col grid grid*tret grid*row grid*col 

/ ss3 ; 
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